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The PRESIDENT (Hon. M. M. Gould) took the chair at
9.30 a.m. and read the prayer.
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record the fact that this was not correct — that is, a
police officer was not shot by a handgun that was made
pre-1900. I ask the house and honourable members to
note that it was not my intention to cause confusion,
and I hope this statement will clarify the matter.

SCOTS’ CHURCH PROPERTIES
(AMENDMENT) BILL

Lysterfield Road, Lysterfield: black spot
funding

Introduction and first reading

Hon. H. E. BUCKINGHAM (Koonung) — On
3 September I was delighted to join the Premier, the
Minister for Transport in the other place and
parliamentary colleagues for the announcement of the
$2.34 million black spot funding to improve the
notorious Lysterfield Road which borders Koonung and
Silvan provinces in the outer east.

Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. J. M. MADDEN
(Minister for Sport and Recreation).

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Adjournment
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I move:
That, notwithstanding any sitting of the Council on Friday,
17 October 2003, for the completion of the government
business program determined on 14 October 2003, the
Council, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday, 28 October 2003.

Motion agreed to.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Clerk:
Legal Ombudsman — Report on the Victorian Lawyers RPA
Ltd.
National Parks Advisory Council — Report, 2002–03.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Member for East Yarra Province: comments
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA (East Yarra) — I rise today
to advise the house of comments I made on 2 May
during debate on the Firearms (Trafficking and
Handgun Control) Bill.
A concern has been raised about the fact that in my
contribution I was under the impression that in the late
1980s a police officer had been shot by a pre-1900
handgun. As a former police officer and certainly an
active police member during the period before and
subsequent to the tragic Walsh Street killings, I was of
the belief that a pre-1900 handgun had been used.
Since this matter was brought to my attention, I have
undertaken an extensive examination of the facts
surrounding my comments and now wish to place on

The narrow lanes, tight curves and poor-quality surface
on this section of Lysterfield Road have been a major
concern for local residents and police. Lysterfield Road
was designed and constructed as a rural road, but the
rapid expansion of residential development in the
region has meant it now forms an important link
between Burwood Highway and the outer south-eastern
suburbs.
In the past five years, 67 casualty crashes, including
three fatalities, have been reported on this stretch of
road. Most crashes have been head-on collisions and a
loss of control on bends, with wet weather being a
major contributor to the cause of the accidents.
The black spot funding will be used to improve road
width, to seal road shoulders, to install tactile edges, to
realign sections to improve currently tight curves, to
resurface to increase skid resistance and to increase
signage to warn motorists of hazardous conditions.
As the local member I am delighted that funding has
been made available from the Vicroads black spot
program. Black spot funding is an important part of the
Bracks government’s Arrive Alive road safety strategy
that aims to reduce the road toll by 20 per cent by 2007.

Bali bombings: anniversary
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — My
contribution today relates to the issues surrounding the
commemoration of the terrible events in Bali 12 months
ago. On the weekend, along with many other
Australians, I watched the commemoration service in
Bali. I was particularly moved by the Prime Minister’s
contribution and the contribution of a number of
survivors of that tragedy.
So many Australians of my age group in particular have
very strong links with Indonesia and Bali. This is a
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tragic event and a tragic change in the dynamics of our
region and the opportunities for people in Indonesia and
Bali in particular.
I place on record my best wishes to the families who
have been so tragically impacted. It is such a terrible
event and an event that Victorians and Australians can
only hope will never occur again. The efforts by all
governments to prevent international terrorism striking
at families and communities as it did 12 months ago is
to be applauded.

Iraq: Economist
Hon. J. G. HILTON (Western Port) — I know a
number of honourable members are readers of the
Economist magazine. I know Mr David Davis is a
particular fan. The edition of 4 October has on its cover
a picture of Tony Blair and George Bush with the
caption ‘Wielders of mass deception?’ The
accompanying article essentially says that although in
the magazine’s view there was a good case for
disposing of Saddam Hussein, Britain and America
stretched it.
My view is different. America wanted this war and
needed a case. The case presented was: Iraq had
weapons of mass destruction and was in a position to
deploy them quickly and it was, therefore, an imminent
threat to world stability. That case was never supported
by the evidence. The Economist concluded and I quote:
In making the case for it (the war) Mr Bush and Mr Blair did
not play straight with their people.

By implication neither did the Prime Minister of
Australia. People need to be able to trust their
governments. When they cannot, the consequences can
be dire. Australia deserves better.

Government: integrity
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — Last
week, when answering a question, this house suffered a
lecture from the Leader of the Government about
openness, honesty, transparency and accountability. I
tested that this week in question time by asking the
Minister for Small Business an issue specifically about
whether or not a budget report of a list of 115
projects — the government’s own figure — would be
made available to Parliament. Of course, she said it
would not. First the minister said she would and then
she said she would not.
I point out to the house that the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee did a report into commercial in
confidence. The report into commercial in confidence,
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started under my leadership but finished under that of
the member for Lara in the other place, is bipartisan and
unanimous. It refers to trust and the capacity of people
to have confidence in the integrity of government. The
response that came from the government to that
report — available from the paper’s office — gives the
lie to the behaviour that we have seen in this place in
relation to commercial-in-confidence issues. If the
government wants to be less hypocritical and more
open and honest, it will provide sensible — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD — And straight — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The honourable
member heard the Chair, and I ask him to take note of
its rulings.

Docklands: community
Ms ROMANES (Melbourne) — I draw the
attention of the house to two important initiatives that
are indicative of the excellent work being done by
Vicurban to continue to build a strong community at
Docklands: firstly, the election of the first Docklands
residents association committee at its first annual
general meeting on 20 October, with a spread of
residents elected from New Quay, Yarra’s Edge and the
Grand apartments at Docklands; and secondly, the
formation of a volunteer army of 160 volunteers to help
the fans visiting Telstra Dome and Docklands during
Rugby World Cup events.
The volunteers will provide information to fans about
events at Docklands during the world cup, help them
find their way around the precinct, encourage visitors to
explore the Docklands area and help visitors feel at
home. Building on the success of the Sydney Olympic
Games volunteer program, the Docklands volunteers
are drawn mainly from the Docklands community of
residents, workers and businesses in the precinct.
Volunteers will also include international students from
William Angliss College in the nearby Spencer Street
precinct — a great initiative to involve young people
from that college in welcoming visitors to Docklands.
The government has invested in a range of
community-building projects throughout Victoria, and
work being done at Docklands by the Docklands
Authority and now by Vicurban adds to these important
efforts to build stronger communities.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired.
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Commonwealth Games: intellectual property
rights
Hon. G. K. RICH-PHILLIPS (Eumemmerring) —
I wish to raise the issue of Concept Sports. Concept
Sports is a Melbourne-based merchandising company
which recently won a $100 million merchandising
contract for the Athens 2004 Olympic Games. It is one
of a number of merchandising contracts that the
company has received for major sporting events.
In September the Parliament passed the
Commonwealth Games Arrangements (Governance)
Bill. Although at the time the Liberal Party broadly
supported many of the provisions of the bill, one of the
areas that the Liberal Party expressed severe concerns
about related to the draconian intellectual property
provisions which were contained in that bill.
Yesterday my colleague Andrew Brideson asked a
question of the Minister for Commonwealth Games
regarding the impact of that legislation on Concept
Sports. I was disappointed at the minister’s response
when he referred to the company as dabbling in the
area. It shows how out of touch the minister is, if he
thinks a merchandising company with a $100 million
contract is dabbling in the area of providing Olympic
merchandise.
The contract won by Concept Sports is potentially
hindered and even jeopardised by the government’s
draconian intellectual property provisions in the
legislation, and it demonstrates the government’s
failure to understand the impact of its legislation. I call
on the minister to be better informed about his own
legislation in future.
Hon. Bill Forwood — Yes — ignoramus!
The PRESIDENT — Order! Unparliamentary
language is not tolerated in this house. I ask
Mr Forwood to desist.

Geelong bypass: funding
Hon. J. H. EREN (Geelong) — I wish to voice my
disappointment at the unfortunate stance of the
opposition parties in relation to their total lack of
support for the Geelong ring-road.
I am using this time now to highlight the issue, because
the opposition attacked me last week with points of
order to keep me silenced on this matter. I can assure
the public of Geelong that there is nothing that will stop
me from talking about this very important issue, and I
will not be gagged by the Liberal and National parties.
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I once again call on the federal government to stop
wasting time and get behind this project. I find it
amazing that it is turning its back on Victoria’s second
largest city. For a party that says it is committed to
Geelong, the Liberals are doing nothing to ensure that
this infrastructure goes ahead. If anything they are
hindering the project. For some reason they are in the
mindset of destroying all the good work being done by
this Labor government.
The fact remains that the Howard government is letting
Victoria down. It funds ring-roads in every other state
of Australia, but it cannot find the money for
Geelong — the second largest city in Victoria and the
eleventh largest city in the entire country. Opposition
members should be ashamed of their actions last week
and should learn from them. Rather than trying to gag
me they should be sticking up for the people of
Geelong and the Western District and urging their
federal counterparts to fund this important Geelong
bypass project.
I find it amazing to see that the Libs have finally hired
their field officer in Geelong, but unfortunately
Geelong has been snubbed again because the field
officer they have selected — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired.

Swan Hill: business excellence awards
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — I would
like to bring to the attention of the house that my wife
and I were privileged to attend the Swan Hill region
business excellence awards last Friday night. There was
a huge attendance at the awards — over 360 people —
at the Swan Hill Leisure Centre, with representation
from Kerang, Boort, Mildura, Robinvale and many
other areas, which was great to see.
This event, now run by the Swan Hill Rotary Club, has
gone from strength to strength in recent years and is a
real credit to the organising committee. It is headed up
by Arthur Graham, a well-known local businessman;
and the rest of the committee are Hodi Beauliv, the
awards coordinator; John Fowler; Janette Murphy; Ted
Pickering; and Ian Witty.
The MC for the night was one Alan Besley, a
well-known identity, with the guest speaker being
Barry Steggall, the previous member for Swan Hill.
Barry took us through the history of the development of
Swan Hill and districts, with particular emphasis on the
use of water and a vision for the future driven by
greenhouses for the production of vegetables.
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There were sections in the awards for agriculture, new
business, community service, manufacturing,
professional services, retail wholesale, tourism
hospitality, trade services, healthy workplace, and
trainee apprentice employee of the year, with the big
award for business of the year won by Ian Ray
Electrics, a local innovative and go-ahead business that
has just kept growing.
So, well done, Swan Hill! It was a great night to
recognise excellence and to showcase the area.

Quang Duc Buddhist Welfare Association of
Victoria
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — It was
with great pleasure that I represented the Premier, Steve
Bracks, on the occasion of the official opening of the
worship and youth activities hall of the Quang Duc
Buddhist Welfare Association of Victoria in Fawkner
last Sunday.
On behalf of the Vietnamese community, I thank the
Venerables Thich Tam Phuong and Thich Nguyen Tan
and their committee for their hard work in the past
seven years to complete the worship and youth centre.
The temple is not only the place for worship but it also
runs many welfare services to help disadvantaged
people with gambling problems, provides coaching in
maths and English and conducts language classes.
It was also a special occasion for the inaugural meeting
of the Unified Overseas Vietnamese Buddhist
Congregation. There were many Buddhist leaders from
the United States of America, Canada, France,
Germany, Japan, New Zealand and other countries. The
conference was about fighting for the independence of
the Unified Vietnamese Buddhist Congregation in
Vietnam and also surviving monks, nuns and followers.
People today outside Parliament at midday will raise
their voices about freedom of religion — —
The PRESIDENT — The member’s time has
expired.

AUDITOR-GENERAL
Parliament’s information technology upgrade
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I move:
That the Council take note of the Auditor-General’s report on
Parliament’s information technology upgrade, September
2003.

This is a fascinating report and makes fascinating
reading. I urge all members to take a keen interest in
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this report, which is replete with examples of what not
to do in administration. It is a handbook on how not to
manage. It reminds me of that much vaunted and
laughed at television series Fawlty Towers —
everything that could go wrong did go wrong in relation
to the information technology upgrade for Parliament.
The expression Murphy’s Law is apt in this case.
I say up front that we have some very important lessons
to learn from this. It is clear that we need to review the
administration of Parliament. It is intolerable that the
Auditor-General could bring down such an indictment
on the capacity of the Parliament of Victoria to manage
what is a significant part of its obligations in servicing
the staff at Parliament, electorate offices and members
of Parliament themselves.
What causes me a particular concern is that recently the
Speaker has advised all members that their electorate
office budgets will be cut by some $700 this year, and
there is further advice that there will be a significant
prospective cut to electorate office budgets for
successive financial years. This is reflective of the
apparent inability of Parliament to fund the ongoing
requirements for members of Parliament.
If the report is an example of the way the Parliament of
Victoria is administered, then there is a great deal of
merit to be found in putting in place a thorough review
of the total administration of the Parliament of Victoria
because I am sure there are many budget savings that
could be found as a consequence of getting a better
administration in place.
It is clear from the report that the rollout of the initiative
to upgrade the information technology for Parliament
was mishandled right from the beginning. The section
of the report which deals with what went wrong —
part 4, titled ‘Why did things go wrong?’ — is a litany
of errors in management and administration. Clearly
there was inappropriate and undefined decision-making
responsibility. Proper accountability and reporting
arrangements were not put in place, nor were there
proper guidelines. There was no effective budget in
place, no source and use of funds, and there was no
analysis of what the technology needs were separate
from the financing needs. There was not even an
understanding about the appropriateness of the
equipment. I know that many members of Parliament
are still suffering from problems with the equipment.
Problems with printers are still being resolved.
The most appalling aspect of this project is that it was
rolled out coincidental to the last general state election.
For many members on both sides of the house this
placed enormous stress on their staff. I feel very sorry
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for the staff working in electorate offices who were
trying to deal with the reality of what they were
expected to do in supporting their members leading up
to the election but found they were unable to deliver. In
my own case it was some months before a simple
adjustment to the printer allowed us to even print an
envelope. Candidly, it defies understanding how it is
that the Parliament of Victoria, which at the end of the
day is responsible for the administration of this state no
matter which side of the house is in control, could get it
so badly wrong. It is a poor reflection on us collectively
and the whole parliamentary administrative process.

because it is broke this government has taken $500 000
out of the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association
fund. I would think that at the CPA annual general
meeting later this month some questions might well be
asked about the appropriateness of the removal of
$500 000 from that fund. I found it extraordinary that
once again an account which is not the business of
government has been raped by this government purely
to pay for its excesses — absolutely pillaged and raped.

Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — The first thing I
want to say is it is a pity that this report is being debated
in the absence of my colleague the Honourable Bill
Baxter. I refer members to item 2 of general business,
notices of motion, on the notice paper where the
Honourable Bill Baxter proposes to move a motion
with respect to this very issue. In that notice of motion
he suggests that the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee should undertake an inquiry and report on
matters related to the replacement of computers and
associated equipment in members’ electorate offices
with particular reference to:

The project operated under a firm requirement that the system
be upgraded by the start of November 2002.

(a) the tender price;
(b) the actual cost incurred in the changeover; and
(c) why the new equipment is more cumbersome, slower
and less user friendly than the perfectly satisfactory
equipment it replaced.

I think we all share some of those complaints.
Mr Baxter’s views on this matter have been verified in
the report before the house today, particularly those first
two points where he sought an inquiry into the tender
price and the actual cost incurred in the changeover.
Some of those questions are answered in the
Auditor-General’s report. I particularly refer members
to pages 25 and 26 of the report where the
Auditor-General has set out the project cost. I had a
look through this report when it was presented to
Parliament and noted the Auditor-General’s finding that
this project was way over budget. On page 26 the
Auditor-General reports from where additional funding
was obtained. Under 3.32 the report states:
The Treasurer subsequently approved the application of funds
already held within parliamentary funds as follows:
$2.524 million from the consolidated fund …

The report then elaborates what that was made up from.
The second dot point says this government pinched
$500 000 from the Commonwealth Parliamentary
Association grant account. I find it appalling that

We are also concerned to find in this report, as stated in
finding 1.16:

As the Leader of the Opposition has already said, this
appalling was absolutely timing. We all knew an
election was imminent then.
Ms Hadden — You mean the timing was appalling.
Hon. P. R. HALL — The timing was appalling,
yes. I am getting too excited about this. The timing was
absolutely appalling. We knew an election was upon us,
and the Auditor-General said that too. I think that to
impose the rollout of this program by the start of
November 2002 was most unfortunate, leaving
members in a situation where they were unable to
function adequately during that very busy time for
members of Parliament. Computer equipment was
installed in my electorate office during November, with
an election coming up later that month — —
Mr Lenders — You did well, then.
Hon. P. R. HALL — With no thanks to you guys, I
think. You absolutely wanted to try to put hurdles in
our way. We were struggling to carry out the normal
functions of representing people right through to the
next election, yet had our office routines grossly
disrupted by the imposition of new equipment.
The last comment I will make is in respect to
finding 1.20, which states:
Despite the fact that performance issues identified in the
post-implementation testing had not been resolved, and
despite the number of problems experienced by users
immediately following rollout, the project was signed off as
completed on 30 January 2003, and the contractor released
from its performance guarantee.

For goodness’ sake, President, I can tell the house that
my laptop computer did not work until May 2003.
Mr Smith — It was probably switched off.
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Hon. P. R. HALL — Switched off? It wasn’t
switched off. I use my laptop regularly. I just could not
access it from Parliament or from my home, which is
what laptops are designed to do. I took it back across
the road on a number of occasions, and it took until
May of this year before I could get the machine
functioning as it does now. As the Leader of the
Opposition said, this whole thing has been an appalling
mess. The Auditor-General has proved that. It is not
what we are saying; it is what the Auditor-General says,
and I think the government should be embarrassed
about this whole project.
Ms ROMANES (Melbourne) — There is a litany of
lessons to be learnt from a reading of the
Auditor-General’s report on the rollout of the new IT
system for the Parliament. It contains important lessons.
I commend the Speaker who sought this review by the
Auditor-General of the parliamentary IT upgrade. The
current Speaker inherited the problems from the
previous Parliament and, indeed, must have borne the
brunt of the angst, anger and frustration from members
and parliamentary officers in the months during and
after the rollout following the November 2002 election.
The Speaker sought an independent assessment of what
happened and requested the Auditor-General to make a
thorough review and assessment of what had happened
in the lead-up to the rollout and subsequently. I believe
that members of Parliament have to take bipartisan
responsibility for what happened. We all accepted that
change was occurring in the IT arena, and we all
believed that someone was looking after it on our
behalf. We have found from the Auditor-General’s
report that that was not the case. In fact, we have here a
classic case study of a procurement project that went
badly wrong and suffered from poor project governance
and the lack of clear lines of responsibility and
accountability. It also suffered from poor project
management. It is an indictment that the
Auditor-General, who assessed the project against best
practice for project management, found that 12 of the
principles were not met, 4 were only partly met and
none was completely met.
The complexity of the project was never recognised by
those who were undertaking it, and key risks were
never identified. Because that happened the
parliamentary IT system itself was put at risk. What we
have within the auditor’s report is an analysis as far as
the Auditor-General can take it. It is not clear in all
aspects exactly what contributed to the mistakes
outlined in the report, but it does provide us with a
starting point for an examination of the way in which
projects are managed and rolled out in the future. It
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provides lessons for the Parliament to use in its
procurement methods as well.
It is very important that we look closely at the
recommendations of the Auditor-General, particularly
at the need to review the administration of Parliament.
We as a Parliament expect rigour of government
departments in their procurement of goods and services
and in project management, and yet we stand here
today not having delivered in the way that we expect
our public sector agencies to deliver on our behalf. We
can do no more than make a commitment to examine
further and to improve the processes that we use in our
activities in the future and to learn from this situation.
Again, I commend the Speaker for putting this review
in place and for putting us in a position of having
greater knowledge of what happened and what we can
do to improve our processes in the future.
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — It goes
without saying that we have all suffered as a result of
this Parlynet rollout. We all had great misgivings and
wondered what was going on, and the
Attorney-General’s report has been useful in that it has
exposed why we are having all these problems. It says a
lot for performance audits. It is worth highlighting that
performance audits were introduced by the Kennett
government, and over the last years we have seen how
effective that audit tool is.
The report is sad. It is very sad that the project was
mismanaged and botched. We are the Parliament of
Victoria; we have responsibility for the management of
huge amounts of funds across the state. As in the old
saying, ‘It was darkest under the light’. Here are we,
those responsible for seeing things are done properly,
and yet in our own house it was simply a mess. This is
absolutely not appropriate.
When we reflect on the new way of doing business,
which is to contract out, to have private-public
partnerships and the like, I would like to say to the
Minister of Finance, who is in the chamber, that this
report should be compulsory reading for all senior
executives in the government.
I can remember that when as a young engineer I joined
the team that was rebuilding the West Gate Bridge after
it fell down, the royal commission report was
compulsory reading. I can tell you that the salutary
lessons that were learnt from that have stayed with me
for the rest of my life. I think the Minister for Finance
should make sure that this report is compulsory reading
for everybody who manages funds within this
government because it is a case study on how things
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can go wrong and how mess-ups can occur. I would
like to quote a few issues that highlight the case study:
1.13 Why did things go wrong?

This is just a classic:
The Parlynet 2002 project governance structure did not meet
our expectations; the role of the Parlynet 2002 project steering
committee was not clearly defined, responsibility for decision
making was unclear, accountability and reporting
arrangements between the project sponsor, project manager
and the steering committee were not established, the scope of
the project was not clearly defined and the steering committee
did not constrain the scope.

There you have in one paragraph the lessons to be
learnt by anybody who does anything in the project
management area, and that is why I think this report
should be compulsory reading.
The Leader of the National Party touched on how the
project was signed off and the contractor released from
his obligations when it was quite clear that the project
had not been completed and the system was not
working. That is simply inexcusable in every way — a
total failure of contract management! That has probably
been dealt with sufficiently.
I turn to section 3 of the report under the heading ‘What
needs to be done?’. We as members are still all
suffering from the problem. It is one thing to say it was
a mess-up, but we need to get it fixed up as well. That is
set out very clearly in section 3.25, where the
Auditor-General said that the IT unit needs to:
… establish priorities for addressing the problems with the
Parlynet system, and communicate those priorities to users …

To the best of my knowledge unfortunately that has not
happened. He continued by saying that the IT unit
needs to:
develop a plan to fix systemic technical problems with
Parlynet, rather than attempting to fix each problem
individually …

Not only are there lessons about what went wrong but
also about what needs to be done to get us out of the
hole.
Ms HADDEN (Ballarat) — I welcome the Report of
the Auditor-General on Parliament’s Information
Technology Upgrade — September 2003. I also
commend the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly,
Mrs Judy Maddigan, who invited the Auditor-General
to conduct this audit because of the serious concerns
about the state of the rollout of the system late last year.
This government is not afraid to welcome any
Auditor-General’s report, and it is this government
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which has strengthened the independence of the
Auditor-General.
This report criticises the rollout of the system. I will not
go through each of the criticisms; they are there for us
to read and no doubt most of us have read them and
will continue to read them. The staff of the Joint
Services Department worked very well with the
Auditor-General, and I commend them for that. As I
said, this Parliament welcomes the report. It shows a
way forward. We need to work constructively towards
that end goal.
A number of problems were raised in the report, and it
is important that those problems be addressed. They
cannot all be addressed instantly — we all know that as
we are all sensible human beings in this chamber — but
they are being addressed, and the response that was
provided in the Auditor-General’s report is welcome.
The response of the Joint Services Department at
page 9 sets out how it is addressing the
recommendations of the Auditor-General and advises
what recommendations have already been acted on.
There is a process of continual improvement over the
life of this Parliament, and those issues are being
addressed. I also commend the member for Preston in
the other place, Mr Michael Leighton, who is the chair
of the IT subcommittee of the House Committee. He is
doing a fantastic job of advising all members of the
different systems that we can avail ourselves of at the
moment — for example, the personal digital assistants,
or PDAs, if we choose. There certainly needs to be
better consultation between the Joint Services
Department and all users, including members, IT staff
and electorate officers, and that is being addressed.
Consultations are currently being undertaken.
It is important to note that one of the findings and
criticisms of the report of the Auditor-General was the
fact that the IT subcommittee in the last Parliament did
not meet for a period of about 19 months between April
2001 and November 2002. That was during the entire
period of the project development and rollout of the
Parlynet system. The Auditor-General found that that
impacted on the project outcomes. This was not a
simple system by any means; it was a huge and
significant task to roll the system out throughout the
parliamentary precinct as well as into 132 electorate
offices across the state.
It is an understatement to say that the Parlynet 2002
project was large in scale and not a simple task, but the
report and the criticisms in it and the constructive
recommendations are welcomed and are being acted
on. As I said, Michael Leighton has been appointed
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chair of the IT subcommittee, and he is doing a very
good job.
There are some lessons to learn, as Mr Phil Davis has
noted, but I am not going to start bagging people and
blaming them. We all need to work towards the end
goal of making sure the system is useable for all users
and assist in every way we can. I commend the report.
Hon. BILL FORWOOD (Templestowe) — I rise
to speak briefly on the Report of the Auditor-General
on Parliament’s Information Technology Upgrade. I
start by saying that I think all members agree that we
needed to have a catch-up and that it was important that
our technology base was improved. Secondly, I believe
the project was approached with the best intentions and
the best will in the world by both the members of
Parliament who were involved but also by the Joint
Services Department. What I find disappointing is that,
as the Auditor-General so rightly shows, the project
went off the rails quite early on and never got back on
them.
Rather than point a finger of blame I think, as does
Ms Romanes, that what we should be trying to do is
learn lessons from this report that will help us go
forward. There are two issues I want to touch on, and
the first is on page 15. Paragraph 2.12 states:
After funding was secured, the Parlynet 2002 project steering
committee decided to adopt design and functionalities that
were over and above those covered by the catch-up initiative.
Despite being much larger and fundamentally different, the
project continued to be referred to as the Parlynet 2002
project.

In other words, after they got the funding they changed
the project. I put to the house that this is not a good way
of doing things. Those of us, including my friend
Mr Hilton, who have been around some of these issues
would know that that is one of the things you do not do.
It is really important when we undertake these projects
that we do them in a structured and measured way.
The second point I want to refer to is found at page 41
of the report at paragraph 4.26, ‘Pilot testing’, which
states:
Pilot testing took place over two days compared with the
planned four weeks.

If I have a mild criticism of the Auditor-General’s
report it is that there are not enough reasons given for
some of the decisions that he documents in his report.
Ms Romanes and I listened to him speak on this topic.
He said that because the record keeping was also not up
to scratch it was sometimes difficult to follow why
some decisions were made. As Ms Romanes and I
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heard, there were situations where in fact decisions
happened by osmosis rather than by specific decisions
being made because there was a specific project
manager in charge of the project, and going back it was
difficult to discover why a particular decision was
made. That is also something that in a project like this
should just never happen.
To return to this point, we were implementing a highly
complex IT system with a planned four-week pilot
testing process which, for whatever reason — I know
time was short — was truncated to two days. I do not
care how you look at this; if you are going into a project
rollout like this you have to test it and you have to take
time. Once it is tested you review the test and then you
roll it out. Paragraph 4.27 makes extraordinary reading.
It says:
There was no break between the pilot and rollout to the first
electorate office.

Not only was the pilot testing process truncated from a
planned four weeks to just two days but it was not
evaluated. It is no wonder that in the end the system ran
into the glitches that it did.
It is not the only computer system around Victoria that
has had its problems: we discussed in this place
RMIT’s computer system not long ago, and we know
about the police one as well. These highly technical,
complex IT systems require very good planning and
very good testing. If there is one lesson that comes out
of this report of the Auditor-General that must be
heeded both by members of Parliament and also by the
House Committee, the IT subcommittee and the people
who work in the Joint Services Department, it is that
projects like this must be scoped, planned and
documented, and nothing should be done to deviate
from the original plan without a structured
decision-making process signed off along the way. If
we do that, then despite the fact that we had a mess
with this project, we will be fine in the future.
Motion agreed to.

CEMETERIES AND CREMATORIA BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 15 October; motion of Mr GAVIN
JENNINGS (Minister for Aged Care); and Mr DAVID
DAVIS’s amendment:
That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted with the view of
inserting in place thereof ‘this house refuses to read this bill a
second time until consultation has taken place with key
stakeholders concerning heritage issues, industry structure
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and freedom of choice in the selection of headstones and
grave monuments’.

Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I made a
number of points at the beginning of the debate on the
Cemeteries and Crematoria Bill last night, and while I
indicated that the opposition would not oppose the bill,
I also indicated that it had significant concerns about it.
The government has not covered itself in glory with this
bill. It has failed to properly consult with the
community on the bill itself and has lacked a sense of
vision on what was required in the bill. A sense of
vision is important because the bill will govern the
operation of our cemeteries and crematoriums for the
next 50, 60 or 70 years.
This is an unusual and sensitive bill and community
groups have very legitimate interests in it. The number
of community groups that have spoken to me over the
last few weeks is very significant. They include the
Jewish community, many in the Chinese community,
many in the Vietnamese community and many from
other faiths, religious and cultural backgrounds who
have precise views about these matters. Their views are
formed by their deep cultural traditions, and it is an
indictment of the government for so comprehensively
failing to understand the importance of those traditions
to many of the culturally and linguistically diverse
groups in our community.
I have also had significant contact with small business
people, particularly stonemasons, who are very
concerned about the bill’s impact on them, on their
businesses and on the choices that people can exercise.
Last night I made the point that there are
526 cemeteries trusts in Victoria. Most are small
cemetery trusts in the country, but a number of trusts
manage small cemeteries in metropolitan Melbourne as
well. But there is a handful of very large trusts that
manage big concerns — ‘big’ both financially and in
the work that they do as cemeteries and crematoriums.
It is the activities of those larger trusts that are of
concern to many of the small business people who
work in the sector.
For example, it is a concern that people may not have
the freedom of choice they desire to choose the
headstones and other grave monuments that are
important to them. I have seen evidence that makes me
very concerned about the activities of some of the
larger cemetery trusts. It is not my place here today to
name those organisations, but I think the community
understands what I mean. When people are at a very
vulnerable moment they are forced to make a series of
choices about how their loved ones will be interred. It is
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a decision that is made once, obviously, in that case or
perhaps once in a sense that a family grave or plot sets a
precedent into the future.
Nonetheless it is often made at a point of great
vulnerability and people who are not accorded the full
choice in relation to their cultural traditions at that point
are likely to be very unhappy, and that is certainly what
has been put to me by a number of people.
The stonemasons have also been very active in putting
an appropriate case as small businesses. It is also a
pro-competitive case that is very much in the
community’s interests. I want to record some
comments in a paper dated 3 October, commissioned
by the Master Stone Masons Association Victoria and
entitled Review of Cemeteries Legislation and
Cemetery Trust Conduct. It was produced by Marsden
Jacob, a respected firm of financial and economic
consultants.
Wide discussions were held, including with the Office
of Regulatory Review, the competitive neutrality unit
of the competition policy section of the Department of
Treasury and Finance, the Department of Human
Services itself and the National Competition Council.
The document indicates the size of some of those trusts
based on the year 2000 figures, and they are very large
indeed. I do not need to go into the figures; it is an
accepted arrangement.
I want to quote from the recommendations and the
summary included in the document. Let us be clear that
the stonemasons are arguing that the large cemetery
trusts are vertically integrated businesses that exploit
their powerful monopoly positions with respect to
cemeteries. In many respects cemeteries are public
facilities and should be controlled by the public.
I place on record my firm opposition to any
privatisation of those functions. We can draw a distinct
line between the operation of the cemetery itself and
those additional aspects that relate to headstones, grave
monuments and other activities around funerals and the
process of interment. We can do this for two reasons:
firstly, it will lower the cost of funerals, headstones and
grave monuments; and secondly, it will achieve choice.
It is that second aspect that has irritated many of our
culturally diverse groups in Victoria. They are clearly
very agitated about the fact that they may be denied the
choice of headstones or denied the options that are
appropriate for them.
There may be a risk to Victoria. I quote from
paragraph 75 of the summary of the Master Stone
Masons Association Victoria document:
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Failure to comply with the requirements of the competition
principles agreement puts at risk Victoria’s competition
payments of approximately $185 million.

At a minimum Victoria could stand to lose some
payments. It seems to me that in one sense this is a very
small section of the economy, but it says about the
Bracks government that it is a government that is not
committed to robust, pro-competitive regulation of the
business sector. It is a very poor marker to the future. It
is a poor marker of the commitment of the Department
of Treasury and Finance to intervene and say to the
Department of Human Services in this context that,
‘We don’t think you have understood the significance
of some of these matters. We don’t think you have fully
understood that it sends an anticompetitive signal to the
business marketplace.’ That is not only wrong, but
dumb.
The Treasurer ought to have been more active in this.
He ought to have been prepared to say that the
government wants a pro-competitive environment in
Victoria. While there is no argument that this is a
relatively small sector of the economy, this is a marker
to the mood the government is prepared to operate in.
The fact is that the government appears to be prepared
to support special interest groups rather than to look at
outcomes that are better for the community and would
lead to lower costs and greater consumer choice.
The Treasurer could have intervened. He was informed
about it, but he chose not to intervene. The Minister for
Health ought to have understood this as well. It is
surprising that the government has been deaf to the
chorus of people, not just the stonemasons and their
association, but all the multicultural groups in our
community who are concerned about the bill. The
government has been deaf to these groups and their
legitimate interests. Part of that is the pace at which the
legislation has moved. It has not been a long
consultation period given the type of legislation we are
talking about and the slowness of communities to fully
understand the precise impacts of this legislation. I
know the government has argued to some individuals
and groups that the legislation does not change much. It
cements in place anticompetitive arrangements that
exist with some of the large cemetery trusts and
strengthens the hand of those large cemetery trusts. It
cements in place an insufficient choice into the future
for those culturally and religiously diverse groups in
Victorian society.
I know also that the government has indicated to some
of those groups that it will take appropriate action and
has provided letters and documents to individuals and
representatives of important community groups. To the
extent that that provides some measure of comfort of
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the intentions of the current minister it is welcomed, but
this legislation is long-term legislation. It may govern
what will happen in our cemeteries and crematoriums
in 50, 70 or 80 years time.
All of us in this house are customers of the legislation.
It is not sufficient to provide a flimsy letter of comfort
to one or two community groups and think that will
protect their legitimate interests into the future. That
will not protect their legitimate interests into the future.
It simply raises the question more deeply and makes it
more clear that there need to be proper protections.
The Liberal Party intends to move a reasoned
amendment that asks the government to step back from
the bill and to go into the community to undertake
consultation with a range of community groups and
then come back with a better, workable Victorian
solution to this issue. That reasoned amendment is the
proper way to go. It will allow the government to step
back and say, ‘We have aspects of this wrong. We have
not fully understood the impact of some of the changes
in this very sensitive area of legislation and we need to
go back and get these aspects right.’ That is the correct,
proper and decent way to go. It is what the government
should do.
If the government chooses not to do that, I foreshadow
that the opposition will move an amendment in
committee, which will force the government to consult
with any faith, religion or cultural group that may have
legitimate interests in a cemetery before the minister
moves to turn a cemetery into a memorial park. The
opposition thinks this is a minimal step, but there is
much more that is wrong with the bill. It is a difficult
task to draft precise aspects of the bill from opposition,
and that is why the government should step back and
get this bill right.
As part of my work on this bill I consulted widely, as
did other members of the Liberal Party. That
consultation involved all the cemetery trusts in Victoria.
Many of them have either written or contacted me to
make their points of view very clear. I will pick one or
two of these as examples of the sorts of responses I
have had from around the state. I refer to Peter Ross
from the Yackandandah Cemetery Trust. He stated:
I am secretary of the Yackandandah Cemetery Trust, which
administers a small rural cemetery with … over 3400 burials
dating from 1859. I regard the cemetery here, and others of
similar nature, as of national importance.

He applauded the efforts of the Liberal Party to check
the hasty and commercially driven bureaucratic
decisions of this government regarding our cemeteries
and crematoriums.
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The point Mr Ross from Yackandandah made is very
appropriate. He said cemeteries are of huge
significance. The National Trust of Australia (Victoria)
has made these points very clear. Mr Ross and the
Yackandandah Cemetery Trust and other similar small
cemetery trusts understand the significance of local
history, the way to regulate cemeteries and
crematoriums and the family history and genealogical
significance of cemeteries for Victoria and Victorians.
I have to say that it is on one level surprising, but on
another level very clear that there is significant tourism
potential in cemeteries. I do not believe that has been
recognised by the government. There is no evidence
that there is an understanding of the tourist significance
of these cemeteries.
I want to place on record a statement issued on
29 September by the national trust entitled ‘Death of
cemeteries’. I make clear that we do not agree with
every aspect of what the national trust has said on
this — we do not agree with a death tax — but we think
the government could have found better ways to
preserve the heritage that is embodied in these
cemeteries. The document states:
The national trust is dismayed that the Cemeteries and
Crematoria Bill 2003 before the Victorian Parliament fails to
deal adequately with the great problems affecting our
cemeteries.

It reports Dr Celestina Sagazio, senior historian at the
national trust as having said:
Our cemeteries are at great risk because of neglect, lack of
funding, poor management, lack of restoration expertise and
little interest by holders of the right of interment …

It is often the case that there is a break and a loss of the
chain of connection with interment — often for many
years. Victorians understand that has occurred in many
cases. Each of us in this house is aware of people who
have gone back to the land of their forbears — whether
it be England, Italy, Wales or Scotland — and followed
their family histories by visiting cemeteries and
graveyards. We need to understand that this bill will
have an impact on the ability of future Victorians and
Australians to undertake genealogical and family
history research that is so important to them. The
national trust document continues to report what Dr
Sagazio said:
The Cemeteries Bill before Parliament virtually ignores
heritage matters and does not address adequately the issue of
funding for the restoration and maintenance of our precious
cemeteries. Indeed the state government has ignored the
advice of the two leading heritage bodies in Victoria (the
national trust and Heritage Victoria) to drop the regulation
that old and unused cemeteries can be converted to parkland
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with headstones relocated or removed. This would be the
worst form of destruction …

The document continues:
The state government currently allocates the ridiculously low
sum of $28 000 annually for the maintenance of very small
county cemeteries and the rest are expected to raise their own
funds. The national trust advocates the introduction of a
central cemeteries fund …

We do not necessarily agreed with it on that, but we
understand the point the trust is making about the need
to have a better system to preserve these monuments.
The document further states:
‘The national trust also strongly disagrees with the
government’s view that the maintenance of graves and
memorials should remain solely the responsibility of the
holder of the right of interment because they are of value to
all the community,’ said Dr Sagazio.

It is absolutely the case that they are of value to the
whole of the community not just to the holder of the
right of interment. They are of broader community
significance. Dr Sagazio continues:
Unfortunately many people do not accept responsibility for
maintenance.

And that is correct. We need to look at ways of lifting
the involvement of people in the maintenance of those
monuments. The document continues:
Maintenance of monuments must be able to be undertaken by
the cemetery trust when necessary. Highly significant
monuments should receive proper government assistance.
Without adequate funding and wider responsibility for
maintenance, our historic cemeteries are doomed’, warned Dr
Sagazio.
The national trust calls on the state government to amend the
bill before Parliament to address its concerns and to allow
more time for the bill to be considered by the community and
interested parties.

I can only agree with the broad sentiments in that.
While we do not agree with every solution advanced by
the national trust, we are very aware that the highly
significant monuments, as Dr Sagazio called them,
should on some occasions receive proper government
support to be preserved.
The Boroondara Cemetery is a cemetery of real
significance. Many early Victorians — not only of local
and statewide political significance but others who have
had major religious and community involvements —
are interred there. In my local area there is a recognition
that that cemetery is important and needs to be
maintained. Maybe the government needs to look at
ways of offering modest but generous assistance of
some kind to friends of cemeteries who are prepared to
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step forward and take on some burden or
responsibilities for the maintenance of parts of
cemeteries. This is the sort of thoughtful approach that
needs to be worked through. I do not have a
well-developed proposal there, but I think the
government could have employed a bit more vision and
lateral thinking to develop some of these ideas.
I want to say that there are some good things in the bill,
and I do not want to condemn the government on every
aspect of it, because that would be quite wrong. There
is better provision for paupers burials, and that is
important. But we want other issues addressed. I do not
want to say a great deal more in this debate. As I have
said, the various multicultural groups in our community
have been active on this. I know the Chinese
community I met with yesterday is very concerned
indeed. The Jewish community — and I know the
government has had contact with it in recent days — is
similarly concerned, and the Vietnamese community
has had a number of contacts with me and others in the
opposition.
The government’s decision to press forward with this at
this precise point without adequate consultation is one
which is ungenerous and which I think in the fullness of
time the community will be very unhappy with. I think
this minister and this government will be regarded as
having missed a historic opportunity to do something
creative and proper.
I again flag the fact that the reasoned amendment has
been moved by the opposition. We call on the
government to step back even at this late point, and I
hope it will be prepared to do so. If the government
fails to do so, we will move an amendment during the
committee process. I commend this bill for further
discussion.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (North Western) — I have
pleasure in rising to contribute to this debate on the
Cemeteries and Crematoria Bill. The member for
Lowan in the other house, Mr Hugh Delahunty, has, as
is usual on all health matters, done a lot of preparatory
work, and I thank him for that. He has contacted a wide
range of businesses, trusts and sectors of the industry
which have helped him get a true grasp of the situation
that this bill will create once it is passed.
The National Party welcomes the fact that the
government has attempted to move on this issue,
simply because there have been ongoing reviews of the
1958 act for over 20 years. This bill is the culmination
of that work, and many members of the National Party
have welcomed the fact that the government has tried to
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put in place some legislation that will make this whole
business a little less unwieldy.
That so many issues in the bill have caused concern
within sections of the industry has been amazing. The
National Party will support the reasoned amendment so
that the legislation can be set aside and reworded. I
hope that the Minister for Aged Care will respond in a
positive manner that will enable those concerns to be
dealt with outside Parliament and that the legislation
can be reintroduced in a manner that will provide a
greater opportunity for the industry to operate to the
best of its ability.
There are currently 526 cemetery trusts in Victoria,
many of which are run by volunteers, particularly the
rural and regional trusts which rely heavily on
volunteers to maintain and prepare their cemeteries.
Some 14 trusts employ chief executive officers and
staff. Some of the larger trusts are big businesses.
The bill continues a long tradition of religious and
secular burial sites and allows diverse cultures to
respond to religious requirements. That is only right in
the multicultural environment we live in today. We
must ensure that we are aware of the various cultural
needs when it comes to burials.
The principal act has been described as unwieldy, so
making it less difficult for trusts and the public is
therefore welcomed by the National Party. The review
of the cemetery system has been happening for well
over 20 years, and it caused a sigh of relief that the
government is now dealing with the issue.
There has been considerable input from the cemetery
sector and the broader community, but much of that
input has fallen on deaf ears. The cemetery trusts have a
clearly stated obligation to respond to the cultural and
diverse religious needs of the community, and perpetual
tenure for burial will remain. We are happy that
provision has been introduced because we consider
perpetual tenure at cemeteries to be important.
The rights and responsibilities associated with cremated
remains are clarified in the bill, which we welcome. For
cremated remains cemetery trusts must offer perpetual
tenure as well as continuing to offer the 25-year limited
tenure option. The bill is affording the same rights to
cremated remains as has been the case for interred
bodies.
The bill offers the options of burying or cremating body
parts and pre-viable tissue at a cemetery, but this will
not be a requirement. I question the words ‘option to
bury or cremate body parts’. From our consultation and
research there is only one other use that comes to mind
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for body parts — that is, scientific use. We wonder why
the bill is worded in that manner. If an opportunity to
include scientific use had been taken the bill would
have specified the three possible options.

to put financial strain on smaller cemetery trusts. We
must realise that there is a huge difference between
Melbourne’s largest cemetery trusts and the smaller
ones in the regions of Victoria.

One aspect the bill covers is accounting for people who
die with insufficient means to pay for their burial.
Those people will have their funeral or cremation
provided for by a magistrate’s order that the cemetery
trust provide a simple form of commemoration. The bill
does not say who will pay for such burials. The
government should clarify who will look after the
payment in such cases.

I have a letter concerning a Mr Albert Kellock, who
does a lot of work with the Shepparton Cemetery Trust.
In respect of proposed section 82, headed ‘Surrender to
cemetery trust of unexercised right of interment by sole
holder’, which provides in paragraph (a) that the
cemetery trust must pay to the holder a refund based on
the current cemetery trust fee payable for same type of
interment less the relevant cemetery trust fee, the letter
states Mr Kellock’s views as follows:

One of the more contentious parts of the bill is that
cemeteries, which can be closed under the principal act,
can now be closed by a Governor in Council order
provided there has been no interment for 25 years and
no sale of plots or new rights for plots. As was
mentioned by the Honourable David Davis, removing
headstones that date back to the 1800s and turning
cemeteries into parkland is a delicate issue, and one that
some people will be concerned about. We must exhibit
extreme caution in the way we treat cemeteries that
have not been used in recent times.
At times all of us visit a cemetery where our parents or
loved ones are buried and draw an enormous amount of
comfort from that. That part of the legislation will not
be commonly used, but surely we have to be careful
that we do not damage our historical heritage because
many cemeteries have an enormous amount of history.
A good point was made about people travelling
overseas to learn more about their ancestry. It is a
moving experience for everybody to visit the
tombstones or graves of their ancestors.

This is where cemetery trusts have to pay back the current fee
for right of interment when the fee actually paid (sometimes
many years ago) is only a small fraction of the current fee.
The problem is that as cemetery trusts have not been allowed
to make a profit all funds are expended and they do not have a
cash reserve to pay current fees back to people wanting to
cancel their right of interment.
Cemeteries will not want to cancel rights of interment
because it will be too expensive when they have a lot of rights
available.
Cemetery trusts rely on both the sale of rights and the
interment fees to manage their cemetery. He thinks it is best
to leave the cemetery trusts with the power to determine the
amount of refund as surrender of right of burial should be
encouraged if not going to be used.

A new mechanism will be put in place for the minister
to close cemeteries, but it will be done only in extreme
circumstances. It will be an offence for any cemetery
trust to profit from the selling of interment rights. The
bill provides that a refund must be made at today’s cost
of a plot that was purchased in years gone by. That has
a number of dire consequences for some of the smaller
cemetery trusts where the price of a cemetery plot has
risen 100 per cent over the last six to eight years.

Mr Kellock made the point that people are now
demanding much more from cemetery trusts in the way
they look after their cemeteries. In years gone by a lot
of cemetery trusts would simply have a burn-off once a
year to clean up the cemetery and do a little bit of
maintenance work along the way. People are now
demanding much more from cemeteries. Mr Kellock is
finding that they have to continually weed the cemetery
and put down lawn wherever they can — I am talking
about an older cemetery — thereby creating additional
maintenance work with the mowing and upkeep of the
cemetery. It is worth understanding that people are
demanding much more of cemetery trusts. The bill
allows cemetery trusts to be managed by councils.
Currently 75 trusts involve local councils, but they can
now be managed directly by a municipal council.

If we are asking some of these smaller cemetery trusts
to refund up to $1200 or $1300 for a plot that was
purchased for $600 only six or seven years ago, we will
soon send some of them to the wall. We are not talking
about a very common occurrence, but it has been
included in the legislation. Previously, smaller cemetery
trusts were able to manage their finances in the best
way possible and refund plot fees at the price paid
rather than at current day prices. This has the potential

The bill establishes a new appeal mechanism to the
Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT)
against specific decisions of trusts relating to permits.
This is a relevant point. The issue I will come to later in
the debate in relation to master stonemasons is not
covered by this appeal mechanism as it relates only to
permits. This does not cover the ability of people to
appeal to VCAT for decisions of an anticompetitive
nature made by trusts.
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Fees will be set by trusts and approved by the
secretary — currently this is done through the Governor
in Council — and publicised on the Department of
Human Services web site. These fees will automatically
be adjusted in line with the consumer price index, as
will so many other fees and licences throughout the
state. Borrowings of trusts will still require the approval
of the state Treasurer.
The bill clarifies the maintenance obligations of the
cemetery trusts and the owners of private memorials.
This is throwing an enormous amount of responsibility
on to future generations of the people for whom we
build memorials today. Under this legislation people’s
descendants will be held responsible for the upkeep and
maintenance of memorials and private mausoleums
built in the state. While generally those are
low-maintenance issues, this legislation allows
cemetery trusts to hold third and fourth generations
down the track — in 70, 80 and 90 years time —
responsible for the memorials built for our forefathers,
sometimes for our great, great grandparents. It is an
enormous amount of responsibility to put on the people
of the future.
One of the concerns raised by people in the funeral
industry is the lack of guidelines to assist the secretary.
The secretary has been given wide-ranging powers
throughout the legislation, and guidelines need to be put
in place to assist that person.
There is little reference to the construction of coffins
and caskets. There is a possibility in the future of
cardboard caskets. The standard of caskets has not been
addressed in this bill. If we go down the track of
cardboard caskets, there will be risks in terms of cost
and leakage and the associated potential health risks.
This bill repeals the previous act, but no mention is
made of the minimum depth of graves, which is
currently set at 1 metre. The government briefing said
that this will be covered by regulations. Therefore, we
just have to hope the government will get the
regulations right when it comes to them. We need to
ensure that they are based on the knowledge and advice
of people from regional and rural areas such as country
funeral directors. We must make sure they all have
input into the regulations that will be put in place to
cover this industry.
I have already touched on the fact that prices for some
plots have increased markedly from $600 up to $1300.
The need to refund plots at today’s prices to people
who purchased them at a fraction of today’s cost has
the ability to send some cemetery trusts bankrupt.
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There is a clause in the bill which affects the type of
certificates that need to be signed by medical
practitioners in relation to cremation. The current
system requires dual signatories. Two forms need to be
obtained — a certificate of death and one from an
independent medical practitioner, not the doctor who
certified the death — before a cremation can go ahead.
That has been slightly simplified, but there is still an
opportunity for this practice to continue. The system
has been abused in the past, and in some respects it has
been dishonest in that some medical practitioners have
signed these certificates without viewing the bodies.
That is quite unethical and is something that could have
been clamped down on a little harder if the government
had consulted more.
One of the major concerns, if not the major concern,
with the legislation is associated with the Master Stone
Masons Association Victoria. We have in clause 112
the opportunity for cemetery trusts to now sell
memorials. While that might not sound such a bad
thing, considering that they do it at the moment, other
parts of the legislation give the cemetery trusts
regulatory powers so that the people engaged in selling
these monuments also regulate what can and cannot be
done in this field. It seems to be an out-and-out breach
of our competition policies.
I will read from a report by the Master Stone Masons
Association Victoria, which has spent an enormous
amount of time consulting with the government and
putting in submissions on this bill. It has acted in a very
proactive manner to try to get the views of the
stonemasons industry across to the government because
it is a slightly smaller industry than that of the cemetery
trusts. Some of the largest cemetery trusts are in the top
100 companies. Cemetery trusts generate almost
$100 million in areas competing for Victorian
businesses, so they are huge businesses and our master
stonemasons are the small guys in this battle. I quote:
The Victorian monumental industry and local manufacturing
will be seriously affected by this bill and Victorian jobs will
be lost. (Clause 112 allows trusts to sell memorials against
stonemasons who they regulate, clause 111 to write contracts
for maintenance of memorials and the bill contains no
reference to the private mausolea).

The summary includes a quote from the Competitive
Neutrality Unit Complaint Investigation Report 2003:
‘The activities are significant insofar as the market power of
the cemetery trusts, by virtue of their unique role, regulatory
powers and access to clients, places them in a strong position
to impact the market’.
The bill contains no measures which significantly even the
playing field nor protect consumers or other industry
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participants against exploitation by trusts of their market
advantage.

What I am reading here is a factual instance of what
this bill is creating. It is going to be a dog’s breakfast
when it comes to people being squeezed out of their
industry, and there is a very strong chance that in time
we will lose the Master Stone Masons Association
Victoria altogether. The report continues:
Although classed as non-profit organisations, some cemetery
trusts are significant business enterprises, and should be
constrained from aggressive commercial behaviour which is
detrimental to consumers and other industry participants.

Even the former Minister for Health, the Honourable
John Thwaites, said in 2002:
I understand that aggressively commercial behaviour has
increasingly been displayed by some cemetery trusts …

So we have it from the government that it is acutely
aware of the aggressive behaviour of some cemetery
trusts, yet it has still gone ahead and put this legislation
in place in the knowledge that cemetery trusts have
moved away from their core role of providing burial
plots to the commercial field of providing memorials at
the expense of the stonemasons industry. It has
persevered with this legislation, and it is quite baffling
as to why they would take such an anticompetitive
measure.
I quote further from the Master Stone Masons
Association Victoria:
There is insufficient oversight of the commercial activities of
trusts and the bill contains no provision for industry to seek a
review of trust decisions.

I mentioned that earlier in relation to the Victorian Civil
and Administrative Tribunal.
The bill has significantly increased the power of cemetery
trusts …sweeping general powers and …. cemetery trusts can
now refuse any person a right of interment.

So what will happen through this legislation is quite
significant.
On the other side of the ledger we have the Australian
Stone Masons Association, which is also not as big as
the cemetery trusts. The association represents 28 firms
who collectively employ about 150 full-time staff and
an estimated 50 part-time staff. They indirectly employ
a further 100 subcontractors, many letter cutters and
fixers and approximately 30 quarry workers. It can be
seen that this is a smaller industry, but we are talking
here about third and fourth generations working in very
specialised family businesses.
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If we let this legislation go through without the
reasoned amendment, without taking away and
redrafting the bill, we are simply ringing the death knell
of this very important industry. If we want to do that,
that is fine, but we will be allowing it at the whim of
our largest cemetery trusts, which generate almost
$100 million competing with Victorian businesses. The
entire value of production by the stonemasons has now
fallen to less than $20 million. The largest cemetery
trusts are in the top 1 per cent of Australian
businesses — in other words, the stonemasons are
being squeezed out by a big business government bill
which will destroy family businesses which have been
developed over 150 years.
When you cut through the legislation, this is effectively
about privatising and enabling cemetery trusts — we do
not know what motivation the government has — to
make a lot of money. Even though these trusts are
non-profit organisations they will be able to value add
to their plots and squeeze out the stonemasons
association.
Some of the issues that will arise from their being able
to do that are quite disturbing, because they will be able
to regulate what can and cannot be sold and what can
and cannot be done within a cemetery. This is
non-competitive legislation, and there is a real issue
here that if this legislation is allowed to go ahead it will
simply come back before the courts and the Australian
Competition and Consumer Commission, and we will
have to deal with it then.
The pricing structures in a cemetery trust are not
transparent. People are offered a particular plot: they do
not know that the value adding of the plot has been
achieved by bringing memorials in from China to
compete against the stonemason across the road who
has been in business for 150 years. They do not know
that 100 metres away in another part of a cemetery
there might be another plot priced at not $1200 but
maybe $600 because the trust has not value added on
the bare plotted soil.
We need new regulations. Clause 112 is quite amazing
in that it simply states:
A cemetery trust may sell and supply memorials.

That is it! It does not say what regulation needs to go
with it; it does not provide any mechanisms to make
sure that trusts sell these memorials with a certain ethic;
it does not mean they have to sell them to a quality or a
price. There is no regulatory framework around that at
all. It simply states that a cemetery trust may sell and
supply memorials. It does not say they have to be from
Australia, Indonesia, China or wherever. They can get
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these memorials from wherever they want, they can sell
them for whatever they want, and they can value add to
whatever they want.
Further in the bill there is an indication that certain
restrictions apply to the type of people, but there is no
mention anywhere in this bill about the trusts’
behaviour nor is a framework set in place. This will
certainly come back to haunt the government if it
perseveres with this legislation.
These sales are done at a time of great stress when
people are at their most vulnerable. People do not
realise that 50 metres away there is another piece of
land that might be available where they can bury a
loved one. They do not understand that cemeteries are
out there value adding these plots; they simply expect
to be treated with dignity. They expect the funeral
director to maintain a certain ethic, and they expect that
ethic to be carried over to the cemetery trust. They have
no idea that the cemetery trusts will now have the
ability to value add to their plots; and not only that, they
will value add their plots at the expense of the
industry — a small industry that has been serving this
country and state well for over 150 years.
We need to look at this issue. The government needs to
think very seriously about listening to the opposition
and deciding perhaps it would be better off taking this
legislation away and having a good look it before
reintroducing it into Parliament.
Mr SCHEFFER (Monash) — I speak in support of
the Cemeteries and Crematoria Bill. Its purpose is to
provide for the improved management and operation of
cemeteries and crematoriums in Victoria and to repeal
the Cemeteries Act 1958.
I will speak to two important issues that have been
raised in the context of the debate, both in the
community and also in the Parliament. These issues are:
the implications for religious and ethnic communities of
the conversion of cemeteries to historic cemetery parks;
and the impact of the bill on stonemasons in particular.
The bill has been the subject of extensive consultation
with the broadest range of interest groups in the
community. There can be no doubt that interment is
among the most sensitive and delicate of issues in
public administration as the deaths of loved ones spare
none, that everyone is deeply and intimately involved.
We are dealing with a mix of strong feeling and
emotion, tradition and custom, belief and value, and it
behoves us to tread carefully. Rituals concerning death
and burial are a major concern of all religions, which is
why the present government and, to be fair, the
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previous government have gone to great lengths to
make sure that everyone with an interest has been
talked to and their concerns have been taken into
serious consideration.
But burial is also about public administration; it is about
business and it is about industry. This bill strikes a
balance among the competing perceptions, feelings and
interests that are prevalent in the community. The
minister underlines this point in her second-reading
speech when she says that there has been considerable
input from the cemetery sector and the broader
community over many years, that written submissions
have been received and targeted consultation with key
stakeholders has taken place.
The opposition has expressed concern over part 5 of the
bill, which deals with the closure of public cemeteries
and historic cemetery parks. It is worried that the
provisions mean that graves will not be fully respected.
The opposition calls for real guarantees to be given to
religious communities in particular to make sure that
members of those communities are aware of any
application being made to the minister by a trust to
convert a cemetery to an historic cemetery park.
The government’s intention is clear in this bill. There
will be no limited tenure for burials. Perpetual tenure is
the only option for burials; and as well, perpetual tenure
has to be offered in the case of cremated remains. This
provision is extremely important for the members of
some faiths.
The bill also states that no cemetery can be converted to
a park unless there has been no interment for at least
25 years and that a right of interment has not been
granted to anyone for 25 years.
Alternatively, a trust may apply for the conversion of a
cemetery to an historic cemetery park where the
cemetery is already subject to a discontinuance order.
The minister has clearly stated in the second-reading
speech that this is an option of last resort. In short, the
establishment of historic cemetery parks cannot be
effected by a mere whim. Importantly, an application
must include details of consultation with relevant
agencies, holders of the rights of interment and the
public. This means for example that the family of those
interred must be advised of the application to convert to
a cemetery historic park, and they are to be consulted.
Finally, the bill provides that the minister may consider
any matter that he or she thinks important to the public
interest when deciding whether to grant an approval for
the establishments of such a park.
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Under this legislation, trusts are specifically charged
under clause 12, which is headed ‘Functions of
cemetery trusts’, to take account of the cultural,
religious and heritage values of the community. Under
this legislation the rights of a family or a religious
community are protected in perpetuity so that graves
that have significance to them individually as holders of
a right of interment or as a community cannot be
included in an historic cemetery park without their
express agreement.
It seems to me that the special concerns of all
individuals and groups are accommodated in the bill. I
believe that the opposition is mistaken when it states
there has been insufficient consultation with the
different faith communities. I know that my colleague,
the Parliamentary Secretary for Health, the honourable
member for Mulgrave, David Andrews, in the other
place, has met with members of the Jewish
communities who live in Monash Province.
Mr Andrews tells me that the community is very
satisfied that its needs are accommodated in the bill.
Along with other members, I received correspondence
from monumental stonemasons expressing their
concerns and views. They are concerned that the bill
was rushed through. But they will know that this is not
the case. The bill has been a very long time in the
making and it has been subject to rigorous consultation
with key stakeholders, including the Master Stone
Masons Association Victoria.
I have met with a stonemason in my electorate, and as a
result of the detailed discussion I had with him I have a
much better understanding of his concerns and those of
the industry. I will show that the government has
satisfactorily met those concerns.
Under clause 112 a cemetery trust may sell and supply
memorials. The stonemasons have asked that trusts
active in this way should not engage in practices that
are unfair or restrict competition. No-one has any
argument with that.
The bill is consistent with the principles of competitive
neutrality and national competition policy. Under this
legislation, the ability of cemetery trusts to provide
services and perform functions is clearly stated.
However, cemetery trusts will be required to ensure that
they do not take unfair advantage of their role in the
market. They will be required to ensure that when
offering services and products in competition with the
private sector, consumers are advised that cemetery
trusts are not the sole supplier of such products.
Cemetery trusts will also be able to lease or licence
cemetery trust land or facilities to allied industries to
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allow display suites and merchandising of products,
subject to the approval of the minister.
Part 14 of the bill is a new provision that enables
appeals to be made to the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal. A holder of a right of
interment may apply to VCAT to have a decision of a
cemetery trust reviewed. The right to appeal will be
easier and cheaper under this bill. The type of decisions
that may be appealed is limited to the issuing of permits
by cemetery trusts around establishing and altering
memorials or places of interment. This new appeal
mechanism is intended to address concerns raised in
sectors allied to the cemetery sector, particularly the
concerns of the stonemasons association. Stonemasons
are also concerned that there should be a clear
separation between the regulatory role of trusts and
those activities that put them in competition with
private businesses.
In the development of the subordinate legislation
further consultation will of course take place, and there
will be ample opportunity for stonemasons to
contribute through that process. I am advised that
consideration may be given to the development of an
industry code of practice.
The Small Business Commissioner and the competitive
neutrality unit will keep an eye on the operation of this
legislation, and this, combined with measures already
referred to, should give stakeholders further assurance
that the bill provides for an improvement in the way we
manage our cemeteries and crematoriums. I commend
this bill to the house.
Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — I commend
to the house the reasoned amendment to the Cemeteries
and Crematoria Bill, moved by the Honourable David
Davis. The bill has not been reviewed sufficiently since
1958. We are dealing with an issue that is going to take
us from now to 50 years and beyond, and it is very
important that we get it right. As we have seen, there
are some serious flaws within the bill. I acknowledge
that there has been a lot of consultation, but the
consultation has revealed serious concerns. Therefore it
is extremely important that we get this right. I agree
with the reasoned amendment on the table.
The government has spoken about its consultation with
the Jewish community. Indeed, Minister Pike in the
other place gave a letter of comfort about the bill to the
community literally at 5 minutes to midnight. It is fine
for Minister Pike to talk about that, but at some stage
within the next 50 years — and I hope it is a longer
time rather than a shorter time — Minister Pike
presumably will be in one of these cemeteries. What
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will the minister of the day do then? Will that person
honour Minister Pike’s letter of comfort? What sort of
security is there going to be?
This highlights the flaws: by giving the letter of
comfort, the government has shown that it has
concerns, particularly in relation to the Jewish faith.
Therefore the government has an opportunity to take
the bill back to the drawing board. It is a great pity that
the government has not done that. We have seen that
the government has been prepared to push through
sloppy, inadequate legislation, and this is another
example of just exactly that.
The main purpose of this bill, as others have said before
me, is to provide for the management and operation of
cemeteries and crematoriums and to repeal the
Cemeteries Act 1958. In the first paragraph of her
second-reading speech the minister said:
All societies organise places to bury or cremate their dead.
These places are treated very differently according to the
custom of the community to which they belong. Regardless
of the different traditions that communities have, burial and
memorial grounds are all regarded as special places.

I think all of us would agree with this. In some senses,
looking at the bill, it seems as if it is quite an easy bill.
However, when you look into it you realise we are
dealing with a very sensitive issue — we are looking
into things that affect us significantly. Death is
something we do not talk about at length. We do not
understand a lot of the rituals until we are right upon
them, and it is important that we as a Parliament make
certain that the rules and regulations are right so that the
transition at such a stressful time can be as easy and
straightforward as possible.
We can look at the special needs in Victoria in
particular, and we are known as a multicultural state.
We are known to have been very hospitable to a whole
range of people from other countries with different
religions and different customs. If you look at the 2001
census you can see that under religious affiliation for
Victoria the largest number were Christians, with a
figure of 2 974 836. The next largest group by religion
was Buddhists, numbering 111 498. There were 24 328
Hindus and 92 742 Muslims. We can see that we have
to be very sensitive in dealing with a range of people
within our community who have a different approach to
death and dying and to commemorating death and
dying from the majority of our community, who
according to the census are Christians.
It is timely to see what is involved in burials for the
various religions. If we look at the Jewish community,
there is a publication on a web site which outlines some
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of the sensitivities involved in burials, in particular with
regard to people buried at sea. It talks about allowing
people to understand the sensitivities of people who
perhaps do not know the intricacies of various religions
and traditions. The web site of Sea Services, worldwide
maritime funeral providers, states:
Regardless of the final disposition, whether it is burial or
cremation, funerals serve a purpose. The funeral declares that
a death has occurred. It commemorates the life that has been
lived …

For the Jewish community grave markers come in flat,
raised or angled versions and upright monuments. It is
important to understand in debating the bill what the
Jewish needs are. The web site further states:
Contrary to conventional wisdom the cost differential
between cremation and burial is minimal. Cremation dates
back to the later prehistoric era.

Jewish people like to think about entombment in a
mausoleum, and they have very strong feelings about
this issue. With regard to Islam, a handbook of Muslim
burials states:
The shrouded body is picked from the casket and is then
gently lowered in the grave by two or more people …
The body is received by two or more persons standing
strategically inside the grave and is placed on the ground by
them. The face of the deceased is then turned gently towards
the Qiblah. This can often be facilitated by turning the whole
body slightly on its side and strategically placing lumps of
clay or earth at its back.
…
Everyone present may then deposit three handfuls of soil in
the grave in accordance with the Sunnah of the Holy
Prophet …

Hindus believe in cremation and do not have the same
sorts of needs for a memorial. The web site states:
Only men go to the cremation site, led by the chief
mourner … where permitted, the body is carried around the
chamber …

Then the coffin is consigned to the flames. It continues:
About 12 hours after cremation, family men return to collect
the remains …

We can see the diversity in the approach to some of the
religions we have in Victoria, and it is very important to
understand that we must be sensitive in addressing this
bill to ensure that everyone’s sensitivities and needs are
met.
As others have said before me, one of the major
concerns has been the concern of the stonemasons. The
Liberal Party believes in flexibility, in freedom of
choice and in freedom of business. We want to support
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small businesses. Interestingly, until this bill came out
many people probably had not ever been approached by
the stonemasons, but we find they are very organised,
that they have opinions and that they are very
concerned about this bill. A letter I received from a
stonemason in my electorate, Mr B. Rose of Caulfield
North, states:
Please urge the government to amend the cemeteries and
crematoria legislation to ensure:
that in carrying out its functions, trusts do not engage in
practices that are unfair or restrict competition;
any person or organisation can apply to the secretary for a
review of a decision of a cemetery trust;
cemeteries should sell and supply memorials only where they
are not engaged in the regulation of the sale, supply and
construction of memorials by the private sector.

An article by Tanya Giles in the Herald Sun of
9 October states:
Cemeteries are supposed to be a place of rest for loved ones,
not a fully fledged business …

That was a comment by Stan Harris of the Master
Stone Masons Association Victoria. The article further
states:
… the Cemetery and Crematoria Bill 2003 being debated in
Parliament would give cemetery trusts a competitive
advantage.

Much has been said of that today, and it is a great
disappointment to think that small businesses and the
flexibility and choice they provide have not been
adequately addressed within the confines of this bill.
Once again, it could have been fixed very simply.
From my shadow portfolio area of tourism I know there
is an enormous amount of interest in grave sites,
cemeteries, and indeed in our heritage. The National
Trust of Australia (Victoria) has quite an opinion on
cemeteries and in a press release entitled ‘Death of
cemeteries’ it says it is also dismayed by the bill
because it fails to adequately deal with the great
problems affecting our cemeteries. The release states:
The national trust also strongly disagrees with the
government’s view that the maintenance of graves and
memorials should remain solely the responsibility of the
holder of the right of internment because they are of value to
all the community …

We can have a closer look at some of our ancient sites
and look at areas that have been of historical
significance to us. An article by Kate Jones in the
Herald Sun of 13 October talks about Sir Charles
Hotham’s memorial, which is 16 metres tall. Sir
Charles Hotham was involved in the Eureka Stockdale.
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The monument was partially demolished in 1996 and
they are still waiting for someone to come up with the
$200 000 needed to restore it. The article states:
The grave sites of Sir Redmond Barry, the judge who
sentenced Ned Kelly to the gallows, and explorers Burke and
Wills are also under threat, the trust says.

Someone has to be responsible for these monuments,
and this bill has not dealt with the historical aspect of
cemeteries and who is going to maintain and upkeep
the monuments we hold so dear. We do not have to go
very far to see how important this is. If you go to
Walhalla you can see the Chinese cemetery. The
deceased Chinese people were put into the side of the
hill almost vertically, and it is fascinating to see the way
members of the Chinese community have been buried.
It is a great tourist attraction in Walhalla, as indeed are
the ages of some of the graves and tombstones there.
Beechworth is another area that people visit for a whole
range of tourism reasons. One reason is to visit the
cemetery which shows the ages of people when they
died, the various diseases they suffered from, their
families and a whole range of things that reflect the
history of the place.
It is important that people know who is responsible for
the maintenance of tombstones, and as a community it
is important to understand and recognise that heritage is
an important part of the fabric of Victoria. I commend
the people in the St Kilda cemetery in my electorate.
Every year the Returned and Services League and local
government hold a commemorative service for Albert
Jacka who was a World War I hero — and Jacka
Boulevard in Monash Province was named after him.
His tomb is well cared for and well presented, and it is
important to see that it is kept in perpetuity. The bill
highlights the fact that unless people who are cremated
say they want to be interred in perpetuity, they only
have a span of 25 years. Hopefully, the community will
have a look at that aspect of the bill.
Finally, there has been a lot of discussion about the bill
in the Herald Sun, including an editorial on
4 September, which talked about the fact the minister
made comments about grassing over cemeteries in
country and rural Victoria. Cemeteries in country
Victorian towns show the fabric and history of the place
and the minister is running around saying, ‘We are
going to grass them over but we will take photographs
of the monuments’. The reality is that that is
desecration, and it will be a great pity once the
monuments are gone. An article in the Herald Sun of
4 September states:
Old cemeteries will no longer be sacred ground.
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Under new state laws, some would become parkland.
Headstones at some cemeteries dating from the 1800s could
be removed and graves grassed over.

This would be a tragedy for the history of this state, it
would be a tragedy for tourism in small regional towns
and it would be a tragedy for the way we look at the
sensitivity of death and dying.
Hon. H. E. BUCKINGHAM (Koonung) — The
purpose of this bill is to provide for the management
and operation of cemeteries and crematoriums. The bill
repeals the Cemeteries Act 1958. Victoria has a long
tradition of both secular and religious burial sites, and it
is beholden on all governments to implement
legislation that reflects the diverse religious and cultural
communities they serve. As a former historian, I am
fascinated by cemeteries for the wealth of societal,
cultural and local history they display and the educative
role they can play.
Cemeteries are managed by trusts. Currently in Victoria
there are 526 of these trusts made up of goodwilled,
community-minded volunteers. The trusts are regulated
by the 1958 Cemeteries Act, which in itself stems from
older legislation that goes back to the early settlement
of this state. The act has been amended many times to
reflect more modern day practices, but in doing so it
has become difficult for these voluntary trusts to
interpret their roles. Hence, this new legislation.
The bill is the result of extensive consultation with the
cemeteries sector and the broader community over a
period of years. The consultation took the form of
written submissions to public discussion papers and
targeted consultation with key stakeholders. The
government listens and acts. This is an extensive piece
of legislation, and I do not intend to comment on every
aspect of it. The issues covered by the bill are:
governance of cemeteries; the special needs of religious
and cultural groups; rights of interment; tenure;
maintenance obligations; new cremation or mausoleum
facilities; the closure of a public cemetery; heritage
controls; public record keeping; the medical
authorisation of cremations; and offences.
I would like to concentrate on certain aspects of this
legislation commencing with volunteer trusts. I am
personally aware of the challenging role that volunteer
trust members accept when they join a trust. A former
colleague of mine Cr Jessie McCullum — the mayor of
the City of Whitehorse — serves most ably on the Box
Hill Cemetery Trust, and I have had extensive
conversations with her about her role and
responsibilities. Therefore, I note that the government is
retaining the volunteer trust structure for administering
public cemeteries and crematoriums. The government
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recognises the value that volunteerism brings to the
wellbeing of the community and the individuals
involved.
Under the new legislation all current members of trusts
will continue as trust members. Those appointed for life
will continue until they retire or resign. Those
appointed for five years will continue until their office
expires, and if there are more than 11 trust members
they will continue until natural attrition reduces the
number to 11 members, as that is the maximum number
under the new legislation.
I note that the legislation will continue to afford the
same immunity for cemetery trusts that was provided
under the 1958 act. Trust members are volunteers
carrying out an essential service for Victorians in good
faith and should be immune from liability as
individuals.
I also note the changes to the provisions regarding
municipal councils managing cemetery trusts. Currently
municipal councils run approximately 70 cemetery
trusts across the state. The provisions in the bill offer
municipal councils that run cemetery trusts the option
of directly managing a cemetery should they choose to
do so. This will streamline some of the administrative
processes for a municipal council. However, it will not
diminish the council’s accountability and service
delivery obligations to the public.
The clause headed ‘Functions of cemetery trusts’
ensures that trusts must recognise and show due regard
to the cultural and religious values of the community.
This means that cemetery trusts must set aside specific
areas for the interment of persons of particular religious
faiths. The trust must also allow for the construction of
a chapel or other places of worship for the use of a
particular religious or cultural group.
The bill also ensures that cemetery trusts will be in a
position to offer the future infrastructure that the
community needs. The major areas of capital
expenditure for a cemetery trust are the purchase of
land and the construction of crematoriums or
mausoleums. The bill requires the approval of the
secretary before new construction is undertaken. This
protects everyone, ensuring there is neither an
oversupply or undersupply of crematoriums or
mausoleums.
The bill has other checks and balances that afford
security for the trusts and the community as a whole.
The bill enables trusts to purchase land with the
approval of the minister, who can compulsorily acquire
land for cemetery purposes.
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The bill also allows the Secretary of the Department of
Human Services to give directions to the trust on its
manner of management and record keeping, and
importantly, the expenditure of the cemetery trust
funds. The public expects these forms of accountability.
In the area of fees, the bill does not prescribe fees for
services set by cemetery trusts. However, the secretary
of the department must approve these fees. I understand
that the department is going to assist all trusts review
their fees in line with national competition policy. The
bill also allows for automatic consumer price index
adjustments to fees, and in line with the technological
age we live in these fees will be available on a
departmental Internet site.
As an historian I believe it is important to note that
there will be no change to people’s ability to access
cemetery records for historical research purposes.
Cemetery trusts can have a fee approved for charging
for access to cemetery trust records, and of course trusts
must comply with the record-keeping, storing and
lodgment requirements of the Public Records Act 1973.
There is one final aspect of the bill that I will comment
on. In my years of service on the animal ethics
committee of the department of physiology at Monash
University I met Mick Miller, the former police
commissioner. He is a truly inspirational man, who has
an involvement with an organisation that inters paupers.
His work is unheralded and unrecognised but ever so
important. I believe the measure of a society can be
judged on how we deal with such people. This new
legislation continues the requirement for a cemetery
trust to bury or cremate a poor person without charge
under an order from a magistrate. The bill also creates a
requirement for a cemetery trust to provide a memorial
if neither the family nor friends are able to. No poor
person will be buried anonymously in this state.
This is good legislation which is the end result of
extensive and ongoing consultation. It protects the
Victorian community and the members of voluntary
cemetery trusts. The bill provides a clear and flexible
regulatory framework that recognises religious, cultural
and community interests. I commend the bill to the
house.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — This is
important legislation, and the opposition is not opposed
to the general thrust of it, but it needs to be redrafted
because it is full of holes. That has resulted from
limited and poor consultation with interested parties
and without due recognition being given to the
government’s obligations, particularly in terms of
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competition policy, which is the area I want to
comment on in my comments today.
The consultation on the draft legislation has been far
too short, and it has not been empathetic enough to the
needs of the many people who are involved in planning
and managing both the cultural traditions and the
religious ceremonies that take place after people die.
The government has become very much aware in the
last few days of the concerns of a number of groups,
particularly the Jewish community, about the legislation
being insensitive and inadequate for their needs.
Indeed, I do not believe the legislation as drafted is
considerate of the needs of people from the Buddhist or
Muslim faiths. That has occurred simply because the
government has tried to rush it through without talking
to those communities.
It is a very important aspect of legislation and it is
important that we tread carefully in this area, because as
I said, the many cultural traditions associated with
cemeteries and the process of funerals and other
celebrations of people’s deaths are a very important
component of people’s lives. They are opportunities for
family and friends to recognise the importance of a
loved one and to commemorate the person in a way that
is appropriate to their needs and the respect they want
to afford to the person.
The area I am most concerned about with this
legislation is the anticompetitive aspects of it. I believe
it contravenes national competition policy. I referred to
this issue two days ago, in the first instance as part of a
members statement when I alerted the government to
this problem in the hope that it would address it. In fact
I asked the government to get the Small Business
Commissioner to report to it on a wider basis about his
concerns with this legislation, having considered a
report from Marsden Jacob on its anticompetitive
nature, and indeed having had constructive
representations from the Master Stone Masons
Association Victoria.
I also referred to this in the speech I made yesterday
regarding my concerns about small business issues.
This was another area where the Small Business
Commissioner was shackled, because in my opinion
from information provided to me he had concerns about
this legislation. His opportunity, because of
jurisdictional issues, to provide that view to the whole
of government and to the minister who has carriage of
this legislation was constrained by the failure of the
government to allow him to pursue this as he should
have.
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The legislation provides an opportunity for cemetery
trusts, which are already the regulators of cemeteries, to
also become competitors and conceivably develop their
own rules for cemeteries which would have tied
arrangements for the supply of monuments or
memorials, or indeed conceivably in the future become
involved in the purchase and operation of facilities that
provide monuments and memorials on an exclusive
basis as part of the charter within a cemetery. This
represents a very serious threat to competition. Clearly
the trusts would hold an unfair advantage over
stonemasons, who have independent businesses and
who have served the community well over many years.
In terms of a parallel — I have had information from
the Treasurer that confirms my position on this — in
many ways what the government is proposing in this
legislation in allowing cemetery trusts to have the
opportunity to regulate and compete in the provision of
memorials and monuments is similar to the matters I
have raised about water companies trying to have
alignments or associations with plumbing contractors
where they have a recommended service and do not use
independent plumbers. The office of competitive
neutrality under the Treasurer has indicated that is not
acceptable and that it is unacceptable practice in terms
of water companies. So it is in this proposed legislation.
It should never have got to this stage.
This legislation needs to be changed. The Small
Business Commissioner has provided a report to the
Minister for Small Business. I can only hope that she
has taken up that report, as she should be duty bound to
do, with the minister responsible for the carriage of this
legislation and sought a change to this position, because
clearly, as the stonemasons have established in their
research work — on which there was a very
comprehensive, thorough and accurate report — this is
anticompetitive legislation.
If there are no other alarm bells ringing for the
government in the context of what it is talking about, it
might consider that this legislation could put at risk
Victoria’s competition payments of around
$185 million, and certainly lose at least $10 million just
on the stroke of a pen with this one piece of legislation.
I urge the government to support the amendment that is
before the house and to go back to the drawing board
on this legislation to get it right, particularly from my
point of view in the context — —
An honourable member interjected.
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Hon. B. N. ATKINSON — Thank you very much;
I am winding up and am now allowed 15 minutes. It is
a moving feast.
I urge the government to go back to the drawing board
to ensure that this legislation is amended and comes
back before the house in a form in which it will not
offend national competition policy and will address
some of the culturally sensitive issues that have arisen.
When I refer in the house to ‘stonemasons’ I am not
simply talking about people with a vested interest who
are simply looking for opportunities for their own
businesses, although that would be a valid position for
them to take, particularly given their service to the
Victorian community over so many years. What is
important about the many people who are in this
industry is that they provide culturally sensitive services
to particular communities.
For instance, there are a number of monumental
masons who are very well respected and sought after
by, for example, the Italian community. People in the
Italian community want to go to a particular supplier
because of a range of issues — including an
understanding by that stonemason of their needs,
customs and traditions, and a sensitivity to their culture.
They seek out those people. Under this legislation it is
quite possible that some of those stonemasons who
have been elected by persons looking to arrange
funerals are in fact not allowed to participate in the
provision of services at particular cemeteries.
That is anticompetitive by any reading. It is just not on,
and it is totally culturally insensitive. We are talking
about making sure that a competitive balance is there.
The stonemasons do not ask for anything other than a
fair and level playing field. That is what they have had
in the past. They have been quite happy to mix it with
the big boys; they have been quite happy to trade on the
merits of their services and the quality of their work —
but they require a fair and level playing field. The
problem with this legislation is that it will develop a
position where that might not continue.
I understand the government has given them
assurances, and it has been represented to the
opposition that the concerns of the stonemasons and of
some of the communities who have expressed
reservations about this legislation, including some of
the voluntary trusts and so forth in country Victoria,
will all be addressed in the regulations.
This house will know that I am not a great fan of
regulations. I think it is much better for us to define the
key policy issues and the key frameworks for
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legislation in this place in the legislation itself rather
than taking it on hope as a Parliament that somebody
else down the track will get the regulations right. And
given the lack of consultation on the legislation with
certain crucial stakeholders in this industry I have little
reason to be confident that there will be adequate
consultation in a regulations process.
The people striking regulations are in a position, once
the legislation is there, to have a degree of comfort that
they are not open to the scrutiny of the Parliament and
that all they have to do is convince the minister that
they got it right. From this Parliament’s point of view,
that is simply not good enough. I have no confidence in
that regulations process. I want to get it right in the
legislation. The reasoned amendment gives us that
opportunity, and I think the whole house should support
that amendment.
As I have said, the government ought to be getting this
competition policy stuff right. It is no secret to the
government. On other pieces of legislation that have
come before this house, including the liquor laws, the
government argued just how important national
competition policy was, especially to its budget bottom
line, because it could not afford to lose its competition
payments. Yet, because of its slapdash approach to this
legislation it has put those same competition policy
payments at risk.
The government ought to get this right. Through its
reasoned amendment the opposition has given it an
opportunity to do so. I urge all members of this house to
support the amendment.
Mr SMITH (Chelsea) — Mankind has, since time
immemorial, organised rituals and ceremonies to deal
with the issue of death and burying their loved ones,
and so on. This bill recognises that times change and
circumstances change, and we have to change with
them to facilitate the needs of our society.
Since migration to this continent our needs have
changed. That has been the direct result of all the
different ethnic groups that have migrated here over the
last 200 years having different rituals and needs, and
the current act simply does not meet the needs of our
current society.
The Cemeteries and Crematoria Bill 2003 is required to
be passed this spring sitting. I say that because
agreements were reached as a result of a national
competition policy review in 2000. Instructions were
given that the agreements had to apply by the spring of
2003. From what I have already heard today, it would
appear to me that we will meet our deadline.
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The Cemeteries Act of 1958 was reviewed under the
requirements of the national competition policy in
2000, and most of the Victorian review panel’s
recommendations have been taken up. There are a few
exceptions. In particular, the recommendation that we,
for want of a better term, privatise the cemeteries has
been flatly rejected — and I will expand on that a little
later.
This bill deals with a number of issues. They include
the right of interment, tenure, maintenance obligations,
new cremation and mausoleum facilities, closure of
public cemeteries, heritage controls, offences and other
matters. I will expand on them in a little more detail
later.
Currently there are no less than 526 cemetery trusts,
which are those systems used to administer the said
cemeteries and crematoriums. They are run by
volunteers who, in the main, tend to be senior citizens
who dedicate a great deal of their time and care to
ensuring that the cemeteries and crematoriums are
functional, and they have been regulated since 1958.
Benefits will flow to the trusts as a result of the bill.
The legislation is the result of an amalgam of legislation
that had its genesis in the colonial days and dates back
to how we organised ourselves in society in the very
early days. A number of amendments and adjustments
have been made and a number of bills introduced. It has
become ad hoc and unmanageable, and it is time for the
act to be amended. For 20 years governments have
been talking about introducing such legislation, but it
has taken the Bracks government to introduce
legislation to resolve a sensitive and complicated issue.
We now have a bill that will not only resolve some of
the problems we currently have but it will set up
cemeteries into the future for Victorians. We are
determined that the appropriate changes take place to
protect the current and necessary services not only for
the public but for all our ethnic communities.
The bill will provide improvements for better financial
controls and funds being made available to allow the
trustees to do their job in a professional manner. They
will include the automatic indexation of fee increases
every January in line with the consumer price index to
meet the needs of those cemeteries and crematoriums in
an administrative sense.
I have heard much from the opposition about the lack
of consultation. I am stunned by that. In my
contribution I compliment the minister, because
consultation has occurred with all the interested groups
in the community such as the Cemeteries and
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Crematoria Association of Victoria; the Australian
Funeral Directors Association, Victorian Division; the
Victorian Independent Funeral Directors Association;
the Australian Institute of Embalmers; the Municipal
Association Of Victoria; the Master Stone Masons
Association Victoria; the Ethnic Communities Council;
the Victorian Council of Churches; leaders of selected
non-Christian religious groups, including the Islamic,
Jewish, Buddhist and Ethiopian orthodox communities;
the Australian Medical Association; the National Trust
of Australia (Victoria) and the Australian Workers
Union.
I suggest that all the interested parties have been
consulted. I am not suggesting for a moment that they
are all in raging agreement with what was put to them,
but consultation does not mean that you roll over, agree
or acquiesce to everything that everyone wants. You
cannot do that. I flatly reject the accusation that the
government has not consulted widely and would go so
far as to say that it is those opposite who got the
emotive argument going to gain some political kudos
with some of those groups in our society.
One of the significant benefits is training, which will be
provided through manuals for senior citizens who are in
the main the volunteer trustees. The manuals will be
guidelines as to how they should act and perform their
voluntary functions. That is a huge improvement and a
step forward. Rather than keeping them in the dark, as
has been the case for years, they will be brought into
the light.
Some cemeteries and crematoriums want to implement
or force individual contracts on employees which has
been flatly rejected and defeated. Workers will now be
afforded the opportunity to collectively bargain.
Members opposite would see that as anathema, but
there are significant benefits in people being able to
collectively bargain, from which we do not walk away;
in fact, we are proud of it.
Cemeteries will remain in public hands. There will not
be any selling off like the opposition did in a previous
regime by selling off everything that was not nailed
down. We will not allow public facilities to be sold off
willy-nilly. The recommendation from the review
committee on national competition policy was rejected.
Graves will remain in perpetuity, about which there was
some scaremongering. They will remain. Ashes of
those who have been cremated will remain in
perpetuity. In addition, while providing some
flexibility, after 25 years ashes can be sensitively dealt
with in a way that is convenient to all parties.
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I turn to the baby boomers — I am one and proud of it.
In the next 20 years the baby boomers will be in
decline, and one must ask, ‘What does that have to do
with the bill?’. The answer is that currently the
population of Victoria is 4.5 million. That is more
people than the number currently buried in the state. It
is a fact that more people will be buried in the next 20
or 30 years, and space will be a problem.
Hon. H. E. Buckingham — A given!
Mr SMITH — It is a given, as I am reminded by
my colleague Ms Buckingham. There will be pressure
for space, particularly in suburban cemeteries, and
some will have to close. The bill allows for a lot of
flexibility in recognising that things will need to change
to facilitate the needs of the public over the next 40, 50
or 60 years.
I suggest that it may be an opportune time for people to
start thinking flexibly of other space-saving
opportunities such as vertical burials rather than the
horizontal aspect. I have discussed that with some of
my colleagues, and they said, ‘No, I prefer the sleeping
position. I am a sleeper; not a stander’. I do not mean to
be flippant about such a serious matter.
Hon. Andrew Brideson — It would have to be a
deep hole for Justin!
Mr SMITH — That is probably not the
space-saving advantage that I thought about; I am
thinking about me not Justin! Such matters should be
looked at seriously. As our population grows we do not
want to be moving cemeteries further out. We want
cemeteries as close as practicable to allow visitation. I
heard the Honourable David Davis talk about the
feasibility of developing some sort of tourism industry.
I nearly fell out of my chair — the tourism industry,
midnight tours! However, I am aware that people have
suggested that the most visited site in Victoria is the
main — —
Hon. J. M. Madden — Melbourne General
Cemetery.
Mr SMITH — The Melbourne General Cemetery,
thank you, Mr Madden. I was a bit bemused by that. I
am not sure that it is a tourism thing — it is just that
there are so many people there and so many families
visit et cetera.
One of the sensitive issues which has been raised and I
think dealt with adequately in this bill is the possibility
of converting no longer used cemeteries to parkland.
The fact of the matter is that that can be done right now;
I would like to meet the politician who would want to
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do it, but it can be done. This bill recognises the reality
of that and puts in place a system to recognise all those
sensitive matters. It gives all the different communities
real rights to contribute to a decision which may or may
not be made to convert — —
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member’s time
has expired.
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (North Eastern) — I rise to
speak on the Cemeteries and Crematoria Bill. I have
several concerns about this legislation. I will talk briefly
about some of them and then address my major
concern, which is the preservation of our heritage. My
first concern involves a matter that was raised with me
by a local stonemason. Indeed, many stonemasons have
approached the Liberal Party with the same concern.
The stonemasons believe the bill is anticompetitive and
will give cemetery trusts the power to reduce industry
competition and consumer choice by giving trusts the
power to exclude stonemasons from competing fairly in
supplying headstones and memorials. The bill also
gives trusts the power to restrict the size and type of
headstones used, which may have serious cultural and
religious implications. Clause 112 of the bill states:
A cemetery trust may sell and supply memorials.

That may put cemetery trusts in direct competition with
small stonemasonry businesses. Clause 13 states:
A cemetery trust may do anything necessary or convenient to
enable it to carry out its functions.

That is an extremely broad statement to be included in
legislation. By including a catch-all clause like this the
government is effectively giving cemetery trusts broad
sweeping powers to do whatever that they want.
Part 5 of the bill is my major concern. It deals with the
closure of public cemeteries and the creation of historic
cemetery parks. The bill states that with ministerial
approval a cemetery can be closed and converted to
parkland. That will mean the removal of all memorials,
tombstones, vaults, et cetera, and the area being grassed
over. The second-reading speech states that this can
only be done where communities no longer exist and it
is no longer possible for a cemetery trust to continue.
However, that statement seems to be missing from the
bill. That is of concern.
Cemeteries are often the only record we have of a
community’s history. They tell many stories of past
residents and the activities that took place in those
communities. In my electorate, cemeteries at
Beechworth, Rushworth, Whroo, Rutherglen and
Chiltern record the history of the gold rush and the
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settlement of the area. The cemetery at Corryong is the
final resting place of Jack Riley, a master horseman
who was the inspiration for Banjo Patterson’s The Man
from Snowy River. These cemeteries are tourist
attractions. They are also valuable sources of
information for descendents tracing their family trees.
When we travel overseas we often visit famous graves
and cemeteries. A cemetery I particularly enjoyed
visiting when I was in America was Boothill in
Tombstone, Arizona — the site of the gunfight at the
OK corral. The tombstones there tell a story which truly
paints the history of the township. I will read some of
the tombstones you will find in that cemetery. The first
records the gunfight at the OK corral:
Billy Clanton, Tom McLaury, Frank McLaury: murdered in
the streets of Tombstone 1881.

Another tombstone is for Dan Dowd, Red Sample, Tex
Howard, Bill Delaney and Dan Kelly and reads:
Legally hanged 8 March 1884.

This one is an absolute classic, it says:
Here lies George Johnson. Hanged by mistake 1882. He was
right, we were wrong but we strung him up and now he’s
gone.

Seymour Dye’s tombstone merely says ‘Killed by
Indians’.
These tombstones in the cemetery in Tombstone,
Arizona, truly paint the history and heritage of that
town. The township has built a tourism industry around
that graveyard and restored its old buildings to the days
of the Wild West. It is a wonderful place to visit.
Similarly, the cemeteries in Victoria contain many
monuments which record important events and people
from our history. In last week’s Sunday Herald Sun
there was an article about the Beechworth cemetery and
a memorial to John Drummond. The article states:
When John Drummond died in 1865 he took to his grave, in
the north Victorian town of Beechworth, the horrors of 11 of
the 19th century’s most brutal and historic confrontations,
including the Battle of Waterloo.

A memorial has been erected in the cemetery to record
that important event: someone from Beechworth
actually fought in the Battle of Waterloo.
An article in Monday’s Herald Sun — which the
Honourable Andrea Coote also referred to —
mentioned people like Sir Charles Hotham, Sir
Redmond Barry, and the explorers Burke and Wills,
who are all buried in the Melbourne General Cemetery.
These are important names in the history of our state.
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The Williamstown cemetery is another historical record
of our state. The Premier, Ms Darveniza and
Mr Nguyen have the honour of representing
Williamstown in the Parliament. However, I note that
none of them has any historic ties to the town. I spent
the first 15 years of my life in Williamstown, and many
members of my family still live there. My youngest
cousins — Caylin, Ava and Mani — are the sixth
generation of our family to reside in Williamstown. The
cemetery at Williamstown is a fascinating place to visit.
As I walk around it the names on the headstones —
names like Hansen, Dorgan, McRae, McDonald,
Rodger, Speakman, Garnsworthy, Ward and others —
mean something special to me because they can be
found on branches of my family tree.
However, the Williamstown cemetery is so much more
than just the history of families — it also contains the
history of our state. The graves of Thomas Seddon,
father of Richard Seddon, and that of Richard Seddon’s
mother-in-law, Granny Spotswood, give an insight into
the naming of the suburbs surrounding Williamstown.
There are also important monuments, which record
many events which have been erased from living
memory — events like the Queenie yachting disaster
and the HMVS Cerberus torpedo explosion.
The major memorial at the Williamstown cemetery is
one of the largest mass vaults in Australia. This mass
vault was built to house the remains of the dead who
were interred in Williamstown’s original cemetery,
situated at Point Gellibrand. The story of moving the
remains from the old cemetery is quite a fascinating
one. The first burial in the original cemetery took place
in 1842 and the current cemetery was opened only
16 years later in 1858. However, it was not until 1899
that the old cemetery was abolished and the remains
exhumed to make way for the construction of grain
stores.
I would like to read from The History of
Williamstown — From its First Settlement to a City
1834 to 1934. This book was compiled by order of the
then Williamstown City Council and written by
Mr William H. Elsum. Mr Elsum talks about the
moving of the cemetery in September 1899 and says:
The present writer retains a vivid recollection of the
exhumation of the bodies and their reinterment at the present
Williamstown cemetery. He was, at the time, serving his
apprenticeship as a journalist on the Williamstown Chronicle.

He talks of the bodies of convicts being found with
manacles still attached to their limbs. He also talks of
an old warder from the convict days coming down to
watch the exhumation. They saw the gravestone of
Owen Jones. The warder told them they would find two
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convict bodies on either side of Mr Jones’s body. He
said Mr Jones would have a wound to his head that
would have caused death, one of the convicts would
have a shot through his head, and the other convict
would show signs of a boathook through the eye which
caused his death. When they exhumed the bodies that
was exactly what they found.
Another of these fascinating stories is one that was
always told in the schoolyard at Williamstown when I
was a kid. I quote:
On the higher ground of this pathetic Gods’ acre were
discovered the remains of the reputable section of the old
community. Here a lead coffin was found, on opening which
the body of a woman was disclosed, embalmed. So
wonderfully preserved were the poor remains that some
semblance of colour could actually be detected in the features.
The hair had evidently grown since death, half filling the
coffin. After the opening of the casket the remains soon
crumbled away.

A later history of Williamstown entitled Port of Many
Prows, by Wilson P. Evans, states of the current
cemetery:
The whole cemetery is worthy of preservation as a national
historical monument, for much of early Victorian interest is
carved upon its headstones. The pauper’s graves with their
heavy red-painted wooden traps and rope handles have
vanished and the little wooden chapel which stood in the
grounds for a century was sold to trustees of Westall
Methodist Church in 1961. If the day comes, as it will, when
the move is made to desecrate this God’s acre in the name of
progress it will be tragic if nothing is done to prevent its
destruction.

If that day ever does come, I hope the Premier,
Ms Darveniza and Mr Nguyen or whoever is fortunate
enough to represent Williamstown at that time will
fight to preserve a cemetery that is the custodian of so
much of this state’s history. I hope all future
governments will seriously consider the history
contained in all cemeteries before allowing a trust to
turn a cemetery into an historic cemetery park,
destroying the region’s history for ever.
Ms ROMANES (Melbourne) — I am pleased to
have the opportunity to speak on the Cemeteries and
Crematoria Bill, which is an important rewrite of the
legislation in this area. I am aware that the Cemeteries
Act of 1958 has needed review. It is a disjointed,
ambiguous act and difficulties in interpretation have
caused problems for the industry and community for
some time. In response to that the minister undertook a
review of the provisions of the Cemeteries Act. This
review, considered in line with national competition
policy provisions, has resulted in the bill before the
house this afternoon.
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I am aware that there are many aspect of the bill that
touch on sensitivities relating to the way we deal with
death and interment in our communities, and I am also
reminded by the bill that some time ago one of our local
historians, Don Chambers, gave me a copy of his new
history of the Springvale Crematorium. It is a book I
have left by the side of my bed, never quite feeling like
reading about cemeteries and crematoriums as I go to
sleep at night. It is not a topic we want to always face
and deal with, but there has been the need to look afresh
at the Cemeteries Act of 1958, to consider its
shortcomings and look for areas where it could be
improved.
It highlights the fact that we have 526 trusts throughout
Victoria that do a fine job of caring for a local cemetery
or crematorium under their care, doing that work on
behalf of the community, putting in a lot of voluntary
time and effort to making decisions about interments
and the way that land and monuments are administered.
The bill tackles a number of key issues. The major
policy positions reflected in the bill relate to a range of
areas. It is quite a big bill, with many clauses. One of
the major headings in the bill is about governance of
cemeteries. As I mentioned earlier, there is a volunteer
trust system that administers the operation of
cemeteries and crematoriums. That system, the
government has decided, will be retained.
The bill describes the core activities of cemetery trusts
to address conflicts within the cemetery sector
regarding issues of vertical integration and competition
policy. It is a decision of the government that contrary
to the recommendations of the national competition
policy review it has not accepted the recommendation
about the introduction of private operators into the
sector. I am sure that decision will sit well with the
people of Victoria, therefore governance will stay with
the volunteer trusts, and they will continue to decide
about a range of issues relating to their jurisdiction and
decision-making powers over cemeteries and
crematoriums.
I draw the attention of the house to the extensive
consultation carried out by the government with all the
relevant key stakeholders on the policy proposals that
are contained within the bill, and I am therefore very
pleased to commend the bill to the house.
Hon. J. A. VOGELS (Western) — I would like to
make a small contribution to the Cemetery and
Crematoria Bill. Being a member of the cemetery trust
at Timboon — the cemetery is actually at Scotts
Creek — I would like to put on record the tremendous
amount of work the cemetery trust volunteers do in
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rural Victoria. They make sure the grounds are clean,
that when there is a funeral or something else
happening the cemetery looks as if it is a place where
you would like to have one of your relatives or loved
ones buried.
It is interesting to read tombstones. I always remember
one I saw a long time ago. Written on the headstone
were the words: ‘Here lies Mary Smith’, and the
epitaph was: ‘Told you I was sick’. Obviously no-one
took much notice, and there she lay buried. That has
always stuck in my brain. When I pass on that is what I
want my kids to put on mine, because no-one ever
believes it when I am sick!
Cemeteries are important. I was born in Holland, and
when I went back in 2000 — I had not been there for
47 years — I went to the cemetery in a town called
Uden where my forebears were buried. It was a big
cemetery, and I finally found some tombstones that
carried the name Vogel, which was a bit emotional. It is
good to be able to do that sort of thing. Cemeteries are
an important part of our culture, and they are great for
people to go to, to look through history and to track
their forebears.
Hon. E. G. Stoney interjected.
Hon. J. A. VOGELS — The headstones? Some of
them were in good order and some were not, because
they had been hit by bombs in the Second World War
and pieces were missing. But I still found enough traces
there to say, ‘Yes, I am legitimate, and I was born
there’. With those few words I will conclude because I
know that everybody wants to get on to the committee
stage.
House divided on omission (members in favour vote no):

Ayes, 23
Argondizzo, Ms
Broad, Ms
Buckingham, Ms
Carbines, Mrs
Darveniza, Ms
Eren, Mr (Teller)
Hadden, Ms (Teller)
Hilton, Mr
Hirsh, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Lenders, Mr
McQuilten, Mr

Madden, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Mitchell, Mr
Nguyen, Mr
Pullen, Mr
Romanes, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Viney, Mr

Noes, 18
Atkinson, Mr
Bishop, Mr
Bowden, Mr
Brideson, Mr
Coote, Mrs

Forwood, Mr
Hall, Mr
Koch, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Olexander, Mr
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Dalla-Riva, Mr (Teller)
Davis, Mr D. McL. (Teller)
Davis, Mr P. R.
Drum, Mr

Rich-Phillips, Mr
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr
Vogels, Mr

Pairs
Thomson, Ms

Baxter, Mr

Amendment negatived.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Ordered to be committed later this day.
Sitting suspended 12.47 p.m. until 2.02 p.m.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Hospitals: financial management
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — My question
is to the Minister for Finance, and I refer again to the
Auditor-General’s February report on public sector
agencies and his comments on the financial viability of
hospitals, which indicated that nine hospitals showed
signs of financial difficulty on all four of his indicators
and a further 15 public hospitals had unfavourable
results in at least two indicators.
Did the Department of Treasury and Finance have any
involvement with the financial management review unit
established by the Department of Human Services that
reviewed the women’s and children’s health network
and developed a financial recovery strategy during
2001–02?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I thank
Mr David Davis for his question. Specifically — I
guess I reiterate my earlier responses — the reports that
come from the Auditor-General on particular
government agencies are appropriately presented to the
minister under their respective acts. In this particular
case the prime responsibility is clearly with the Minister
for Health.
On the specific issue, I have certainly spoken in this
house before on the general policy parameters under the
Financial Management Act, so I will not go into those
again, but the Department of Human Services — while
I do not have the details of this at my fingertips —
presumably is the agency responsible for receiving the
report and its administration. One would presume it
would be discussing matters with officers from the
Department of Treasury and Finance as a matter of
course whilst it is ultimately the department that is
responsible — that is, human services.
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Supplementary question
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I take it that
that means the Minister for Finance is not aware of
whether his Department of Treasury and Finance had
an involvement with the financial management review
unit established by the Department of Human Services
to look at these public hospitals that were in financial
crisis. I accept that he is not sure about this and he will
come back to me to give some explanation as to
whether that is the case. But I ask him, when he comes
back to detail the situation of whether his department
was involved with the financial management review
unit in that department, whether he will indicate
whether that department laid down any guidelines for
the activities of the financial management review unit
within the department?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I am
genuinely puzzled at exactly what Mr David Davis is
asking. As I have said to him, the prime responsibility
under the compliance frameworks and accountabilities
that we have for administration relies on the minister to
whom that act or that portion of the act is assigned by
the administrative order, which in this case is the
Minister for Health in the Legislative Assembly.
I have specifically responded to Mr Davis on this and a
number of other occasions that the policy framework,
yes, ultimately falls under my responsibility as Minister
for Finance, but accountabilities are absolutely the
reliant accountabilities to this Parliament and
government, and that is through the appropriate
minister to whom the report comes, which in this case
is the Minister for Health. I can take on notice — —
Hon. D. McL. Davis — On a point of order,
President, I am asking the minister whether his
Department of Treasury and Finance specifically issued
any guidelines for the activities — —
Mr Smith — You are repeating the question.
Hon. D. McL. Davis — And he has not sought to
answer that.
The PRESIDENT — Order! When an honourable
member raises a point of order, especially in question
time, he does not just restate the question — —
Hon. D. McL. Davis — I am seeking clarification.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The member should
raise the subject of his point of order, and in raising a
point of order it is not acceptable just to restate the
question. I ask the member to succinctly come to his
point of order.
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Hon. D. McL. Davis — My point of order is that the
minister has not been responsive to the substance of my
question, which was whether there were guidelines
issued with respect to the financial management review
unit established in the Department of Human Services.
The PRESIDENT — Order! There is no point of
order. The minister is being responsive to the
honourable member’s supplementary question, and the
minister has another 10 seconds to go if he wishes to
add anything further.
Mr LENDERS — I have concluded my answer.

Housing: affordability
Ms ARGONDIZZO (Templestowe) — Can the
Minister for Housing inform the house what action the
Bracks government has taken to respond to the
Productivity Commission’s inquiry on first home
ownership?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Housing) — I thank the
member for her question and for her interest in this
government’s ongoing commitment to ensure that
Victorians continue to have access to affordable
housing. I am pleased to advise the house that today the
government has released its submission to the
Productivity Commission inquiry into first home
ownership, the development of which was overseen by
my colleague the Treasurer and me. The Howard
government’s terms of reference for the Productivity
Commission’s inquiry took a narrow view of
affordability, focusing only on first home buyers.
The Bracks government has taken a wider view in its
submission. For low-income people the affordability of
rental housing, both social and private, is critical in
sustaining tenancy and plays a historic role as a bridge
to home ownership. The submission therefore details
the Bracks government’s significant commitment to
social housing growth since it came to office, all over
and above its obligations under the
commonwealth-state housing agreement.
There is the highly successful social housing
innovations project of some $94.5 million from the
government’s first term and we are, of course, building
for the future with the announcement in this year’s
budget of an additional $88.8 million for affordable
housing and homelessness assistance over the next four
years. This is in direct response to the declining
commonwealth funding commitment to social housing
over the past decade — $630 million of funding ripped
out of Victoria’s social housing sector and the
inadequate funding of commonwealth rent assistance.
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The Victorian submission also documents the Bracks
government’s actions through a range of other policy
initiatives across all portfolios such as ensuring more
than 15 years supply of land through Melbourne 2030
and cutting red tape in the development process. Our
submission also outlines the initiatives the Bracks
government has undertaken to promote growth in
regional Victoria and calls on the commonwealth to
follow our lead and develop a regional strategy to
support rural and regional growth.
The Bracks government is also demonstrating
leadership through its contribution to the development
of a national affordable housing policy, in contrast to
the failure of the commonwealth to provide any
leadership whatsoever in this direction. It is much easier
for the Howard–Costello government to set up inquiries
like this designed to criticise the states than to look
seriously at the policy levers it controls which have the
principle effect on housing prices and affordability.
The commonwealth set up an inquiry with inadequate
terms of reference while consistently dudding
Victoria’s public housing sector financially and shows
great reluctance to get involved in a strategic approach
to a real national affordable housing policy. Our
submission will be another test for those opposite as to
whether they again show themselves to be Liberals first
and Victorians second. Will they mirror the
commonwealth’s position on affordable housing,
standing for nothing as they have up until now, or will
they stand up for Victorians who need affordable
housing?
The Bracks government’s submission to the
Productivity Commission clearly shows that it is acting
to alleviate pressure in the housing market, even if the
commonwealth government will not.

Sport and recreation: facility grants
Hon. E. G. STONEY (Central Highlands) — Will
the Minister for Sport and Recreation, who is also
responsible for the Commonwealth Games, inform the
house if any youth, sport and recreation or Community
Support Fund grants presently made to sporting clubs,
swimming pools or other eligible groups will be
diverted to fund any aspect of the Commonwealth
Games?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I welcome that question, because some
opposition members have been spreading rumours in
their local constituencies. Not only are they spreading
vicious rumours but they are undermining the good
work of Melbourne 2006 and even some of the good
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work — and there was very little of it — that the
opposition did when in government, like acquiring the
Commonwealth Games. It is a concern that some
members are spreading vicious rumours that funds are
being diverted from other programs to the
Commonwealth Games when they are not.
One of the great things about having the portfolios I
have at this point of time in the state’s history is that we
are funding more community and sports facilities than
ever before. As well as that we are putting more money
into sport and community activities through the
Commonwealth Games. In complete contrast to the
rumours spread by the opposition, we are spending
more money on sport and putting more money into the
Commonwealth Games, and at the end of the day the
whole envelope in relation to sport — community
facilities, community sport and community engagement
with the Commonwealth Games — is very significant.
It should not be lost on opposition members that,
contrary to what they say, we are spending more money
on community facilities than ever before, and it is not
coming from the Commonwealth Games budget.
Supplementary question
Hon. E. G. STONEY (Central Highlands) — On a
supplementary question, the minister is very quick to
blame the opposition. I ask: why have councils become
increasingly unsuccessful in their applications while the
minister is claiming he has a bigger budget for such
projects?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — Again, it shows the ignorance of
opposition members, because if they understood the
community facility guidelines and if they listened and if
they read in Hansard and understood some of the
questions I have answered over the past four years, they
would appreciate again that we are putting more funds
into community facilities and creating more
opportunities for councils to apply.
Not only that, we have funded community facilities in
country Victoria to a better degree by improving the
funding ratios as opposed to the previous Kennett
government when they had to have probably $3 for
every $1. We have turned that around so it is dollar for
dollar in those remote communities that some members
opposite represent. So they should fully appreciate the
significant contribution that we have made and that we
will continue to make to community facility funding in
local communities, particularly rural and regional
communities.
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Housing: affordability
Mr PULLEN (Higinbotham) — My question is
addressed to the Minister for Housing. The minister
earlier referred to the Bracks government’s submission
to the Productivity Commission’s inquiry into first
home ownership. Can the minister advise the house of
any policy settings that the Bracks government has
identified in its submission that affect housing
affordability in Victoria?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Housing) — I thank the
member for his question and his interest in this
important piece of work that the Bracks government’s
submission to the Productivity Commission’s inquiry
represents. I refer to my previous answer in terms of
government policy and the action we are taking to
improve housing affordability for Victorians. I also
advise the house that the work done in preparing this
submission has identified several policy settings at the
commonwealth level which the government believes
directly impact on Victorian housing affordability.
Firstly, the commonwealth has abjectly failed to
address problems of rental housing affordability, which
in turn has much wider implications for overall housing
affordability and ultimately first home ownership. The
government’s submission to the Productivity
Commission inquiry reveals that commonwealth
funding for Victoria’s social housing sector has
declined by a shameful $630 million over the last
decade, and that of course has an enormous impact on
our ability to provide housing assistance to low-income
Victorians. The government’s submission reveals that
funding levels under the commonwealth-state housing
agreement also failed to take into account the great
need for assistance for special and high-needs clients,
which increases state housing authorities’ operational
costs.
Secondly, under the 2003–08 commonwealth-state
housing agreement the commonwealth has ceased GST
compensation payments to Victoria worth some
$15 million every year. That is $75 million that could
be going to provide housing assistance to more
low-income Victorians over the five-year life of the
agreement.
Thirdly, the government’s submission identifies a
number of concerns with commonwealth rent
assistance for private renters. This payment has failed to
keep pace with rents because the payment is indexed to
the consumer price index rather than the actual cost of
market rents. For example, between 1996 and 2001 the
Melbourne CPI increased by 12 per cent compared to a
38 per cent rise in the cost of new private rental
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tenancies. The submission finds that nearly a quarter of
Victorians who receive commonwealth rent assistance
pay in rent in excess of 30 per cent of what is already a
low income which they receive to be eligible.
It is obvious that there are a number of immediate
actions that the commonwealth must take to address its
policy failures, and in its submission the Bracks
government calls on it to do just that. But will those
opposite be Liberals first and Victorians second, or will
they stand up to their mates in Canberra and demand a
better deal for Victorians, particularly Victorians on
low incomes who need affordable housing?
Despite the significant policy failures at the
commonwealth level, the Bracks government will
continue to get on with the job of delivering affordable
housing for Victorians, even if the commonwealth
government will not.

Northern Mallee older adults recreation
network: funding
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — My
question without notice is directed to the Minister for
Sport and Recreation. The Northern Mallee older adults
recreational network — which I may say is gaining
much more relevance to me at my age — has 75 very
enthusiastic members. It is an independent group of
people who got really cross — and are still really
cross — when the minister removed their funding and
told them to apply to Vichealth instead. Will the
minister reconsider the direct funding of these groups?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — I welcome the member’s question,
because he would appreciate that for some time the
older adults recreation networks have provided some
services across the state in regional areas. After a
review of the operation of those organisations within
the department, it was deemed appropriate to change
the model by which we encourage older adults to
participate in recreation in the community.
Through that review we discovered that while the work
of those organisations displayed a great degree of
commitment, they were not generating the level of
activity we required through the funding that was being
delivered to them. In a number of those regions the
organisation of the older adults recreation network has
been restructured in order to make sure that those
services are delivered through different organisations,
and we have been looking towards the regional sports
assemblies in most instances, or advertising for other
organisations to deliver services of that type.
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I appreciate the significance to some of the individuals
who have operated under the older adults recreation
network and who probably see a degree of concern in
relation to that, but let me assure the member that we
are committed to ensuring that older adults in the
broader community access recreation and that we
address their recreational needs in the most appropriate
way.
Supplementary question
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) — With the
greatest respect, I think the minister is dodging the
issue. I am sure that the particular group I am referring
to has generated more than enough activity for all of the
members in this room. Its members are extremely
enthusiastic and they have been deeply hurt by having
funding removed from their direct application. In fact, it
went from the sublime to the ridiculous when, as I
understand it, the minister’s department said to them,
‘Here is $3250. You must use it to grub around and get
some money to keep operating’. That is a ridiculous
state of affairs. This is an enthusiastic and active group
of older people who are doing their own thing. They are
independent and ought to be looked after in that light. I
ask the minister if there are any other options he can
suggest so this group can continue to do its good work
in the community?
Hon. J. M. MADDEN (Minister for Sport and
Recreation) — Those organisations were established
under the previous Kennett government. It was done by
reducing the funding to older adults, but throwing some
funds to those groups to have those services delivered
in that manner. The government has continued to fund
those organisations over a number of years, although I
appreciate that in recent years they have been funded at
$13 000 each. It should be appreciated that the funds
the government has contributed to those organisations
is to assist them to restructure and to link into the
regional sports assemblies that we will be looking
towards to take up those services. The government will
continue to encourage and support older adults in their
recreational opportunities and needs.

Consumer affairs: housing market
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — Will
the Minister for Consumer Affairs inform the house
what the Bracks government has done to ensure
consumers are confident and empowered when making
what is often the largest financial commitment of their
lives — their first home?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Consumer Affairs) —
I thank Mr Nguyen for his question and his ongoing
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interest in the availability and affordability of housing,
particularly so consumers can make their choices.
Owning a home in Australia is something that is seen as
a right and an aspiration. It is important, therefore, for
those making that purchase, especially for the first time,
that they have full confidence in the housing market.
The Bracks government has recognised the need for
confident consumers. It has listened and acted on this. It
has brought in recent changes to the Sale of Land Act.
It has moved to stamp out unethical practices of under
and over quoting and dummy bidding. These are
designed to ensure that consumers are not being duped
when buying their houses.
The government wants to make sure that consumers
know they are bidding against a person, a genuine
bidder, and not against a cat, a car, a tree or whatever
else happens to be there. It is important that consumers
feel absolutely confident when purchasing their own
homes. The recent property boom has brought an
increase in the number of mortgage brokers — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. P. R. Hall — On a point of order, President, I
am very interested in the first home owners grant, as
Mr Lenders knows, and I cannot hear his answer at all.
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caught. The Standing Committee of Officials of
Consumer Affairs is currently working on a detailed
policy proposal based on a set of principles agreed by
the ministerial council. The government’s support for
the creation of a national code is based on the need for
those unethical mortgage brokers to be uncovered and
for those who offer a good and credible service to be
able to continue their operations with confidence. The
government is working to ensure that people feel
confident through this in relation to buying their first
and maybe even second homes.
In response to Mr Nguyen’s question, this is
particularly important, because unless consumers feel
confident in the market — that it is a clear, clean and
transparent market and they know what they are
doing — —
Hon. Bill Forwood — And accountable!
Mr LENDERS — Mr Forwood may scoff at this,
but as I said before, consumers need to be confident
they are bidding against a person and not a power pole,
a cat, a tree or an interjecting opposition member of
Parliament!

The PRESIDENT — Order! I agree with the
Leader of the National Party. The audible conversations
in the chamber are too high. To ensure that Hansard and
members can hear the minister’s response, I ask
members to desist from chattering amongst themselves
or across the chamber.

This government is about getting this right and
empowering consumers and making a strong and
transparent market so that people have confidence into
the housing market. Unlike the federal Treasurer, who
seeks to apportion blame, this government is trying to
find solutions. One of those solutions is a confident
consumer in a confident market feeling confident to
make the purchase of their own home.

Mr LENDERS — I thank Mr Hall for his interest,
because he, unlike many members on the other side of
this house, has been very seriously working to try to
deal with some of these issues in his electorate, and I
appreciate his cooperative approach.

This government listens and acts. It has listened and
acted. Unlike those opposite who are apologists for a
Sydney-centric federal government and who are Liberal
first and Victoria second, this government will look
after consumers.

The recent property boom has brought an increase in
the number of mortgage brokers to the market. The
Bracks government is keen to ensure that this market is
not only self-regulated but that there is a rollout of
nationally consistent broker regulation. In the
government’s recent submission to the Productivity
Commission inquiry into housing prices, it addressed
this problem. I quote from the report:

Insurance: volunteers

In the absence of commonwealth commitment to introduce
national regulation, the states and territories, led by Victoria,
have agreed to pursue uniform broker regulation.

The states and territories, led by Victoria, are picking
up where the commonwealth is failing. It is acting to
ensure that unscrupulous mortgage brokers will be

Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — My
question is to the Minister for Finance, Mr Lenders. In a
briefing paper for Australian Labor Party members
headed ‘Injured people’s rights under further attack
from the Bracks government — changes to the law of
negligence’, a presentation from John Gordon, national
president of the Australian Plaintiff Lawyer
Association, specifically in regard to the presumption of
voluntary assumption of obvious risk to avoid and
reduce claims, says that a lifesaver, Country Fire
Authority (CFA) volunteer or volunteer worker injured
during community service would be entitled to nothing
for the injuries or income loss. Can the minister assure
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the house that such volunteer activity will be excluded
from any such outcome?
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I thank
Mr Strong for his interest in dealing with some of the
issues we have had with insurance problems in
Australia. I am not quite sure where it fits into my
ministerial responsibility to be replying to a particular
paper regarding a hypothetical question about a
hypothetical bill, but I will address the general issue of
what the government has done to deal with what has
been an absolutely critical and difficult issue for
Victoria. The government has tried over the past
18 months to strike a balance between economic reality
and the rights of people under our legal system — a
difficult balance for us to keep.
As the house will be aware, in February last year the
builders warranty insurance was about to leave the
state, so there was a problem. As the house will also be
aware, public liability insurance was departing this state
and this country, which is a problem. As the house will
further be aware, professional indemnity insurance is as
scarce as hens teeth. These three things have come
together, and as part of that the government, with the
commonwealth and the other state and territory
jurisdictions, has tried to come up with, as much as we
can, a uniform national response to deal with what are
national issues but of shades that vary from state to
state.
Victoria’s common law has statutory schemes in the
Transport Accident Commission and Workcover. New
South Wales still has fault schemes in a number of
these areas. We have history; we are a Federation. This
house has been in place for 147 years, so jurisdictions
are different. For Victoria, the challenge has always
been how to get the balance right to deal with the
absence of insurance — affordability and
availability — and to do so in a manner which does
what is necessary without taking away the basic rights
of people under our common law to sue.
That has been the challenge that is before us. I am
delighted to say in this house that the government has
worked very cooperatively with other jurisdictions.
Unlike the former Kennett government, which went in
jackboot style through these issues in dealing with the
common law, this government is not afraid to engage
other jurisdictions, the community and the Parliament
with some of these issues before us.
During 2002 I attended something like 70 community
forums where I discussed some of the options about
getting the balance right — the balance between the
fact that in the adventure tourism industry, which
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Mr Mitchell and Mr Stoney obviously know, there was
a total abandonment of any form of insurance for a
number of people in those areas.
How do you get that balance right? What do you need
to do to bring it back so that people can actually do
business and, as importantly, what do you need to do
for people who are actually injured in the adventure
tourism industry and there is no insurance? A person
can have a catastrophic injury and be a paraplegic or
quadriplegic, but if there is no insurance for them they
have no remedies under common law? Getting that
particular balance right has been a challenge for us as a
government.
I welcome Mr Strong’s interest in this, but I can assure
Mr Strong that we will not resile from making tough
decisions. We will also not resile from actually
engaging our community, from taking the issues before
them and from listening, but then in the end we will not
resile from acting.
I look forward to Mr Strong’s supplementary question,
but I can assure the house that we are happy to discuss
these issues at any time, in any forum and at any venue.
We will seek outcomes that are based on listening and
acting, but we will ultimately get the balance right to
provide much-needed insurance for our business
communities and injured plaintiffs while also keeping
industry and business alive.
Supplementary question
Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) — On a
supplementary question, the minister spoke at great
length about getting the balance right, and my question
was about getting the balance right. I asked the minister
whether he could assure the house that a volunteer —
like a volunteer lifesaver, a volunteer Country Fire
Authority person; any volunteer worker — who was
doing the community a service and was injured would
be entitled to no claims for injury or compensation
under the act that the minister is now considering. That
is a clear question of balance. I ask the minister: does
he think the balance is right if you exclude people like
voluntary workers and CFA people from being able to
make a claim?
The PRESIDENT — Order! On my hearing of it,
the question the honourable member just asked as a
supplementary question was the same question he
asked originally.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I said that that was
what I heard. I ask the honourable member to clarify
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the situation and to ask the supplementary question he
wants to ask rather than restating his original question.
Hon. C. A. STRONG — I am happy to do that,
President. I was responding to the minister’s answer,
which was all about balance. I asked him whether he
thought the balance was right — that a CFA volunteer
or lifesaver would be excluded from being able to claim
damages under the bill that the minister is considering.
Ms Mikakos — On a point of order, President, I
want to refer you to rule 1.03(a) of the standing rules of
practice relating to questions without notice, which says
that questions should not ask ministers for an
expression of opinion. Clearly the member’s
supplementary question was asking the minister for an
opinion on a hypothetical piece of legislation.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson — On the point of order,
President, this was probably one of the most responsive
supplementary questions to a minister’s answer that we
have had in the house. The member actually took up the
exact words of the minister in his response in his
answer and returned that, picking up on his original
question.
Mr Smith — He got his answer.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson — Mr Smith ought to read the
rules, because the rules and the guidelines that were
issued by the President indicate that the supplementary
question must be related to the original question that
was given and related and responsive to the minister’s
answer. The question asked by Mr Strong was accurate
in both respects. He did not seek an opinion. What he
sought was the minister’s position on whether or not the
problem associated with volunteer workers was in fact
part of the minister’s view that he provided this house
with — that this whole area of insurance was a matter
of balance. The member actually sought the minister’s
view on that position in an accurate supplementary
question.
The PRESIDENT — Order! On the point of order
raised by Ms Mikakos with respect to standing
rule 1.03(a), that a question should not ask a minister
for an expression of opinion, I believe the member’s
question was asking for an opinion. However, I am
happy to give the member an opportunity to ask a
specific supplementary question — he did refer to
‘what about this’ and named a number of various
occupations, which was asking for the minister’s
opinion. I will give the member another opportunity to
ask his supplementary question specifically to the
minister and to avoid asking for an opinion.
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Hon. C. A. STRONG — On what basis does the
minister think excluding people like lifesavers and CFA
volunteers from being entitled to make a claim is
different from the opinion expressed by Mr Gordon?
Ms Mikakos — On a point of order, President,
clearly the member’s supplementary question is in
breach of the rules relating to questions, and I ask you
to rule the question out of order.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I do uphold the point
of order and rule the supplementary question out of
order.

Nursing homes: rural and regional Victoria
Mr VINEY (Chelsea) — I refer my question to the
Minister for Aged Care, Mr Jennings. Could the
minister please advise the house how the Bracks
government is honouring its commitment to rebuild
rural and regional nursing homes?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I thank Mr Viney for his question. In fact, I
think this is a very important day, and I am very pleased
Mr Viney has drawn attention to himself during
question time today because, if my memory serves me
correctly, this is the fourth anniversary of his election to
the Victorian Parliament. From that moment on the
Bracks government arrived in town and has been
delivering to the people of Victoria — to the whole of
Victoria — ever since.
I am very pleased to say that what I am talking about in
Parliament today, about our commitment to residential
aged care right throughout the breadth of Victoria, was
demonstrated as recently as last week when I had the
great pleasure of announcing a $5.5 million
construction at Red Cliffs. I am a bit disappointed that
Mr Bishop has left the chamber at the moment, but
Mr Drum is here, and I am sure he would be very
pleased to join with his community in making sure
there is a celebration of the start of that construction.
Consistent with the Bracks government listening, I am
very happy to listen to the words of Mr Malcolm
Goodieson as quoted in the Sunraysia Daily of
10 October. He is chairman of Red Cliffs Community
Aged Care Services. He is reported as saying they:
… had been waiting for the project to be given the green light,
and the application of a building contractor for some time.
‘We are all really looking forward to exciting times ahead.
Not just for the Red Cliffs area, but for the wider community,’
Mr Goodieson said.
‘These will be the most modernised age care facilities in
Victoria …
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While they are some of the most modern facilities in
Victoria, they are not alone, because the Bracks
government recognises that throughout the length and
breadth of Victoria there is an obligation for it to invest
in residential aged care. I am pleased that since being in
government we have increased the state stock of
residential aged care by 388 places.
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The level of
interjection and comment across the chamber is
unacceptable. It is impossible for Hansard to record the
minister’s response, and I am sure that all members
want to hear the minister’s answer to the question. So I
again ask honourable members to desist from chattering
amongst themselves and across the chamber. The
minister, to continue.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — Thank you, President,
for your support, but I have a sneaking suspicion that
the opposition does not want to listen to the answer,
because it is an answer that it is not very happy with.
The Bracks government was returned at the 2002
election with 62 members in the Legislative Assembly
and 25 members in this place. However, listen to the list
of residential aged care construction that is taking place
now or is about to commence in Victoria: Casterton,
Echuca, Natimuk, Rainbow, Bairnsdale, Sale,
Beechworth, Hopetoun, Numurkah, Omeo, Swan Hill,
Warrnambool, and indeed Red Cliffs. What is the one
thing that unites every single one of those locations? It
is that none is in a seat that is represented by the Labor
Party in this Parliament. If that is not a demonstration
that we are governing for the whole of the state, then
there is no demonstration of that. Some 13 of the 19
new projects that are taking place are in electorates not
held by the Labor Party at this time.
Opposition members do not want to hear this because
they know that during the last period of the Kennett
government they were selling residential aged care
facilities across Victoria. During the period of the last
term of the Kennett government it sold 485 public
residential aged care facilities. In all of its last term it
invested $38 million compared with the investment of
the Bracks government of $112 million during its first
term. Indeed, this term a significant reinvestment will
take place to ensure the timely delivery of residential
aged care throughout the breadth of Victoria.
It is a commitment of the government to ensure
wherever that need is in the Victorian community,
particularly in electorates not held by the Labor Party, it
will deliver quality residential aged care.
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Mitcham–Frankston freeway: tolls
Hon. J. A. VOGELS (Western) — I direct my
question to the Minister for Local Government. Does
the minister agree with the statement made by the
Minister for Transport in another place today that Knox
City Council is the most disgusting, money-grabbing
council, and it is just trying to cover up its own
enormous rate rises by breaking the law and putting up
anti-toll signs along declared roads?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) — I
did not clearly hear the member’s question, but the
thrust of it seemed to be asking me whether I agreed
with something that was said in the Legislative
Assembly today, which I would have thought in
relation to a discussion we had in this place a short time
ago was not something which was in order for me to
respond to.
Supplementary question
Hon. J. A. VOGELS (Western) — The Minister for
Transport is busily ordering Knox City Council to pull
down its signs along wherever the tollway is supposed
to be. Does the minister agree that her ministerial
colleague should be out there seeking to intimidate
municipal councils and overriding local council
decisions?
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) — I
am again being asked whether I agree with the actions
of one of my colleagues, I think, and also there was
some content about Knox City Council and signs. As
Minister for Local Government I am sure that councils
are capable of making decisions about what signs they
put up; they do not need me to tell them what signs they
can or cannot put up. I do not believe it is in order to
ask me to respond to observations about claims that are
made about what might or might not have been said in
the other place.

Housing: energy rating
Hon. H. E. BUCKINGHAM (Koonung) — I refer
my important question to the Minister for Energy
Industries. Will the minister advise the house on the
steps the Bracks government is taking to support
sustainable energy in Victorian homes, and is he aware
of any alternative approaches?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries) — The energy efficiency of our homes is
crucial to maintaining a sustainable future. To achieve
sustainability the Bracks government is pursuing a
number of measures, including a solar hot water rebate
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scheme which has resulted in the purchase of over 6000
solar hot water heaters in Victoria.
Hon. Philip Davis interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — Hang on, I will
come to your score in a minute! The recent introduction
of a minimum 5-star house energy rating means that
new homes in Victoria will be the most energy and
water efficient in Australia. The Bracks government is
also committed to supporting projects that go well
beyond minimum standards, with innovative energy
efficiency and renewable energy solutions.
The new urban development agency, Vicurban, is
currently developing a 9000-home development in
Epping North called Aurora. In this development a
minimum 6-star house energy rating will be standard
and has been set for that development. This goes well
beyond the minimum 5-star energy ratings that will
soon be required for all new homes in Victoria. The
Sustainable Energy Authority is leading the way,
working in partnership with Vicurban, to ensure that the
5-star and 6-star house energy standards are met.
Unlike the opposition, the Bracks government does not
provide lip service to renewables. This government is
committed to a secure, efficient and clean energy future
for all Victorians.
We have in this state a 6-star government and a 1-star
opposition. I conducted an analysis and rated the
approach of opposition members on sustainability. The
approach of the Leader of the Opposition in the other
place, Robert Doyle, is to demand moratoriums on
sustainable energy which would kill the industry, so I
could not give him any more than a half a star.
Hon. Philip Davis — On a point of order, President,
I would hate to spoil the minister’s fun, but question
time is a serious business, as the Minister for Aged
Care demonstrated a moment ago. It is not appropriate
for the minister now answering a question from his own
side to be debating the question, which he is clearly
doing. I urge you, President, to indicate that the
minister should continue to answer the question but not
debate it.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — On the point of
order, President, I was asked a question by
Ms Buckingham in relation to sustainable energy in
Victorian homes. The question also asked whether I
was aware of any alternative approaches. If I am able
within that context to outline what I believe is the
factual position of what alternative approaches exist,
including those of the opposition, then I should be
allowed to do so.
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It is a matter of public record that the Leader of the
Opposition, Robert Doyle, and indeed the opposition in
this place, has proposed a moratorium. That is the
opposition’s approach on sustainability. It is
appropriate in responding to the question, which you,
President, allowed as being a question in order, to
respond on a factual basis in relation to that question.
Hon. Philip Davis — On a further point of order,
President, clearly this is a question to the minister about
government administration. It has nothing to do with
the opposition. I ask you, President, to rule that the
question is either out of order or that the minister
should answer the question about government
administration — one or the other.
The PRESIDENT — Order! The minister was
2 /2 minutes into his response on the question, and he
was straying a little from the question asked by the
honourable member. In the past questions regarding
alternative positions on issues put before the house have
been ruled in order. However, I remind the minister not
to stray away from being responsive to the question
before the house. The minister will continue, but
carefully!
1

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I was going to
give Mr Davis two stars, because he was able to
organise a busload of tourists when I visited the wind
farm at Toora.
This is an important issue. The question of how many
stars and what star rating is given to our homes is a
reflection of the government’s policies on
sustainability. If you were going to try to rate the
opposition — —
Hon. Philip Davis — On a point of order, President,
the minister is obliged to be responsive to the question,
stick to facts and not make comments about members
of this or the other place or indeed debate the question,
which he is clearly doing by starting to discuss
members of the opposition. I ask you to pull him back
to the question and ask that he not pursue a debate on
this matter.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — On the point of
order, President, I believe it is in order. Are we going to
have question time where ministers are gagged every
time they mention the approach of the opposition and
are unable to make any comment on approaches from
that side which affect the operation of government
business? I will give you an example — —
Hon. Philip Davis — You are on a point of order;
stick to the point of order. What is the point of order?
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — Do you mind?
Are you the President?
The PRESIDENT — Order! I remind Mr Davis
that I will make rulings in this house.
Hon. Philip Davis — Well, you had better keep
control of the minister.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I ask Mr Davis not to
reflect on the Chair with such comments.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — Withdraw!
The PRESIDENT — Order! The minister should
continue on the point of order and not debate the point
of order.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — President, my
point of order is that the approach of the opposition has
a huge impact on what the government does. For
instance, if the approach of the opposition on a
mandatory renewable energy target (MRET) is not to
support it, then the industry will not move forward.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I ask the minister to
put his point of order, not an argument.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I would argue
that it is in order, especially given that the question
specifically asked me to discuss approaches which have
been put up by the opposition and which affect
sustainability in this state.
The PRESIDENT — Order! On the point of order
that the Leader of the Opposition has raised, I had just
finished giving a ruling to the minister about
responsiveness to the question. He went along with it
for just under a minute and then he started to stray
away. I ask the minister to come back and conclude his
remarks in the 49 seconds he has remaining while being
responsive to the question asked of him by the
Honourable Helen Buckingham.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS — I was going to
give Bill Forwood four stars for supporting MRET, but
you could only give him one for his influence in the
Liberal Party!
I think it is important that this debate is allowed to
develop in relation to sustainability not only in terms of
Victorian homes but also in terms of the whole of our
future. Unfortunately we have a situation where the
state government is supporting sustainability and the
opposition is not.

QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I have
answers to the following questions on notice: 563, 602,
791–3, 796, 798, 800, 801, 809, 810, 813, 814, 820,
824, 837, 839, 842, 843, 850, 851, 854, 855, 861, 865,
890, 903, 904.

CEMETERIES AND CREMATORIA BILL
Committed.

Committee
Clause 1

Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — My question
to the Minister for Aged Care relates to clause 1, the
purposes. It reads:
The main purposes of this Act are —
(a) to provide for the management and operation of
cemeteries and crematoria; and
(b) to repeal the Cemeteries Act 1958.

We have no particular problem with the second purpose
but I want to ask some questions about the first
purpose. As the minister would be aware from the
second-reading debate and from some of the public
debate about this matter, I, the opposition, the National
Party and other groups are concerned about the
competition policy aspects of this and how the small
number of large cemetery trusts in metropolitan
Melbourne — not the smaller ones in the country —
may be in a position to misuse their market power to
vertically integrate and to restrict competition in the
industry, as it were, particularly with respect to the
choice of headstones and grave monuments and the
selection of stonemasons.
In making these comments, I draw the minister’s
attention to Review of Cemeteries Legislation and
Cemetery Trust Conduct dated 3 October 2003. It was
commissioned by the Master Stone Masons Association
Victoria and prepared by Marsden Jacob Associates,
financial and economic consultants. I referred to this
important paper in the second-reading debate. The
purposes of the bill are very clear — it is to provide for
the management and operation of cemeteries and
crematoriums.
Did the government consider ensuring through this
legislation, either through the purposes or elsewhere in
the bill, some statement or arrangement or introduction
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of clauses that would cause some significant separation
to occur between the monopoly aspects of cemetery
management and the non-monopoly aspects?
I will lay them out specifically for the minister so it is
clear what I am talking about. It seems to me that the
management of the actual plots in the cemetery and the
grounds of the cemetery are very much in that
monopoly aspect in the same way that the issues of
headstones, grave monuments and other accessory
matters surrounding burial and interment are not
monopoly aspects and ought to be open to full
competition.
In the light of the purposes clause, the central purpose
of the bill and the information that is contained in this
important review of cemeteries legislation and
cemetery trust conduct, I wonder whether the minister
could elucidate the government’s thinking as to why it
has not been prepared to make that separation more
clear?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I thank the committee for the opportunity to
remind it of the purposes of this legislation and the
mechanisms to be adopted within it, and the
government’s view on the basis of advice about
national competition issues particularly relating to the
competitive neutrality of what we are endeavouring to
do.
Within a primary purpose of ensuring that the cemetery
trusts are expected to be responsive to a range of
matters including the cultural, ethnic and religious
needs of communities, the bill outlines the core
activities of cemetery trusts which the government has
a degree of confidence will address conflict within the
cemetery sector regarding issues of vertical integration
and competition policy in the bill itself. This will also
be enhanced by a code of practice which will be
developed in consultation with stakeholders and by the
regulations which underpin this legislation.
The government is acutely aware of the expressed
views and concerns of the master stonemasons and I
know they have had significant representation on this
matter to the government and on many occasions with
the parliamentary secretary for human services. Indeed,
they provided the government with a copy of the
Marsden Jacob Associates report which had been
prepared on their behalf and which was subsequently
referred to the competitive neutrality unit of Treasury.
This is the body within government which is
responsible for dealing with national competition policy
matters and for ensuring that the government’s
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legislation and statutes do not fall foul of those national
competition principles.
It is the considered view of the competitive neutrality
unit of Treasury that this bill and the preparations
follow the correct method of assessing and making
recommendations to the Department of Human
Services and the cemetery trusts in relation to the
master stonemasons’ competitive neutrality complaint.
In their view it has successfully highlighted the areas of
concern about transparency of pricing, memorial goods
and services, and advertising by cemetery trusts.
As a result of raising these concerns, the cemeteries and
crematoriums unit within Department of Human
Services issued a newsletter in July 2003 with an article
highlighting the findings of the recent investigation and
drew cemetery trusts’ attention to their competitive
neutrality obligations. It goes on to say that the
competitive neutrality unit is of the opinion that the
drafting of the bill has been thorough and correct in
making such changes. It is recognised that national
competition policy should not be the major focus for
consideration in the preparation of this complex bill
although it is an essential feature of the government’s
approach to all the legislation it brings before the
Parliament.
Beyond that, there have been wide-ranging approaches
including a representation to the Small Business
Commissioner which has been referred to in the last
few days. I am pleased to say the Minister for Small
Business has asked the Office of the Small Business
Commissioner, consistent with the powers accorded to
him in this act, to formally monitor the actions of the
cemetery trusts to ensure that the principles of
competitive neutrality are adhered to.
Monitoring will commence and will continue into the
future, and the Office of the Small Business
Commissioner will be required to report on its findings
to the Minister for Small Business. This should ensure
that cemetery trusts compete in a fair manner and
should allay the concerns of the master stonemasons’
associations that cemetery trusts are or were competing
unfairly.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I thank the
minister for some of his statements but the opposition
has concerns, in particular about the codes of conduct
that may be brought into operation and their durability,
because it is possible — is it not, Minister? — that
those codes of conduct could be changed at a future
point without legislative requirement.
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Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — That may be the case and indeed it is the view
of the government that any subordinate instrument such
as the model trust rules and regulations and the code of
practice must be developed with the appropriate
consultation and consideration of stakeholders which
include the master stonemasons, the trusts themselves,
other industry parties such as the stonemasons and
representatives of the work force, such as the
Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union, in
relation to the development of the code and other
subordinate instruments.
We recognise the gravity of the situation and the need
to ensure that the sector has confidence that these codes
and regulations are inclusive of the concerns of the
stakeholders and respectful of them. It is the intention
of the government that that rigour is adopted in
developing those instruments.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I just want to
ask the minister whether the report of the Small
Business Commissioner will be made public.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I would have thought that the committee
would have seen it as a significant undertaking of the
minister to make that a reporting mechanism of the
Small Business Commissioner. I have not got a brief
from the Minister for Small Business as to how this
information would be used but the spirit in which it is
offered up to the committee today is consistent with
taking these views extremely seriously and making sure
that the legislation does not fall foul of national
competition policy matters.
Indeed, the minister has responded to urgent requests
from the Parliament to address that matter, and it would
be consistent for the minister to make this information
available, but I am not at liberty at this time to make
that undertaking.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I am most
encouraged to hear that the Small Business
Commissioner has been given a watching brief and
instruction from the minister, and the opposition takes
credit for that because it has been pressing for some
time for this to happen, particularly in the context of
this matter.
Certainly the Small Business Commissioner had
expressed concerns about this legislation. He was in
receipt of the Marsden Jacob report and realised there
were a number of significant issues.
Like my colleague the Honourable David Davis I am
concerned with the proposition of the government. I
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certainly see it as a considerable step forward, but the
problem is that it seeks monitoring practices where the
legislation itself still seems to be deficient, if it stands,
in providing clauses that achieve that competitive
neutrality.
I heard what the minister said about the proposition
being run past the competitive neutrality unit that is
under the Treasurer. I ask the minister to explain to me
where there is a difference in the principles. The
Premier has written to me on previous occasions that
Yarra Valley Water entered into a contractual
agreement with a plumbing firm to provide plumbing
under the brand name of Yarra Valley Plumbing, to the
exclusion of independent plumbers. On that occasion
the competitive neutrality unit found, as the Treasurer
advised both the plumbing industry and me, that that
was anticompetitive behaviour and ought not be
continued.
Can the minister reconcile the difference between that
example and one where a cemetery trust might enter
into an arrangement — similar to the water company
arrangement — with a monumental mason or a
stonemason, perhaps even branding the product under
its own name but certainly by way of an exclusive
contract which reduced, limited or even stopped other
companies from having access to an opportunity to
provide services to people who were burying loved
ones in a particular cemetery?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I know Mr Atkinson — to use his own
words — is a renowned expert in relation to market
forces and retailing matters, and so I reflect to
him — —
Hon. B. N. Atkinson interjected.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — It is very close,
Mr Atkinson, but may I just reflect. The nature of this
matter is that there is the practice and the scope of the
marketplace. It is theoretically possible in a confined
marketplace that any consumer in any field of activity,
if they do not know the range of products and services
available to them and in fact by the construction of the
marketplace are railroaded down an exclusive pathway
in purchasing goods and services, then that is
anticompetitive behaviour. It is consistent with the
overall structure of the marketplace and the
mechanisms that are adopted in the marketplace; it is
consistent with the Treasurer’s guidance in relation to
the water and plumbing matter referred to.
In this case we are talking about a hypothetical
circumstance which assumes that the consumer of
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goods and services in terms of the cemetery and
crematorium sector will not be aware of the range and
diversity of goods and services that are available to
them and would be railroaded. In practice the
government would not be supportive of that — not
wanting to see it as an outcome of this legislation and
not believing it would be a consequence of this
legislation. That is the nature of the difference.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — Would the
minister advise at what point the competitive neutrality
unit looked at this legislation?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — My erstwhile advisers in the box and I have
just determined that it was as I indicated to the
committee a few moments ago. It was prior to July
when some guidelines were issued on the basis of
advice from the competitive neutrality unit of the
Department of Human Services in relation to the
internal coordination process of government in the
preparation of this legislation.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — Has the
legislation been discussed or provided to the National
Competition Council?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — It has not to my knowledge, but on the basis
that there is a centre of responsibility within the
Victorian government administration and this is the
appropriate body of consideration within the Victorian
government, it is the place that the government takes its
advice from in relation to these matters.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) — I seek an
indication from the minister as to what is proposed as a
process in developing the regulations that might involve
the stonemasons association and other interested
stakeholders to ensure that whatever regulations are
promulgated take into account the guidelines on
competitive neutrality and ensure a continued free and
open market.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — The minister has on a number of occasions in
the public domain and in the Parliament of Victoria
made an undertaking that stakeholders will be engaged
in the preparation of these instruments. I have repeated
that undertaking during the course of the committee
stage. It is an absolute commitment of the government
to ensure that stakeholders, including the stonemasons
association and others, are actively and fulsomely
involved in the preparation of those instruments.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I have one
further question on this matter, and it relates to the
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obvious significance of having proper competition in
this area and the benefits that will bring in lower costs
of burials and things associated with that as well as the
highest range of choice available, in particular for the
multicultural communities throughout Victoria that will
be impacted directly if there is a restriction of choice. I
wonder whether either the department or the
competitive neutrality unit has undertaken any
economic analysis and costing of the efficiency of the
industry and various industry structures, and if so,
when?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — As the committee would be aware, in the
preparation of the regulations that underpin this act
there will be a regulatory impact statement which will
in fact undertake from the sector — —
Hon. D. McL. Davis — Prior?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — Well, concurrently
with the preparation — —
Hon. D. McL. Davis interjected.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — No, concurrently.
The CHAIR — Order! I ask Mr Davis to speak
through the Chair.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — As with the
preparation of all regulations that are embedded in and
connected to Victorian statutes the appropriate time and
place to do the regulatory impact study is when the
regulations are being prepared, and they will be
prepared following wide-scale consultation which
engages stakeholders. They will then have an
opportunity through that impact regulatory statement to
do a full assessment of the financial costs to that sector
of that regulatory reform.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — So the
answer is no, in terms of preparation of the act?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — The answer is as I gave the committee.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (North Western) — I would like
to take the minister back to the core of this issue. I was
under the impression that it had already been
established by the Competitive Neutrality Unit
Complaint Investigative Report 2003 that the activities
are significant insofar as the market power of the
cemetery trusts — by virtue of their unique role,
regulatory powers and access to the clients — places
them in a strong position to impact the market.
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As I read that out in the debate I was under the
impression it had already been acknowledged by the
government. I also thought that in the response the
minister read out previously this lack of competitive
neutrality has already been established. Is the minister
saying it has not been established — that there is no
competitive issue?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — No, sorry, I may have sped over my
responses. I thought the committee was in a hurry about
this matter, but I will slow down a second. The
considered view of the competitive neutrality unit of
Treasury — which is the body of advice that the
government relies upon to see whether our statutes fall
into line with national competition policy — having
analysed this piece of legislation believes it does not
fall foul of the national competition policy intents and
principles and believes that the statute itself will not
have a detrimental effect on competition matters within
the sector.
However, the government is alive to the concerns of the
stonemasons and others that the practices that may
develop through the code of practice or the regulations
that may follow after the passage of this legislation may
not, unless they are very rigorously and carefully
assessed, adequately cover some of the competition
issues, and that is why the government is committed to
ensure that those processes have rigour, that they
involve the relevant stakeholders, that they are
complete and inclusive of all vantage points, and they
are underpinned by a regulatory impact statement.
The government will be vigilant to ensure that the
practices which evolve within the sector are under the
scope of this bill and that all the subordinate pieces of
instruments will not fall foul of national competition
principles.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (North Western) — If the
government is so strong that it will monitor the
goings-on of the trusts in this competitive issue, why
then was not more regulatory framework put around
clause 112 which simply says that a cemetery trust may
sell and supply memorials? As we understand the bill,
the trusts have the power to regulate the rules. They can
create the rules with which they and the stonemasons
association are going to do their dealings.
The CHAIR — Order! Mr Drum, we are on
clause 1, the purposes clause of the bill, and you are
referring to another clause.
Hon. D. K. DRUM — That deals with this issue.
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The CHAIR — Order! We are talking at this point
about the purposes clause. I ask you to round up your
comments in relation to clause 1.
Hon. D. K. DRUM — I will leave it at where the
minister is.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — It is the considered view of the government to
prepare the piece of legislation and the subordinate
instruments in accordance with the process that I have
outlined to the committee.
Clause agreed to; clauses 2 to 65 agreed to.
Clause 66

Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I move:
1.

Clause 66, line 28, after “agencies,” insert “faiths,
religions, cultural groups,”.

I thank the committee for the opportunity to move this
amendment in response to a number of concerns that
have been raised by a number of members of the
community, the opposition and the National Party in
this place.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — I thank the
minister for moving this amendment. As the minister
and many in the chamber will be aware, I had intended
to move an amendment to clause 67, and the minister
has taken on board the concerns of the Liberal Party. If
amended, clause 67 would have read:
The minister must consult with any faith, religion and cultural
groups that may have members with rights of interment or
existing interments in a cemetery before granting an approval
to convert the cemetery or part of the cemetery to a historic
cemetery park.

The changes that the government has now made in
response to the amendment are very much along the
line of what we wanted to achieve. We believe they will
assist in making it clear that the Parliament expects the
government to consult with those faiths, religions and
cultural groups before the declaration of historic
cemetery parks. We believe it would be quite wrong for
these actions to occur in this very sensitive area without
full consultation. The discussions I had with the
minister lead to my conclusion that there will be such
full consultations.
Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to.
Clause 67

Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I move:
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Clause 67, page 38, line 13, after this line insert —
“() any matters relating to consultation undertaken
with relevant agencies, faiths, religions, cultural
groups, holders of rights of interment and the
public; and”.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 68 to 111 agreed to.
Clause 112

Hon. D. K. DRUM (North Western) — I will pick
up from where we were a few minutes ago. It seems to
be inadequate that this clause, which is at the centre of
the anticompetitive issue, seems to be so vague and so
open that it simply states:
A cemetery trust may sell and supply memorials.

It seems to be the intent of the government to have this
area heavily regulated, yet the clause itself seems to be
very, very bare.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — As a starting point, in terms of national
competition issues the words in clause 112 are very
simple and straightforward. It states:
A cemetery trust may sell and supply memorials.

It does not say that they must sell; it does not say
‘exclusively sell’. It does not say anything to imply that
a monopoly arrangement is going to exist. In terms of
the notions of national competition policy, which is to
prevent any regulatory or legislative narrowing of
market forces, that would be legislation that fell foul of
national competition policy.
What we have here is the field opening rather than
closing. There are concerns within the sector that the
nature of the marketplace may be structured in a way
that may lead to anticompetitive behaviour, and that is a
concern the government has recognised on a number of
occasions, including as recently as in the committee
stage today. It understands it is incumbent upon us in
the way the regulations flow from this legislation that
any anticompetitive behaviour is not supported or given
any comfort through the code of practice that will be
adopted within the sector, the regulations that apply and
any other subordinate instruments to the legislation.
The government recognises the legitimate concerns of
those within the sector. The legislation plays a small
role in opening the marketplace, not closing it, and that
is the reason the government does not believe it falls
foul of national competition policy.
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Hon. D. K. DRUM (North Western) — Does the
minister have any examples of what he would consider
to be anticompetitive behaviour in this area that he
would be on the lookout for?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I do not necessarily want on the spur of the
moment to think up hypothetical situations that might
add to the discomfort of the stonemasons association or
others in terms of whether these practices are going to
exist. Our approach in government will be to try to limit
those opportunities, and I will not take the opportunity
to try to brainstorm and create potential loopholes for
members of the marketplace.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (North Western) — I was
simply looking for the opportunity to gauge how the
minister would see the situation of the value-added plot,
having had up to $700 added by the inclusion of a
$100 headstone imported from overseas, being
presented to the grieving family in preference to —
simply because a trust may not happen to show
people — a cheaper, more viable alternative 100 metres
away. That is the sort of behaviour that is going to be
readily open to cemetery trusts. They will be able to
take the grieving family and say, ‘Here are the plots —
$1300 gets you the whole lot’, without a breakdown
and with no transparency in the pricing, whereas the
truth would be there are other viable options such as a
plot 100 metres away for $600 and they can walk
across the road and get a tombstone for $100. This is
the type of behaviour that I would like to have the
minister’s opinion on as to whether he considers it to be
anticompetitive.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — Just taking the worst-case scenario that
Mr Drum has alerted the committee to, I believe it will
not occur in practice. The government is confident that
it will not occur in practice for a number of reasons,
including this most important one: the secretary will be
obliged to approve and indeed publish the fee structures
adopted by cemetery trusts, and the capacity for the
bundling up of those services or those products in the
way that Mr Drum has outlined concerns about — that
it will be done in a fashion which is not transparent —
will not be allowed in the way the scheme will be
administered.
Hon. D. K. DRUM (North Western) — That would
be part of the regulations that were stipulated earlier?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — Yes.
Clause agreed to; clauses 113 to 186 agreed to; schedules
1 and 2 agreed to.
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Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

CHILD EMPLOYMENT BILL
Committee
Resumed from 7 October: further discussion of clause 1
and Mr PHILIP DAVIS’s amendment:
2.

Clause 1, page 2, lines 17 to 20, omit all words and
expressions on these lines.

Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I want to
remind the committee of where we are up to. We are
dealing with an amendment which will test further
amendments — in the event that it fails I consider it
will test further related amendments.
Specifically the amendment deals with excising from
the bill the provisions in relation to child employment
officers. The opposition regards that as significant for a
number of reasons, and not least because during the
course of the minister’s previous comments he alluded
to the fact of the various tests and recited a series of
tests, which he left open to interpretation. When
challenged on who would be the person or persons who
would interpret what the tests mean he quite clearly
indicated that this would be a matter for the child
employment officers.
It is for that reason, and indeed for a number of other
reasons which have been reiterated through the
preceding debate on this amendment, that the
opposition is strongly in support of the amendment, and
I urge the minister to consider that it is a very good
amendment and to adopt the position we are putting.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — It is my intention to agree with any decent
amendments that come my way during the course of
today, but it is not the government’s view that this is
one of them.
When the committee stage was stopped after we had
been in full flight for 2 hours, I was in the middle of
responding to why the government has confidence in
the role of child employment officers and why they are
an essential feature of the bill. In his contribution just
now, even though he is seeking to delete them from the
bill, Mr Davis recognised that child employment
officers have a key role to play in enforcement and
compliance, and in the broader sense of information
and education services that come out of the bill, which
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will be the prime instrument for ensuring that this bill
has life.
I indicated in my previous contribution on this that the
role of child employment officers goes back as far as
1970. They are a feature of the existing legislative
arrangements under the Community Services Act 1970
and they currently have responsibility for issuing
permits under that act. In terms of the government’s
degree of confidence, I indicated that like other
employees in the public sector, they are employed by
the secretary of the relevant department under the
Public Sector Management Act, under which the
government insists on the highest degree of conduct
consistent with the directions that have been mandated
in that act. Indeed within the scope of that legislation
there is an obligation for officers to be competent, of
good character, honest and to have proper integrity, and
to ensure that they agree in writing to perform their
duties according to the criteria established by the
secretary. My time was cut short when I was
concluding — —
Hon. Philip Davis — Very disappointing!
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — Very disappointing,
but we have a chance today.
Hon. D. McL. Davis — And tomorrow.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — Yes indeed.
The child employment officers will not have powers
under the Occupational Health And Safety Act, and it is
important for the committee to understand that fact. I
remind the committee that the existing child
employment laws provide powers of inspection to child
employment officers to ensure current compliance with
the law and advise that unlike the existing laws this bill
introduces a number of constraints on the exercise of
these powers by child employment officers. For
example, a child employment officer may only exercise
their powers to the extent that it is reasonably necessary
to do so in order to investigate an application for a
permit or to determine compliance with the act — and
it must cause as little inconvenience as possible.
An officer must not remain on premises any longer than
is reasonably necessary. The officer cannot enter
premises with force. Officers must show their ID card
to the owner or occupier of a premises and advise them
of the purpose of their entry. If the owner or occupier is
not present during the inspection, they must post a
notice outlining details of the inspection to the owner or
occupier. Officers cannot enter premises that are used
solely for residential purposes without the consent of
the owner or occupier, and they cannot enter premises
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that are used for both residential and work purposes
without the owner or occupier being present.
So the cumulative effect of the Public Sector
Management Act and the provisions of this bill is that
the duties and obligations have to be exercised in a
reasonable fashion, just as I have outlined to committee,
and that means that the government has confidence in
the role that child employment officers will play and
sees them as an essential feature of this legislation. The
entire rationale for the introduction of this scheme
would fall apart without their existence.
The CHAIR — Order! Mr Davis’s amendment 2
will test his amendment 4 and amendments 14 to 24.
Committee divided on omission (members in favour vote
no):

Ayes, 22
Argondizzo, Ms
Broad, Ms
Buckingham, Ms
Carbines, Mrs
Darveniza, Ms
Eren, Mr
Hadden, Ms (Teller)
Hilton, Mr (Teller)
Hirsh, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Lenders, Mr

McQuilten, Mr
Madden, Mr
Mikakos, Ms
Nguyen, Mr
Pullen, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Thomson, Ms
Viney, Mr

Noes, 18
Atkinson, Mr
Bishop, Mr
Bowden, Mr
Brideson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R.
Drum, Mr (Teller)

Forwood, Mr
Hall, Mr
Koch, Mr (Teller)
Lovell, Ms
Olexander, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr
Vogels, Mr

Pair
Mitchell, Mr

Baxter, Mr

Amendment negatived.

Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — It may be
appropriate just before the committee concludes the
purposes clause to get final verification about a couple
of outstanding points. Will the minister confirm that the
application, intention and purpose of the bill relating to
children and activities, in particular at weekends as I
understand it, irrespective of their lack of requirement
to be at school or involved in school activities, covers
and regulates the activities of children involved in work
on weekends, and also applies to school holidays? I
have a couple of other minor things to clarify.
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Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — For the sake of simplicity the answers are yes
and yes.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — In relation to
a child who is below the minimum age of 13, where
there is a total prohibition on the child being involved
in employment, as I understand the effect of the
bill — —
Mr Gavin Jennings — That is not the case.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS — Will the minister clarify,
then, what is the prohibition for children under
13 years?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — As the second-reading speech indicates,
children under the age of 13 are permitted to work in a
number of specifically defined circumstances within the
provisions of the bill and they include delivering
newspapers and pamphlets, delivering for pharmacists
and a number of other circumstances which include
working within the entertainment industry.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — What I was
really saying was apart from the nominal exemptions
provided for explicitly in the bill, all other categories of
employment are prohibited in effect?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — In relation to the concept that they are
prohibited, they are actually enabled through the
application of a permit. The circumstances for anybody
under the age of 13 are provided for in the bill. Beyond
that it is not the intention that other work would be
permitted. I probably may have misled the member on
that previously.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — Having got to
that point, let us agree that that is what the bill proposes
to do. I take the explicit example of a child under 13
engaged in activity that meets the test that the minister
reiterated earlier and who can be defined as being in an
employment relationship, that a child under 13 would
not be involved in any work relating to a farm — that
is, any work on a farm which, by definition, met that set
of criteria that the minister recited earlier in the
committee.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I believe, from what you have just described
to me, yes, that is the case.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — What I want
to drill down to is essentially the nub of a number of
problems the opposition has with this. In your example
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the child is deemed to be employed if any of the
activity meets the test even though the purpose of the
activity may well be entirely recreational in the sense
that the nature of the farming enterprise is primarily that
of a family, recreational or otherwise-defined
hobby-farm nature. But in fact because the enterprise is
so constructed that it generates a profit or seeks to
generate a profit it is deemed to be a commercial
enterprise, clearly a child in that circumstance living on
a hobby farm or staying with adults on a hobby farm
would be caught by provisions of this act?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — Mr Davis and I, and other members of the
committee, are at a bit of a disadvantage because there
has not been a continuity in our conversation.
Hon. Philip Davis — I remember exactly what was
said.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — We had a conversation
at great length a week or so ago, which outlined the key
tests in terms of the government’s view to determine
whether work is being engaged in. But as a general rule
of thumb, if it is a one-off or an occasional
circumstance, and they are not activities that are seen as
being critical to a business or pivotal to the organisation
of a business, and it is of its nature recreational or
spasmodic, indeed it would not fall foul of the
legislation, and it is not the intention for what would
otherwise be a hobby activity or recreational activity to
fall foul of this system for any child.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — So even were
it the case that the enterprise was principally established
for recreational purposes and what we would
commonly describe as a hobby farm, because the entity
and the profits from the entity are taxable, and clearly
therefore it is operating as a profitable enterprise, you
are really confirming that in the circumstances the child
would indeed be caught by this act, even though the
principal purpose of the family in establishing the
enterprise was to create a hobby farm? If a child came
into the orbit of that hobby farm, they would be
captured, in effect, by this legislation?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — Again, in terms of the lack of continuity of our
conversation, if it is a hobby farm and it is a hobby
activity and it does not occur continually — which in
fact is the combination of hobby farm and hobby
activity — I would say that would not fall foul of the
legislation and would not actually rope in the provisions
of the bill. However, the closer it comes to being a
full-time business activity and full-time activity of the
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child, the closer it comes to work under the definition of
the legislation.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — That is as
clear as mud! I have a particular example which a
constituent has cited to me, which might elucidate this
further. It goes one step further than a hobby farm. In
fact, in this particular example the person operates a
host farm, a bed-and-breakfast style operation, and has
people visiting him regularly, including children
seeking experience on a farm or children of customers
who are bed-and-breakfast, weekend, or long-staying
guests in what is essentially a tourism-related venture.
These children inevitably choose and wish to be part of
the activities on the farm, and because the principal
enterprise is obviously established as a business —
although the business is tourism and the farming
activity is ancillary — under the tests which the
minister has reiterated and as the bill covers children
under 15, certainly it would mean that children under
13 would be ineligible to be involved in any of those
activities, were they related to parts of that enterprise
having an ongoing pursuit of profit.
As to the purpose of the holidayers, the family
undertaking a holiday to expose their children to a farm
environment, it would mean in effect that that
experience could not be enjoyed by those children
because clearly if the business is operating at a profit,
the children cannot be employed because they are under
13 — ‘employed’ in the sense of the definition of the
bill but employed nevertheless in this circumstance. So
they could not be involved in any of the farm activities,
even though the primary purpose of the guests being on
the farm was to enjoy the ambience and lifestyle
interests that that might attract.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I will try to answer Mr Davis’s question to the
best of my ability, but as to being as clear as mud may I
suggest to him that this question might fall into that
category. I am not clear whether the child is actually the
child of the owner of the farm and the business or is a
visitor.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I can seek to
clarify that. In this case it is the visitor’s child who is
under 13 years old. The minister has advised the
committee that a child under 13 cannot be employed
unless they are in one of the industries that is provided
for in the bill — and farming is not provided for in the
bill. Therefore a child under 13 is not allowed to
participate in any activities relating to a commercial or
profitable farming enterprise.
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The CHAIR — Order! Pursuant to sessional
order 10, I have to report progress.
Progress reported.
Business interrupted pursuant to sessional orders.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Program
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I move:
That —
(a) pursuant to sessional order 10 the sitting be continued to
enable bills received from the Legislative Assembly this
day to be introduced into this house this day; and
(b) pursuant to sessional order 23(a) the sitting be extended
to complete the unfinished government business
program determined on 14 October 2003.

Motion agreed to.

CHILD EMPLOYMENT BILL
Committee
Resumed from earlier this day; further discussion of
clause 1.

Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I was talking
about the child of guests staying on a hobby farm. The
hobby farm has commercial farming activities, but the
people are there for the lifestyle experience of being
involved in an agricultural pursuit. The provisions of
the bill deem that any work-related activity that meets
the test — by definition, a child under 13 cannot do any
work anyway, even if it is just on a casual basis — is
absolutely prohibited and the child cannot be employed
in this circumstance in the terms defined. What I am
really saying is: is this not going to militate against this
particular example of the constituent who has raised the
matter with me?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I think I have a bit of encouragement for
Mr Davis’s constituent because the circumstance
outlined was a holiday, not necessarily organised
activities that accord with the business although they
could actually be something that impinges upon the
commercial viability or the commercial activity of the
business.
It seems to me, on the face of the example given, that it
is on the periphery of the legislation. I would not
necessarily think that any reasonable assessment would
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mean that it gets roped in. Again it relates to the test I
have put on the public record on a number of occasions
during the course of my contribution during the
committee stage, which is that the final test would be
the responsibility of the child employment officers to
assess any particular circumstance. I would give
encouragement to the member’s constituent in what he
has described to the committee.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — It is another
yes and no answer and as equivocal as every other one I
have had. In relation to a further matter — and this goes
to the issue of the overview of the compliance and the
tests in relation to supervision permits, police checks
and so on — I am curious about in particular the
relationship between the principal, proprietor or
manager oversighting the enterprise, being the person
who has to comply with or be complicit with any
requirement for a police check, and the circumstance
where they have delegated supervisory responsibility.
We are moving away from a farm to a large enterprise
where a manager, a supervisor or an employee is given
charge of the child in the circumstances in which the
employment relationship occurs — and this example is
specifically an employment relationship, so it is the
child who is genuinely wanting to be involved in
work. I am curious about the level of investigation for
police checks that needs to occur. Is it simply a matter
of function for the proprietor, manager or principal
operator of the business, or will it be a requisite that
each of the people in whose charge the child is for the
time being of that employment relationship will have to
have police checks?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — The critical element is: who will be the
supervisor of the child in terms of who is required to
undergo a police check. It may be the circumstance that
there is a range of supervisors — then the range of
supervisors will require police checks. Who applies for
the permits and instigates a permit police check system
is the responsibility of the parent or guardian of the
child.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — What I am
trying to get to is with any circumstances of deemed or
actual employment where a police check is required,
who are the individuals to whom a police check ought
apply? Obviously in the circumstance the presumption
is that it is the manager or proprietor of the business in
the first instance. The minister is nodding his head so I
presume it means agreement.
The next step is that the child may not always be under
the direct supervision of that manager or proprietor.
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There may be a formal hierarchy in the organisation,
large or small, where there is a delegation. The minister
in his response a moment ago said that all of the
supervisors concerned would be required to have police
checks. Would that effectively mean that any employee
in the organisation in whose care or under whose
supervision the child resided for any period of that
employment or deemed employment would require a
police check?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — In dealing with the hypothetical or theoretical
construct of this, the critical issue is who at any
particular time of the work engagement or activity that
is deemed to be work under the scope of the bill is in
direct supervision of the child. It can be a narrow
number or a large number, depending on the direct line
of supervision.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — For example,
what happens in the case of a child who comes to the
Parliament in the care initially of a member of
Parliament? They may be here for some time and the
MP, being a busy person, may ask an electorate officer
who happens to be in the Parliament on the day to
supervise the child. Would that electorate officer
require a permit? If the child were put into the care of
the library staff, Hansard or the clerks, would all those
very esteemed people require police checks? Can the
minister confirm that this is a probable event?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — No, it is not a probable event, not because
politicians or members of Parliament could never be
described as being engaged in activities of a business
nature for profit — that is not the critical test. I
understand the circumstances described to be work
experience, and work experience does not come within
the scope of the act.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — Perhaps I
was trying to abridge the example. I shall use a specific
example of a corporate environment such as a motor
car dealership. If the child were engaged to wash cars
obviously the principal, proprietor or manager of the
car dealership would initially be the person responsible.
Presumably that person would ask their personal
assistant to take immediate charge of the child in
relation to its work duties and/or it may be that there are
various salesman who during the course of the day
direct or supervise the child. It may be there are
mechanics in the workshop to whom the child has to
report in relation to the progress of the work they
undertake.
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Would it mean that each of those persons who had part
responsibility for the supervision of the child during the
course of their employment, whether it be a day, a
week, a month, or indeed a year or part-time work on a
casual basis, that each of those people, if they were
unrelated — that is, not their mother or father —
require a police check?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — It is very tempting to try to have this
discussion under the scope of clause 13, because it
would mean that we are making progress. Clause 13 is
where this matter is dealt with. The requirement for the
application for a permit under clause 13(2)(c)(ii) is that:
... each person who will have direct supervision or control of
the child in the proposed employment, where the supervision
or control will not be directly supervised by another person ...

It is a direct linear link between the supervisor and the
child in question.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I take it the
answer is yes?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — The answer is as I have described.
Unfortunately giving a one-word answer I would have
to retrace the steps of what the nature of the question
was.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I could let it
go for the sake of brevity, but then nobody who reads
this debate would ever be any the wiser. It is clear to me
that the answer the minister is reluctant to give is yes,
so I will come at it in another way. Will the minister
explain what a direct linear relationship means?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — As I understand it, it would be at the time in
question who is providing the supervision to the child.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — The person
who is providing the supervision to the child in that
circumstance — it is the person who has the child for
maybe an extended period or a limited period. It may be
a mechanic who is supervising the child while they are
washing cars, sweeping the workshop floor or some
other activity in which case that person would require a
police check. What we are really talking about here is
there would be a multiplicity of police checks in the
circumstance where the child was under the supervision
of a large number of employees over a period of time.
Mr Gavin Jennings — Yes.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS — I thank the minister; that
is exactly what I wanted to confirm.
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I think I have only one more issue relating to this
clause. I want to recite some confirmation. Members
will recall that a great deal of concern was expressed in
the earlier debate, and earlier in the committee stage
particularly, about comments made by a member of this
house, Mr Bob Smith. A response to those comments
from the Victorian Farmers Federation was
subsequently recorded in Hansard.
In further discussion, I was pleased — I want to put this
on the record — that the minister acknowledged that
this bill does deal with protecting children from abuse
and exploitation by adults and does not deal with
occupational health and safety issues. Having said that,
I do not think I need to quote the minister’s remarks;
they are in Hansard.
Clause agreed to; clause 2 agreed to.
Clause 3

The CHAIR — Order! Mr Davis’s amendment 3 is
a test for his amendments 5, 7 and 12, and will also test
Mr Baxter’s amendments 1, 2 and 3.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I move:
3.

Clause 3, line 3, after ‘“child”’ insert “(except in
paragraphs (d) and (f) of the definition of “relative”)”.

As members will be aware, probably the most
substantive issue of concern to the opposition is the
requirement to apply permit and police check
arrangements to members of the family of a child who
is employed or deemed to be employed as a result of
this legislation. Taking on board the comments made
by the minister earlier in the discussion, regrettably I
think it will take us a little while to come to any
agreement, if that is indeed possible, on this but I am
looking forward to the opportunity.
The opposition’s view of this requirement for
mandatory permit and police checks for a child to be
engaged, whether actually or deemed to be, in the
business enterprise of a close family member is that it is
totally inappropriate. It is a gross intrusion into the
family arrangements and lifestyle situation of most
families in country Victoria. There is a clear
understanding that in a farming district and a country
community there are very close relationships between
generations and children often spend a great deal of
time with their relatives.
We will be seeking to persuade the government to
accept our amendments and extend the definition of a
family beyond that of parents to incorporate the full
suite of relations: great-grandparents and grandparents,
brothers, sisters, spouses or partners of brothers and
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sisters, nieces, nephews, uncles, aunts and indeed
cousins. We are seeking to broaden the exemption from
the requirement to be subject to permits and police
checks.
Of course, there is very good reason for this. The
personal circumstances of each family are inevitably
different but in some families the younger generation
likes to be involved in some way with the activities of
their broad, extended family. The examples we have
chosen to use in the debate have generally related to a
farming community but obviously that is not the limit
of the concern about this issue; it is a simple example
with which to draw word pictures, to describe it in
allegorical detail so we can better understand the
circumstances.
If you take a simple example, in many farming districts
you may have two or possibly three generations of
family members farming on the same land on adjoining
properties or in close proximity. There is inevitably an
interchange between each of those family units which
are closely related. We think it is quite apparent that it
is an extraordinary intrusion into family life for a
grandparent to be required to be subject to a permit and
police check process before having their grandchild
stay with them or be involved in any way in their
farming or other business activity.
Further to that, we are particularly concerned that this
limitation would impact on relationships between
cousins. I dare say we will get down to specific
examples but I can well recall when I was under 15
regularly staying with a cousin of mine who was
managing a family property in the broad sense of the
term — there were a number of family members
involved in that farm. I could not wait to get out of
school and stay with him during the school holidays so
I could assist him in his activities on his farm. I think it
would have been the greatest insult to have put it to him
that he was required to undergo a police check before I
could go and participate in those activities and learn
about the things I wished to learn about. He is a
member of the family and somebody I have known all
of my life. He is an older cousin and somebody of good
standing. I dare say that that would not be an unusual
situation.
We have the circumstance today where people are
living longer. Although I note that the government has
circulated amendments which propose some changes in
relation to grandparents, it has ignored the reality of this
being a problem for great-grandparents. It is a
remarkable oversight. Why should a grandparent, for
example, be required to have a police check and
permit? The government will say to us shortly that it
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will amend that provision so grandparents do not
require police checks but they will still require permits
and a great-grandparent would still require a police
check. That is pretty much over the top. I cannot
understand why the government has not drafted a much
better amendment than the one it has circulated in the
house.
Similarly, the government will have the opportunity
shortly to put its case for the amendment it proposes to
move, but at this stage we have before the Chair an
amendment in my name. The amendment I am putting
is effectively that we define the extended family in
much broader terms, and that there should be a
significant exemption from the operation of this act for
members of the extended family, being those who are
effectively closely related.
The parents of the child will be able to form a very
precise, clear and objective view of whether they wish
to have the child left in their hands. I will be interested
to have a response from the minister in relation to this
amendment, because it is clear that there is not a case to
require grandparents to be subject to the permit process,
there is not a case for them to be subject to the police
check process, nor should that apply to
great-grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins, brothers,
sisters or domestic partners or spouses.
It will be interesting to see how the government argues
its case here, given that it was provoked to register
publicly an acknowledgement that it had made a
mistake with the legislation. The minister who is
responsible for the bill in the other place, the Minister
for Industrial Relations, announced that there would be
a backdown in relation to this matter. The opposition
does not believe the announced backdown goes
anywhere near far enough, and I look forward to a
justification by the minister of the government’s failure
to address one of the principal issues, which is the
permit requirement.
I have to say that it has been interesting to see the
number of representations we have had on this issue,
particularly about the extended family. I took note in
particular of Maria Cameron, who said ‘I will go to jail
rather than get a permit’. This is the ‘I’ll go to jail’
grandma in the Warrnambool Standard of 5 September.
That was an interesting story with the headline ‘Farm
fury’. I guess that crystallised the general view widely
held about this.
One of the problems I see with the bill — and the
reason that we are moving this amendment — is that
there seems to be confusion in the government ranks. I
have had brought to my attention by a constituent a
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letter from the member for Narracan in the other place.
It states:
The tabled Child Employment Bill extends those exemptions
to allow children to work in their family businesses, including
farms, without a permit, this includes: parents, grandparents,
aunts and uncles and siblings.

Quite clearly that is not what this bill actually does. It is
not even what the mooted amendment proposes to do.
Hon. P. R. Hall interjected.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS — Apart from being
confused, if the general view of the member for
Narracan is that the bill should provide these sorts of
exemptions, he should be supporting the opposition!
Before we proceed further with this amendment it is
important that the minister explain to the committee at
this point — and I invite him to do so — the rationale
for requiring grandparents and great-grandparents to be
subject to permits and police checks. As I have pointed
out, the government has made a great issue of the
introduction of police checks for the purposes of this
bill, and it would like some justification for that in
relation to the extended family.
The CHAIR — Order! The minister may wish to
canvass his proposed amendment 1 to clause 3.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I thank Mr Philip Davis for the opportunity to
try to find some common ground if we can, even
though our suggested approaches in amending this
clause may be slightly different. We have an agreement
of purpose in a meaningful way to require exemptions
from the requirement for police checks for family
members and extended family members in the
definition of the government, and for a range of
relatives who are defined in a different way according
to the amendment moved by Mr Davis. There is
substantial common ground and there has been
substantial recognition by the government that the
permit system, supported by police checks, did not
strike the right balance in terms of competing rights and
obligations under this legislation. That is why it is my
intention to move an exemption for extended family
members from the requirement for a police check.
The debate in the Parliament and in the public domain
has been understandably somewhat coy in relation to
the welfare of children, but in fact the underpinning of
this legislation was to ensure the moral and emotional
wellbeing of children. That was only briefly referred to
in the second-reading speech, and it has been touched
on generally fairly lightly in the course of the debate —
perhaps once or twice heavy-handedly but by and large
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in a considered and perhaps introspective way — but it
is important for us to understand that from a different
vantage point looking through the prism of child
protection one of the key motives of the government in
dealing with this matter is to ensure that children are
not inappropriately exposed to circumstances where
they become vulnerable.
That is what the second-reading speech refers to. It
states:
Employment presents risks to children that differ from those
that may be faced by adults in the workplace. In contrast to
adults, children are physically, emotionally and mentally
immature. They have less life experience to draw upon and
may find it hard to voice their concerns in an appropriate or
effective way.

Therefore the combination of the permit system and
police checks is intended to ensure that family
members, parents and guardians who apply for permits
can have some degree of confidence that their children
will not be vulnerable in the workplace.
Once it has been determined that that will be the
framework through which the system will work it then
becomes a challenge to describe the categories of
employers who fall within the scope of the police
check. In a sense the dispute between the government
and the opposition parties about the proposed
amendments to this clause — how to strike the right
balance and what the scope of that exemption should
be — is relatively minor. The government has been
responsive to the community view that extended family
members should not be required to undergo police
checks, even though it is mindful that in a relatively
small number of circumstances children are,
unfortunately, vulnerable at the hands of their relatives.
The government understands that the vast majority of
families and extended families are supportive and
nurturing and provide a healthy and fulfilling
upbringing for the vast majority of children in Victoria.
But unfortunately we have to be mindful of a small
minority for whom we have to provide some rigour and
control.
By and large this bill will not affect that, because the
circumstances by which relatives who act
irresponsibility or immorally in such matters will by
and large not occur in an employer-employee
relationship with a child. The bill does not purport to
provide that absolute degree of certainty and reliability,
but beyond the scope of families it wants to make sure
as much as it can within a regulatory environment that
children are not vulnerable, and a police check is a
mechanism to adopt that.
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The difference between the government and the
opposition parties on how this clause works is how we
define who must be subject to police checks and who
should not. The government has accepted the
community view that it is not appropriate to apply
police checks to extended family members in these
circumstances, and it is my intention to make that
variation in this clause. I intend to move that ‘extended
family members of a child’ means ‘an adult who is a
grandparent, aunt, uncle, brother or sister of the child’.
I know that Mr Davis, through his amendment, and
Mr Baxter, through his foreshadowed amendment may
want to deal with that boundary of who is excluded
from police checks in a different way; but it is the
government’s view, on advice, that this is an
appropriate definition. It is the appropriate way in
which to give effect to this piece of legislation, and that
is the appropriate scope.
I believe the minister would suggest that any
understanding of a grandparent would include a
great-grand parent. That may continue to be an
argument between us, but it is the government’s view
that the scope of grandparent is inclusive of
great-grandparents.
Hon. Philip Davis — So it is another backflip?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — If we can find any
more common ground, Mr Davis, all the better. It is my
intention to move shortly the amendment that has been
circulated in my name. The government accepts the
underlying logic and concerns of the opposition but
does not agree to the scope of the amendment moved
by Mr Davis, nor the one foreshadowed in the name of
Mr Baxter.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I wish to
comment on both the amendment and the
foreshadowed amendment in the name of my colleague
the Honourable Bill Baxter. I will also draw into my
comments foreshadowed amendment 1 to be moved
later by the minister, because all the amendments are
interrelated and one cannot comment on one without
making comparisons with the others — indeed, they are
all amendments to clause 3 currently before the
committee.
Both this particular amendment and the subsequent
consequential amendment from Mr Davis, as well as
the foreshadowed amendment and amendment 1 in the
name of Mr Baxter, all go in part to the definition of
‘family’. Amendment 7, foreshadowed by the
Honourable Philip Davis, provides an extensive
definition of ‘relative’, with six different categories.
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The amendment foreshadowed in the name of my
colleague the Honourable Bill Baxter goes to much the
same point. It inserts into the schedule of definitions a
new definition for the term ‘relative’. We as members
of the National Party had in mind the same thoughts as
those of Liberal Party members when we were framing
this amendment. I suppose the only thing we have done
differently is to search through the statutes of Victoria
to see if there is already a definition of ‘relative’. We
found in the Duties Act 2000 a substantial definition of
‘relative’, which I will not read but which has the same
terminology as the amendment to be moved by the
Honourable Philip Davis — that is, it talks about ‘a
parent or remoter lineal ancestor’. The definition the
National Party considers relative under the Duties Act
2000 contains that exact terminology.

employment arrangement with a total stranger. The
wise precautionary measure then would be to require
that employer to undertake a police check.

The third definition, which is contained in the
amendment to be moved by the minister, Mr Gavin
Jennings, talks about ‘extended family member’. It is a
much simpler definition, but it is also more limiting
because it includes ‘extended family member’ to be:

Firstly, in response to the government’s commitment
through its foreshadowed amendments we welcome the
government’s change of heart in respect to police
checks insofar as that goes. That is a step forward. We
welcome that, and we will be certainly supportive of
that, but it does not go far enough.

… an adult who is a grandparent, aunt, uncle, brother or sister
of the child’.

I will make a couple of points in comparison about
those three definitions. Firstly, there is a slight
difference between the definitions, and that needs to be
discussed. Secondly, the important issue in respect to
clause 3 is the intent of those definitions, and we need
to talk about that as well in the context of the definition.
I welcome the comments made by the minister at the
table that in the government’s definition it is also
intended to incorporate great-grandparents as well as
grandparents. That is not explicit, but if that is the case,
and the minister said this afternoon that it is, then we
welcome that. I might also ask: does that apply to
great-uncles and great-aunties as well? It is an
interesting issue, because many children stay with the
brother or sister of their grandparents, so they go to
spend some time with great-uncles or great-aunties.
Later in the debate I will seek a response from the
minister as to whether he believes the government’s
definition of family also includes great-uncles and
great-aunts.
Before I talk about the end use of these definitions I
must say that the Nationals have always said we have
no real difficulty with police checks in cases where a
child undertakes a formal employment arrangement
with somebody outside the extended family. We put
that on the record today, and it will be the same when
we talk about work experience and police checks at a
later time. Of course, we see the sense of it in the
circumstance of a child entering into a formal

That being said, let me go to the use of the definition.
What the government has said by way of its
foreshadowed amendments is that it is going to use the
definition to eliminate the requirement for the persons
defined under their ‘extended family’ definitions to
undertake police checks for the purposes of having
grandchildren, nieces, nephews, brothers or sisters work
at the family business whereas the Liberal Party and the
Nationals have said that we are seeking to use our
definition to have both police checks and work permit
requirements eliminated from those family members
defined under our respective definitions of a relative.

The issue about how far police checks extend — to
great-grandparents, great-uncles, great-aunts — is an
issue we need clarified. Also we are concerned that
there will still be a requirement for such family
members to obtain a permit for a child to come and
work for them all the time — although I hate the word
‘work’ because for most of the time they are just
staying with an extended family member, helping them
and enjoying the experience of that stay. Nevertheless,
we have to use the word ‘work’ because, as defined in
this bill, staying with them and assisting with a few
chores in the family business is defined as work, so we
cannot avoid using that terminology. Let me say right
from the start that for the vast majority of the time,
young kids going to stay with family members does not
involve any formal work arrangements as most of us
would consider the word ‘work’ to mean, but we have
to take it in its strict sense as defined in this bill.
In the amendments being discussed in relation to clause
3 and in the further foreshadowed amendments we are
essentially talking about the difference in the need to
obtain work permits for children spending time and
being employed at family businesses.
There is still a great deal of anxiety out there in the
community about this point. If we had no support I am
sure neither the National Party nor the Liberal Party
would be pushing this today in this chamber, but we
have a multitude of support out in the community about
the issue of permits. I am not going to spend hours on
this issue, but I need to give the chamber a couple of
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examples of the concern still being expressed about this
issue of permits.
Members who represent different parts of country
Victoria are still being inundated with letters and phone
calls to our offices. I refer to a letter of 6 October
addressed to the Minister for Industrial Relations in the
other place from Mrs Diane Hayes of 1 Agnew Court,
Horsham, a copy of which was sent to my colleague in
the other place, the honourable member for Lowan. The
first paragraph says:
I am a daughter of four children to a fantastic wheat/sheep
farmer in the Mallee. I have three nephews, two nieces and a
little boy of my own who absolutely adore their grandfather
and his farm. For these children to visit their grandfather’s
farm is more than a thrill, it is an experience beyond their
words. The sheer mention of going to the farm sees their little
eyes light up and their PJs packed. To them doing jobs for Pa,
such as feeding animals, chasing sheep and general chores —
this is not work this is good fun.
My point being — that is, chasing sheep, which is ‘assisting
with carry on for profit for the business’, is not seen as
work/employment in a child’s eyes.

I really admire somebody who writes from the heart
because they are expressing a strong view to us about
the impositions that this requirement is going to place
upon their children, nieces and nephews. The writer
makes some comment about a response from Minister
Hulls to a letter published in one of her local papers, but
I will come specifically to that in a minute. Hers is
typical of the sort of letters and the sort of
representations we are receiving in our offices.
I would say it is not just supporters of the Liberal and
National parties who are concerned about this. I have
not brought with me yesterday’s Weekly Times, but I
know that a copy of a letter published in it was sent to
me from an ex-ALP member who complained bitterly
about this provision. He sent my colleague the
honourable member for Benalla in the other place, Bill
Sykes, a copy of the letter. It says:
As an ex-member of the ALP I rang my local Labor upper
house member, Mr Robert Mitchell, MLC, with whom I was
acquainted, to discuss the controversial Child Employment
Bill. I asked Mr Mitchell how changes to this bill would assist
farm safety.
In the midst of a lengthy debate, Mr Mitchell forthrightly
raised the subject of sexual assault. I was taken aback.
Mr Mitchell was not. He continued to press me on my
attitudes towards sexual assault. I felt that he was implying
that by questioning the Child Employment Bill changes I was,
in polly-speak, ‘soft’ on this somehow related issue.

The letter goes on:
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Sixteen years deep experience in the politics of the Australian
Labor Party in Victoria led me to believe that Mr Mitchell is
not alone in his apparent belief of such a connection.

that is, the connection between this issue and sexual
abuse —
This explains why my son is not included in these changes
but my nieces or nephews are. As an uncle I would be a
member of a group held to be responsible for a
disproportionate involvement in sexual abuse. If I babysit
them, that’s okay, but if they work for me they are apparently
at my mercy.

That sums it up. He can babysit these people without a
permit, but he cannot employ them on his farm without
a permit — —
Hon. R. G. Mitchell — He doesn’t have a farm. He
owns a second-hand dealer’s shop.
Hon. P. R. HALL — The member can comment on
this if he likes, but the point made is absolutely right:
the man in question can babysit these young people
without a permit but he cannot employ them. It simply
does not make any sense whatsoever!
At the time of the Royal Melbourne Show other people
contacted my office. One man rightly asked the
question, ‘What is the situation with young people
assisting their grandparents, uncles and aunties with
displaying cattle or stock or being involved in other
farm activities at the Royal Melbourne Show?’.
Farmers bring their cattle and sheep to the show, the
kids clean out the pens and they might parade an
animal. Is that classified as employment and is a permit
required for this sort of arrangement? These are the
sorts of issues that are not clarified in the legislation
that people rightly need to have an answer to.
The comments made by Mr Smith in this debate and
the response made by the Victorian Farmers Federation
have already been mentioned, and I will not take the
matter any further. That has been adequately canvassed,
and there has been clarification of the government view
on that. It has been adequately pointed out that
Mr Smith’s comments in respect to this issue in the
second-reading debate were inappropriate.
I want to comment on a letter which I put to the editor
of many of the country newspapers — in fact statewide
newspapers — and a response that the Minister for
Industrial Relations, the Honourable Rob Hulls, also
submitted in response to my letter in many of those
papers. I need to put in context Mr Hulls’s comments,
so to be fair to the committee I will put what my
comments were in part in my letter before I comment
on the response given by Mr Hulls. In my letter to the
editor I said:
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These permits will, among other things, require you to list the
type of work the child might be involved in, hours of work,
who is the supervisor and will have to be signed by the child’s
parents and school principal …
The National Party views this as an outrageous and
unnecessary intrusion into family relationships, typical of the
social engineering policies of the Bracks government.

They are some of the words I have used. In reply the
Minister for Industrial Relations described my letter as
a scaremongering campaign. He said:
Mr Hall fails to mention there has been an obligation on
working children to obtain permits for over 30 years, even if
they were employed by their parents. Children under the age
of 15 are therefore currently required to obtain permits to
work on all farms, whether run by family members or not.
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to be given to that because that sort of data had not been
collected. However, I would go as far as saying that of
those 2200 permits there have not been any permits
issued to family farm businesses. Of those — I do not
know whether I can make the assumption, but I am sure
in my own mind at least — none would be for family
farm businesses.
As I said before, I have no difficulties with the permit
situation where a child has entered into a formal
working agreement outside of any family relationship. I
asked how the provisions of division 9 of the
Community Services Act 1970 had been enforced and
what level of work inspection activity had taken place.
The answer states:

It is probably true; I am not disagreeing with that. If
you go back to the Community Services Act of 1970
you will see that that is true, and it has been the case
since the time of the act that strictly legally speaking
you did have to have a permit to employ a child if they
went to visit you on a farm.

When the Kennett government referred Victoria’s industrial
relations powers to the commonwealth it abolished all
compliance functions. Due to limited resources the focus has
therefore been on issuing permits and providing advice to
employers, parents and schools. Where there have been
workplace inspections, these have focused on the film, theatre
and TV industry given that that is where most permits are
issued.

I sought some clarification about how often that
provision had been used, whether anybody knew about
it and whether it had been enforced; and I took up the
offer of the Minister for Aged Care, Mr Jennings, to
seek clarification on some of these matters and wrote to
him. I asked him how many permits had been issued in
the past 12 months allowing children to engage in
work. The answer was 2200. I asked a further question:
in what vocational areas had the permits been applied
for and issued? Of those I just mentioned 49 per cent
were in motion picture, radio and television services;
20 per cent were in accommodation, cafes and
restaurants; 9 per cent were in libraries, museums and
the arts; 7 per cent were in food retailing; and 5 per cent
were in personnel and household goods retailing.

That is entirely appropriate, and I have no argument
with that whatever. Most of the permits go into the film
and television industry — the entertainment industry —
where young children work. As I said before, where
there is a formal work agreement I certainly do not
object to the requirement for a permit, and now a
requirement for a police check in those circumstances,
but not in a family business circumstance. The Minister
for Industrial Relations accused me of scaremongering
and claimed that this provision has been there since
1970. Yes, it has, but it has never been used or
enforced — it has never been touched by government.
Why are we bothering with it now? It is because of the
social engineering of the Bracks government, that is
why.

I asked how many such permits had been issued for
farm work. The answer for the September 2003 quarter
was that four permits were issued for farm work —
0.75 per cent of all permits issued in the quarter. There
were not too many people who worried about it on
farms. The law has been there since 1970 but it has not
been applied. It is a stupid law. Yes, perhaps when the
National Party was part of government we should have
got rid of it, but the fact is it was never applied, and I
am sure the vast majority of people did not even know
about it.

My final point with respect to the amendment is that I
think what we should be all about and what society
should be all about, and what we as legislators should
be all about, is strengthening family relationships, not
making it harder for families to get on together. Young
people need the support of their families around them,
and we should be encouraging that in every respect.
Requiring police checks and work permits will actively
disadvantage, discourage and dissuade those formal
family relationships that should be encouraged at every
opportunity. We can hear the questions that will prevent
young people from going and visiting: questions such
as, ‘Well, you had better not go out to the farm this
weekend because grandpa has not got a permit for you’.
We will get those things. People will be scared off. Or it

The government is now highlighting this as a real issue
again. It has not even been pursued by this government,
because a further question I asked was whether there
had been any analysis of child work permits applied for
by family-operated businesses. An answer was not able
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will be a case of, ‘You can’t go and stay with your
cousins because they have not got a permit for you’.
Hon. R. G. Mitchell — Pathetic.
Hon. P. R. HALL — That is what will be required
under the legislation. You will be required to have a
permit to go and stay with your cousins on the farm.
That is what the bill says — absolutely that is what it
says! There is no way around it. If you do not, you
could be subject to a fine of $6000, and for corporations
it is $10 000. This is real. We are not scaremongering;
this is the legislation before us here today.
The minister said the definition of work was okay if it
is just an occasional thing — that is, one odd weekend
or a one-day visit will not be classified as work. But
what if you did what we did when were kids? We went
to our grandparents’ farm every weekend and during
the school holidays for an hour or two, or half a day, to
help with the farm chores or to help collect a bit of
wood. Under these circumstances there is no doubt that
the person there would be required to obtain a permit
for the child to come and stay with them. I conclude my
comments there.
The National Party feels very strongly about this issue.
That is why we are keen to move amendments,
although they will probably not be formally moved
because I acknowledge that in terms of order of their
placement in the bill they will be tested by the
amendments to be moved by the Honourable Phillip
Davis. Nevertheless, because of the commonality
between them, we will strongly support the opposition
amendments, and we urge the government to do so as
well.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — If the
minister wants to respond I am happy to give way, but
there are some further issues I would like him to
respond to. The Honourable Peter Hall’s exposition was
an excellent summation of the differences that exist
between the government and the opposition parties. He
very precisely defined a particular matter which relates
to the drafting of the various sets of amendments on the
matter of the extended family.
I would like the minister to respond to three items, and
particularly in relation to his magnanimous agreement
and his interpretation of legislation which he made just
a moment earlier redefining grandparents in statute to
mean great-grandparents as well.
In elucidating the National Party’s amendments
Mr Hall referred to the definition in the Duties Act, and
that was something we looked at as a reference. In
consultation with parliamentary counsel our conclusion
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was that this amendment would be better defined by a
clearer exposition of what it meant. But one thing that
was clear from the definition in the Duties Act was a
need to precisely define in black-letter law what we
mean by a parent or a remoter lineal ancestor, because
according to our advice the expression ‘grandparent’
does not capture the purpose with which we were intent
on making an amendment.
Our purpose was to capture all of the direct relatives of
a child within the definition, and the use of the
definition which we have proceeded with — that is, a
parent or remoter lineal ancestor — in respect to
dealing with grandparents and great-grandparents was
the definition we chose on advice. It is the definition
that is included in the Duties Act, but we have
transposed it in full here because we wish to clearly
define what we effectively regard as the extended
family. So in a moment I would like the minister to
explain to the committee his justification for the
particular interpretation that he has applied, because I
am not confident that if this matter ever comes to be
tested in the courts that he will have the necessary
august authority to stand behind him.
Further, I am particularly intrigued by the government’s
intent in relation to its present proposal. The minister
has foreshadowed subsequently moving amendments
which do not include the spouse or partner of a brother
or sister. So we could have an extraordinary situation
where a child is employed or deemed to be
employed — or ‘staying with’ is a better way of
expressing it — with their own older sibling, and under
the government’s own definition the spouse or partner
of that child would be subject to permits and police
checks. I find that alarming to say the least, and I look
forward to the minister’s explanation.
Further, we will be interested in the government’s
observations in respect to dealing with nieces, nephews
and cousins, because clearly the government has
indicated in its foreshadowed amendments that it is
proposing to exclude requisite police checks for aunts
and uncles. It seems logical that a niece, nephew or
cousin would be captured within it, and I wonder if the
minister can explain to the committee why the
government’s amendment is so limiting. With those
few queries, I look forward to clarification.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — About half an hour ago I gave a fairly lengthy
explanation about the balance that the government was
trying to achieve through providing ongoing protection
for children from harm by adults and the way in which
the minister and those advising him exercised their
minds to try and define the appropriate scope of who
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should be required to undergo police checks and who
should not.
On the basis of that considered view, in finding the
appropriate balance between the perhaps competing
demands of the statute not unduly interfering with
family life and extended family life on the one hand
and on the other trying to ensure that children, as much
as possible within the scope of this bill, are secure and
certain within their working arrangements, it was
decided that extended family members was the
appropriate limit.
Indeed my response to the proposition that grandparents
should be understood within the scope of this
legislation and how it will be implemented to include
great-grandparents is a commonsense approach and in
the implementation of this bill would be the approach
adopted in determining, firstly, whether work fell
within the scope of the act, and secondly, whether a
police check was required to support the permit.
Applying that logic I would say that great-aunts and
great-uncles would also similarly be excluded from the
requirement.
But beyond my proposition and beyond putting that on
the public record, clearly within the terms of the
implementation of this bill not having any other effect
on the statute as it is laid out before me it is within the
scope of this legislation and how it would be
implemented. On behalf of the government I submit
that that is a commonsense understanding of the
intention of the amendment that I intend to move
shortly.
To respond to the proposition about why permits are
required, there has been a great degree of explanation in
the public domain in the second-reading debate and in
my contribution at the committee stage to say that the
government’s considered view is that permits have
been part of regulation of child employment in the state
since 1970. I agree with National Party members who
say that the law has clearly not been complied with for
the best part of 33 years. It has been observed in certain
industry sectors, but it has probably been
comprehensively ignored in others, including the
farming sector, and that has been the subject of much
discussion during the second-reading debate and the
committee stage.
I do not want to attribute any motives to Mr Hall as
may have been attributed in his local paper. I believe it
is a legitimate concern that people in the Victorian
community have confidence about the nature of our
laws and the way they are being enforced. In complying
with that reasonable expectation I repeat what I said in
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response to a question from Mr Bishop a number of
hours ago during the committee stage that it is the
normal practice that permits be issued. It is not the
expectation of the government to unduly interfere in
family life or with children engaging in activities that
would be useful to them in their education or their
breadth of appreciation of Victorian life or in
generating income.
For a variety of reasons the government supports that
activity but in a regulated way. This is regulation, with
the exception of the police checks, which will for the
reasons I have outlined to the committee apply to the
immediate or extended family with a very light touch.
A permit will be a very light level of regulatory
intervention. It is the expectation that under normal
circumstances a permit would be issued rather than
denied — that would be the norm.
To respond to the correspondence that Mr Hall read to
the chamber, I suggest to the person who wrote the
letter that they look forward to those interactions with
their extended family members; that they pack their PJs
and get out and engage in those activities that they
clearly derived a degree of joy and satisfaction from. It
is not the intention of the government to interfere
unduly in those relationships and that level of activity.
When the committee passes this clause and adopts one
of the three competing amendments that I am sure will
be adopted there will be a common objective shared by
the government, the opposition, the National Party and
a significant proportion of the Victorian community
regardless of whose amendment gets passed, because I
think that will be more in keeping with community
standards and expectations and in keeping with the
appropriate balance that the Minister for Industrial
Relations is seeking to obtain and that I am seeking to
obtain by moving the amendment in my name.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I need to
record that while I note the minister’s response I find it
unusual for a minister in this chamber to be arbitrarily
interpreting the meaning of legislation. I understand
that the minister may well be advising the committee of
the government’s policy intention. I accept for the
record that the minister has indicated clearly that the
government will acknowledge that its intention is that
there will be the same treatment for a
great-grandparent, a great-aunt or a great-uncle in
relation to these provisions; however, it seems that is an
unusual way to deal with legislation.
Ordinarily we have a bill and an argument about the
detail of the bill, and if we think the detail of the bill is
obscure it is amended and we seek to clarify the
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intention of the bill, which is what is occurring now.
We have a new form of legislation occurring with this
clause in the sense that the minister is advising the
committee that the government’s policy intention is that
the provision means something it does not say. It does
not say what the minister says he thinks it means. I am
making a statement of record to observe that this is
likely to be problematic for those who operate in the
enforcement, compliance and oversight in this area of
administration; I predict it will be a problem for the
courts. In due course I believe there will be another
amendment before the house of what will then be the
principal act. There is no point labouring it, but I make
the point that the minister is wrong.
However, there are further issues that come out of this
amendment. By the minister opening up this area of his
interpretation of ‘What does it mean?’, as Professor
Julius Sumner Miller would say — it is apposite to the
behaviour of the minister, as he performs in just the
same theatrical way — the conclusion I must come to
after having noted that the minister is prepared to
concede that the government’s policy intent is to
include great-grandparents, great-aunts and
great-uncles, is to presume that means that spouses are
picked up in the definition — that is, a great-aunt or
great-uncle could be included by marriage. I think it is
reasonable to conclude that.
Therefore, this brings me to my particular amendment
which deals with the spouse or domestic partner of a
brother or sister. Could the minister please advise the
committee what the difference is, for the purpose of
exempting great-aunts or great-uncles by marriage,
compared with sisters-in-law or brothers-in-law by
marriage, or legal partners?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — Interestingly enough, Mr Davis indicates to
me that I am wrong to go down this path, yet he asks
me to replicate my behaviour to the committee. Indeed
we have got to the limit of my interpretation of this
matter. On the basis of advice I maintain what I have
indicated to the committee, but I will not go further
down the path of adding to the scope of who is included
or who is not included, and I will stick to what I have
put on the public record as the government’s policy
intent, and as I have been advised is the policy intent.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — As I just said,
the minister has made the determination or the
interpretation. What does it mean? Does great-aunt and
great-uncle include a great-aunt and great-uncle by
marriage?
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Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — In accordance with the policy intent and the
advice that I have received in consultation, I believe it
does not include spouses.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — Thank you
very much for excising great-aunts and great-uncles by
marriage, who will now be clearly required to have
permits and police checks. Yes? Thank you.
In relation to a brother or a sister of the child in
question, it is quite evident that without the
government’s accepting the amendment moved by the
Liberal Party, the spouse or partner of a brother or sister
of a child will — in the circumstances of where there is
employment or deemed employment or the reality of
just going to stay with the family involved, the fact that
the spouse or domestic partner have not been picked up
by the government, which is what the opposition is
proposing in this amendment — trigger a requirement
for permits and police checks. Will the minister confirm
that?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I am sorry; I do not mean to be evasive, but I
just did not follow the line.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — The
amendment that is before the Chair goes to expanding
the definition of relative, and I refer to my proposed
insertion through amendment 7 into clause 3:
(c) the spouse or domestic partner (within the meaning of
the Children and Young Persons Act 1989) of a
brother or sister …

Clearly, for the purposes of this bill the minister is
foreshadowing an amendment which will provide a
certain exemption for members of the extended family,
which means the grandparent, aunt, uncle, brother or
sister of a child. If the brother or sister of the child is
married or has a partner, as defined by the Children and
Young Persons Act 1989, will it not be the case that,
irrespective of the relationship with the brother or sister
but because there is a spouse or partner involved in that
set of circumstances, a permit and police check will be
required for the child to be engaged in any way with
that extended family member? If it is still not clear, I
can further embellish.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I would tend to think that we are assuming
that the brother or sister is available or present. Under
those circumstances it would be the nature of that
relationship which would be excluded because of the
amendment that I am moving, to actually say a police
check would not be required.
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Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — Let us say it
is a typical family farming circumstance. We have a
nuclear family — we have mum, dad and the kids, and
there is an older brother who has left the family home
and is operating his own farm and is married. The child
goes to stay with the married brother and his wife, and
they are farming in partnership, therefore the deemed
employment relationship is clearly with the married
couple.

be requisite in that circumstance. That is really what I
want you to confirm.

Even though the child in question is a sibling of the
older brother, who, under the minister’s proposal,
would not require a police check because the wife, the
spouse, is not directly related and not picked up by the
minister’s foreshadowed amendment, clearly there
would be a necessity for there to be a police check of
the spouse of the brother. Is that correct?

Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I just have one
further question I want to ask on this particular clause.
It relates to the intent or the end use of the definitions,
and that is why I think it is appropriate to ask it here. If
you rule me out of order, Chair, and ask me to repeat it
on a later clause in the bill I will come back to it, but it
seems to me to be more efficient to ask the question
now.

Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — Under the circumstances just described, my
answer would be no, because in fact the arrangement
would be interpreted as a commonsense understanding
of it, and I understand there is a contested view about
how you apply commonsense to this. But
commonsense, in my view, would say that the permit
applies to the relationship with the brother, who would
be understood, in commonsense terms, to be the
supervisor, and a police check would not be required.
That is how I think that circumstance would unfold.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — As my wife,
who managed her own family’s farm for many years
and managed our own family property when I came
into Parliament would say, that is a fairly chauvinistic
view of the world.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — It equally applies to women. I just chose
that — your example was ‘brother’.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — Indeed, but
the brother might have a job in town and in the
circumstance his wife might be running the farm. I do
not think your presumption about the relative status of
the couple in question leads us anywhere. What I am
talking about is the legal relationship between the
parties involved in this. The legal relationship is that we
have a child who wants to stay with an elder sibling,
who has an enterprise in which the elder sibling and his
wife — or partner or husband, in the given
circumstance — is equally involved. Therefore the
supervisory relationship is clearly one where one can
presume that the partners — that is, the couple — are
equally responsible. I would have imagined that your
requirements here are clearly that a police check would

Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — On my understanding of this example now —
and I am very reluctant to be interpreted as being
chauvinistic in any shape or form — I would interpret
that relationship to be an aunt and to be included in the
definition.

I say this to the minister. The most commonly asked
question by people who have contacted me about this
bill is, ‘How will the safety of my son or daughter be
improved by obtaining a permit? How will a permit
improve the safety of my son and daughter when they
go and stay with their grandparents on the farm?’. Is the
minister able to give me any advice on how I should
respond to that question?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — As I have previously indicated to the
committee at some length, a balance has been struck
between the way in which this piece of legislation, and
for that matter existing legislation, should be enforced
and child employment regulated. We clearly understand
that in the vast majority of circumstances this involves
interaction between extended family members, and
children within that family do not fall within the scope
of this bill. Even if they do, on even fewer occasions
would any child be vulnerable because of that. In terms
of the order of magnitude, the government clearly
understands that this regulation is being introduced —
was introduced in 1970 — and is being maintained to
try and provide a degree of confidence in situations that
may not involve extended family members.
They are intended to protect, in unknown
circumstances, people who are not familiar with child
employment regulations. They are intended for people
who need to have confidence that there is an
appropriate employment relationship; and they also
ensure that there are appropriate police checks in place
to provide members of the community and their
families with some confidence in circumstances where
the employer is an unknown quantity. In formulating
how this piece of legislation could or should work into
the future, a balance has been struck, which means that
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a permit will continue to be required for extended
family members, but police checks will not be required.
There will be a challenge before all of us, if and when
this bill is passed, to ensure that as a community we
appreciate the philosophical and logical underpinning
of this legislation to provide certainty and confidence
for Victorian children to go to school, to get a broad
range of experience, and to live safely. It is very
important for us to share that value system as much as
we can share it and make sure it permeates through the
Victorian community, and to share information about
how the quality of our children’s lives should be
enhanced through working experience, rather than
diminished.
This will require a far higher degree of education and
information than has been about since 1970, which by
any assessment has been fairly deficient in respect of
the Victorian community having an understanding of
what child employment arrangements were, continue to
be, and how they will be in the future. As a benchmark
we can only go forward in sharing that information. But
to drill down to the concrete, the permit system by and
large and to all intents and purposes will not change the
nature of the relationship between a child and their
grandparents. But this comes at some small
administrative burden in the name of the underlying
logic and integrity of what has been achieved for those
very rare examples where children are vulnerable
through employment relationships.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I appreciate that,
but it is going to be difficult to convey all of those
sentiments to my constituents. It was a lengthy answer.
Perhaps the minister could simply tell me what benefits
there are in grandparents having to obtain a permit to
employ their grandchildren?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — In very few circumstances it may be useful for
grandparents to think about the tasks that they may call
upon their grandchildren to do. They may need to think
about whether the task is appropriate, whether in fact it
is taxing, whether it takes them away from their
education, or whether it leads to some degree of fatigue
or vulnerability in some shape or form. In some
circumstances that may be just a wake-up or an alert in
the very rare cases where perhaps people are not
thinking about that. That is the underlying logic of this
piece of legislation: to ensure that children have the
wherewithal, the energy and the time to engage in
learning and focus on education during the early years
of their life. That is the underlying logic.
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Some people may need to be alerted to those
circumstances I have mentioned, and a permit may
assist in drawing their attention to those. That is just an
example of how this legislation may be useful to
grandparents. Some grandparents may not think in
those terms and may be blind to some of those issues.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I hate to
labour the point and I do not wish to be seen to be
pedantic, but the minister clearly misunderstood where
I was going with my previous questions. I was in fact
talking about a brother-in-law or sister-in-law
relationship, not an aunt. The minister previously
responded that the person in this circumstance would be
an aunt — that is, the female spouse of an older brother.
I would have thought we were talking about a
brother-in-law or a sister-in-law, and therefore I am
now a bit confused about this particular matter in
relation to whether a permit and police check will be
required in that family partnership circumstance where
the older brother or sister is living, if you like, apart on
another farm or on another part of the farm and has
with them their partner in marriage. Therefore that
would trigger, as a matter of course, a requirement for a
permit and police check.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I appreciate that we trick ourselves a little
because my misunderstanding of where that
relationship had gone actually survived for 20 minutes
from the time the person asked the question. But now
that I understand it, we are back where we were in the
way in which the linear connection works. It is not an
aunt, it is a sister-in-law not covered by the amendment
I will be moving.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — What the
minister is confirming is that in the circumstance where
a child were to stay with an older sibling — a brother or
sister — who had a relationship either by marriage or
an otherwise-recognised partner, then there would be a
requirement for a permit and police check.
I find it very hard to understand the justification for
that. I am sure my constituents and people generally in
Victoria will be numbed by the prospect that the
government should be absolutely so intrusive into
relationships in a family.
The Liberal Party represents families. If the Labor Party
does not understand that families underpin our society,
then it is a sad day. I presume it goes without saying
that in the circumstances with which we are dealing that
if a partner by marriage — that is, the wife or husband
of an aunt or uncle — were in a similar circumstance, a
police check would be triggered as well as a permit
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being required because the government has no intention
of recognising a family relationship.
As I said earlier in opening up this discussion, one of
my great joys as a child was to escape from school
during school holidays to stay with a cousin and be
involved in the farming activity in all of its
manifestations as vigorously as I could be. In that
circumstance today, as a result of the government’s
proposals, that relationship could not proceed without a
permit and a police check. I know my relations would
find it demeaning to say the least to require those
arrangements to be put in place. It is exceedingly
regrettable that we have come to this point.
I wonder, as Mr Hall tried to tease out a minute ago in
relation to a grandparent requiring a permit, in relation
to these arrangements what purpose will be served by
requiring a police check in the circumstance that I have
described in relation to an older sibling who is in a
relationship and therefore, because of the partner by
marriage, commands the requirement to fulfil the
compliance measures which are set out in the bill. Can
the minister explain to the house what benefit will
arise?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I hope I have conveyed to Mr Davis in the
4 hours we have now been in the committee stage, even
as frustrating as I may have been, that I have tried to
find common ground and answers, and I have tried to
find the potential for us to reach an understanding that
would be useful not only to the Parliament but to the
people of Victoria in the way the bill will work.
Effectively the question asked of me is one we have
been dealing with for the last hour. I have been trying
as hard as I can for the last hour to give Mr Hall,
Mr Davis and the committee some confidence. The
example Mr Davis has led about his personal
experience, which was an example he used an hour ago,
is such that we are starting to cover the same ground.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I was not
talking about that particular example, I asked the
minister the question specifically as we have been
talking at length about close family relationships. I was
asking the minister to explain to the committee
precisely what benefit would arise from requiring a
police check and permit measure to be complied with in
relation to a child staying with their older brother who
happened to be married.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I think we are covering similar ground. The
benefit for all members of the Victorian community
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will be for them to have some degree of confidence that
there is an underlying logic, rationale and reasonable
approach in what the government is trying to introduce.
In that way, although it may come at a personal
inconvenience and disappointment to them, and it may
come at a cost in terms of complying with the
requirements of the act, they may have some degree of
consolation that there might be some circumstance —
not their circumstances but some other
circumstances — that may provide real protection to
children within the Victorian community.
It is the balance between their personal disaffection,
discomfort, annoyance or potential embarrassment and
the common good. That is the common good that is
trying to be achieved through the legislation in a
balanced way that the minister and those advising him
and the government have tried to achieve in the
legislation.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I have to say
that the Liberal Party finds this approach to be totally
unreasonable. The minister may well say that permits
have been around notionally for some time, which is
true, but what we have not had in the past are police
checks which the bill introduces.
Nor in the past have we had an inspectorate with
powers which clearly are intimidatory and open to all
sorts of administrative abuse because those inspectorate
powers relate to the capacity of child enforcement
officers to enter private dwellings.
In the circumstances we are discussing we are talking
about immediate family members where there is a close
association and bond, where children happen to be
staying with their own siblings and where, under the
provisions of the bill, it is quite possible, indeed
probable, that the inspectorate, the enforcement
officers, these people who have the most draconian
powers open to them can enter a private home of a
sibling of the child we are discussing.
I find that the most bizarre legislative circumstance to
have arisen in the time I have been in this Parliament —
to have a set of provisions which will have people,
whose business it is not, interfering in what is going on
in the relationship of a child and a sibling, interfering
potentially with that private family arrangement.
My view is that the government is so far out of step that
it is no wonder that members of the Liberal and
National parties have been overwhelmed by
representations on this issue. They cannot talk to
members of the government. I have seen the
correspondence to and about Mr Robert Mitchell; I
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have seen correspondence the honourable member for
Narracan in the other place, Mr Ian Maxfield, has
penned, and I have had telephone calls from
constituents who have been in touch with Labor
members. They are absolutely beside themselves that
they cannot get the government to understand their
objection to this interference in the private family rights
of citizens of Victoria.
This is so intrusive as to be absolutely unreasonable.
The minister should be under no illusion that there will
be a significant cost to the government, not just a cost
to the community. The reality is that the community
will be poorer for this because it will interfere with
families and the way they go about their business. I
think that is a pity.
The minister should take note of the fact that a petition
objecting to these provisions was tabled in the other
place. The Victorian Farmers Federation got this
petition together quite quickly, but it had about
4600 signatures on it. This is symptomatic of the way
country Victorians are expressing themselves. It is
interesting that even though there are other issues that
tend to run in the daily press in Melbourne, this has
been the subject of serious comment in the Melbourne
media. The government may presume that this is an
issue for rural Victoria — as we well know, the
government has walked away from its obligations to
rural Victoria in relation to a large number of
matters — but it should not presume that this is not a
matter of concern to people who live in metropolitan
Melbourne.
I am simply saying that on the face of it this intrusion
into family is something the government will have to
wear as a cross for the rest of its term. It will be one
more stone on top of the grave. Government cannot do
this to families. The impact of the combination of
permits, police checks and the compliance processes
put in place as a result of this bill is intrusive. I regret
that the government is intent on proceeding down this
course. It is quite clear from the discussion we have had
in the committee to date that the minister does not
intend to support the Liberal Party’s amendments. I am
sure the National Party will likewise be disappointed
that its amendments will not be supported either. All I
can say to that is that it is a sad day for Victorians and
in particular for families in Victoria.
Committee divided on amendment:

Ayes, 18
Atkinson, Mr
Bishop, Mr
Bowden, Mr
Brideson, Mr (Teller)

Forwood, Mr
Hall, Mr
Koch, Mr
Lovell, Ms (Teller)
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Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R.
Drum, Mr

Olexander, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr
Vogels, Mr

Noes, 22
Argondizzo, Ms
Broad, Ms
Buckingham, Ms
Carbines, Mrs
Eren, Mr
Hadden, Ms
Hilton, Mr
Hirsh, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Lenders, Mr
McQuilten, Mr (Teller)

Madden, Mr
Mikakos, Ms (Teller)
Mitchell, Mr
Nguyen, Mr
Pullen, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Thomson, Ms
Viney, Mr

Baxter, Mr

Darveniza, Ms

Pair
Amendment negatived.

Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I move:
1.

Clause 3, page 4, after line 7 insert —
‘“extended family member” of a child, means an adult
who is a grandparent, aunt, uncle, brother or sister of the
child;’.

I have already foreshadowed this amendment in the
discussion in committee. I have already expanded on
the policy intention of the government in terms of how
that clause will be understood in the implementation of
the bill. I commend it to the committee.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I should
indicate to the committee that, while we see this
amendment in itself is deficient because it does not
cover the ambit of the extended family that we would
prefer to define, we will not be opposing this
amendment, on the basis that it is at the very least a
marginal improvement. But I still go to the point of
reiterating that we think it is entirely inappropriate that
permits be required for these extended family members.
Further, we think it is completely unacceptable, as I
have earlier canvassed, that police checks should be
required in the circumstances outlined in relation to
brothers-in-law and sisters-in-law and nephews and
nieces and aunts and uncles and cousins. We just think
that that is absolutely beyond any contemplation at all.
Clearly the minister has really missed the point in
relation to how families work, particularly in country
Victoria.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I need to clarify
that members of the National Party will not be
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opposing this particular amendment but indeed share
the view that there are better definitions that could have
been used. They have been spoken about during
previous comments on this clause. Both definitions
proposed by the Liberal Party and the National Party
were more appropriate. We have put that on the record.
Although we will not be opposing this amendment, it
needs to be said that we think it could have been better
and both the opposition parties have suggested better
ways of doing it.
Hon. D. KOCH (Western) — I would certainly like
to register my concern in relation to the extended
family part of this clause as put forward by the minister.
I support strongly the argument put forward about
brothers-in-law and sisters-in-law. More should be
offered in this. It concerns me greatly, and I have little
doubt that there will be much grievance about the
deliberations and the outcome of them, as that would
reflect directly on the extended family. In many
circumstances brother-in-law and sister-in-law may be
seen as a closer relationship than uncle and aunt.
Amendment agreed to.

Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I move:
2.

Clause 3, page 4, after line 10 insert —
‘“inland waters” means —
(a) any swamp or lake;
(b) any waterway, channel or anabranch from its
mouth to its source and any inlet, backwater
or lagoon connected with it;
(c) any other lagoon, backwater, anabranch or
billabong;
(d) any reservoir, dam, tank, channel or works for
water storage or distribution;
(e) any other waters declared by regulations
under the Fisheries Act 1995 to be inland
waters for the purposes of that Act;’.

In moving this amendment I point out that in the
original drafting of the bill it was clearly the
government’s intent to exclude deep-sea fishing, and it
thought it had done so in various wordings in the bill.
Roping in the Gippsland Lakes had an unintended
consequence, so the government has moved this
amendment to ensure that neither the Gippsland Lakes
nor any other lake or inlet is excluded from application
of the bill.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I have some
questions. I do not intend to oppose the amendment at
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this point, subject to some clarification. The
clarification I am seeking is specifically in relation to
the way the amendment is drafted. I understand the
minister to have just said effectively it is really dealing
with the Gippsland Lakes, as opposed to any other inlet.
Is that correct?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — The Gippsland Lakes was the primary source
of the reasons the definition needed to be changed, but
clearly ‘inland waters’ means a variety of things
beyond the Gippsland Lakes. The specific example of
fishing in relation to the Gippsland Lakes was the
instigator of the revision that has led to a broader
amendment.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — The
definition of inland waters in the Fisheries Act is:
… any swamp or lake other than the Gippsland Lakes, Lake
Tyers, the Lower Lake of Mallacoota Inlet and Wingan Inlet.

There are other lakes, estuaries and inlets, along the
Victorian coastline in particular. They go from Port
Phillip to the east, Mallacoota Inlet being the most
eastern. What I am seeking to clarify is which
specifically, if any, of the bays, inlets and lakes in
eastern Victoria are to be considered in this new
definition, because as I read it Western Port, Port
Phillip and Corner Inlet will not be included in this new
definition. Is that clear?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I am advised that in fact Port Phillip Bay and
Western Port are not included but Corner Inlet is, along
with Andersons Inlet, Gippsland Lakes, Lake Tyers,
Sydenham Inlet and Mallacoota Inlet.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — Because we
are referring to, as I understand it, ‘any other waters
declared by regulations under the Fisheries Act’, I am
not quite clear how Corner Inlet is included in this. I
wonder if the minister can explain precisely how this
works, because I am referring to the definition in the
Fisheries Act 1995, which says:
… ‘inland waters’ means —
(a) any swamp or lake other than the Gippsland Lakes, Lake
Tyers, the Lower Lake of Mallacoota Inlet and Wingan
Inlet.

I am not quite sure how we pick up all those other inlets
as the minister has determined, and in particular I am
concerned about Corner Inlet.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I was seeking some advice because my
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interpretation of paragraph (b) of my second
amendment would have included inlets beyond the ones
described there, and that is why my list included Corner
Inlet amongst others. Paragraph (b) of my amendment
goes beyond:
any waterway, channel or anabranch from its mouth to its
source and any inlet, backwater or lagoon connected with
it …

When the government was asked by a member in the
other place to identify what inlets may be included,
Corner Inlet was one of those roped in because of the
definition that has been inserted in the amendment.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I seek
clarification. I think the minister goes part of the way to
answering the question posed by Mr Philip Davis. In
fact we have two different definitions. We have a
definition of inland waters in the Fisheries Act and a
definition of inland waters in the Child Employment
Act that are slightly different. Is that not correct?
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — That is the case. Obviously you are
foreshadowing that the government should do
something about the Fisheries Act as a consequence.
Clearly there is potential for there to be a difference at
this point in time.
Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to.
Clause 4

The CHAIR — Order! Mr Philip Davis to move his
amendment 8, which is a test for amendments 9, 10,
and 11.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I move:
8.

Clause 4, line 8, after “profit” insert “(other than a
farming business)”.

Much if not most of the discussion, and certainly the
examples that have been recited during the committee
about the difficulties this legislation will impose on
families and young people, has related to the allegorical
examples of farming situations. For that reason, aside
from the fact that we think there is a real difficulty with
the practical circumstances on those farms of applying
this proposed law, we believe farming would be exempt
as an activity which is caught by the bill.
At this point we have a set of amendments which in
summary exempt farming activity from the operation of
the Child Employment Bill. I will go to the substantive
reasons for that in some detail. It is quite clear that a
farm enterprise is more than a business. In most
circumstances it is substantially about home and family.
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A farm enterprise is also in many instances not just a
place where a family lives but business is undertaken
there and it is a primary focus of recreational activity.
In one discrete package we have a situation where
people who live on farming properties in country
Victoria see their daily lives not through the prism of a
9-to-5 job where they leave home, departing in a
vehicle or on a bicycle or perambulating to a place of
work and returning to the home at night, but the farm
enterprise is the place where they live, with which they
are completely in tune, where they reside seven days a
week, 24 hours a day, where in many instances they
work 16 hours a day. When they finish work and think
they are recreating, they are in fact continuing to work
because that is the very nature of their lifestyle. This
was the fundamental point which seems to have
completely escaped the government in all the
discussions we have had to date.
As the Minister for Aged Care pointed out earlier, we
have had little time so far to debate this bill in
committee and I am looking forward to debating this
amendment to clause 4 extensively because I think this
is the key to the bill. It is an amendment to a clause
which is vitally important to the opposition, and it is my
intention to stay here and persuade the government that
we ought to exempt — that is, exclude — farming
activities from the operation of this bill.
The reason I wish to do so is the fundamental belief we
have about the virtue of the nature of a family farming
environment. Frankly, Australia rode to prosperity on
the back of family farming. It is the basis of our history
since European settlement, the economic foundation
upon which this state, and previously the colony of
Victoria, was founded. Pastoral and agricultural
pursuits are inherently tied in with traditions which are
seen as highly desirable by most Australians,
irrespective of their distance — physically or from a
family perspective — from direct association with this
issue of family farming. They see this as highly
desirable. Indeed all of the analysis of public opinion
shows that by far the majority of Australians, no matter
where they rest in terms of their personal location,
believe that a family farming operation is a very
desirable social unit.
It is for that reason that we are determined to persuade
the government to accede to our amendment moved to
this clause. We believe that if this bill proceeds in its
present form, given that the government has refused to
accept all of our previous amendments, it is clear that
the import of the operation of this bill on the family
farming unit will be significant — in fact, it will be
devastating.
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I am saying that for all of the values of lifestyle — of
being close to family and close to what I would
describe as the basic fundamentals of the wellbeing of
our society, encouraging people to be involved in
pursuits that are closer to nature than most of us who
live and work in urban environments can possibly
imagine — it is clear that we need to ensure the
government understands about the opportunity for
families to participate fully in all of the benefits that go
with a family farming environment.
It is true that the strongest representations that the
opposition has received on this legislation have been
from the farming community, from families in country
areas who believe that they are going to be significantly
oppressed by the operation of this bill. We would not be
doing our job in this place were we not to seek to
persuade the government that it has got this legislation
fundamentally wrong in respect to these provisions.
I am flagging at this point that I intend to stay here and
be as persuasive as I can over whatever period it takes
to get some concession from the government.
As I alluded to earlier, the Victorian Farmers
Federation in no time flat organised a petition about this
bill, which has been tabled in the other place. That
petition, bearing 4600 signatures, is a very minor
sample of the people from whom we have heard from
across the state. Why have we heard from them?
Because many of us have grown up in country Victoria,
on farms and have had a farming experience — and for
some people it may have been limited and early in their
lives, as two ministers in this place have attested
already. The Minister for Aged Care has indicated that
his formative years were involved in farming.
I note that the Leader of the Government has previously
attested by public declaration in the parliamentary
handbook to his early dairy farming experience. I
understand his early years were in dairy farming at
Willow Grove near Trafalgar in my constituency. I am
sure that therefore the Leader of the Government and
the Deputy Leader of the Government understand full
well what I am talking about notwithstanding the
constraints that they are under perhaps at a personal
level, because they are members of a cabinet that does
not understand.
I will concede at a personal level that it is possible that
at least two members of the cabinet in this place may
well at a personal level have a clear understanding
about the issue that I am talking about but are shackled
by the reality that they are constrained by a cabinet
decision. I am saying to the minister he should be using
all of his energy, intellect and resources to persuade his
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colleagues that this amendment is required, because we
believe absolutely that this is the issue upon which
there will be a long contest across the table. We need to
persuade the government that people in country
Victoria who live on farms will not tolerate the
bureaucratic intervention into their homes, their
families and their businesses which this bill proposes
and which the government seems to be intent on
imposing.
As a matter of course we can recite example after
example of all the virtues there are about growing up on
a farm and about children being in a sense
interchangeable between families. I will give some
personal examples. For most of my life I have had a
close association with farming. My family has farmed
in Gippsland for five generations. I come from a family
which has passed down a tradition of farming since
1860. Many of the skills I have learnt I learnt as a child
from the extended family members with whom I was
associated. I alluded earlier to working with cousins in
a farming enterprise.
Before my present job required me to move off my
farm and into town because it was logistically difficult
to continue that particular lifestyle, my own children
were in the pockets of my next-door neighbours all the
time, just as my neighbour’s children were in our
pockets, because we lived 40 kilometres from town —
a long way.
When your community is in a farming district your
next-door neighbours are your friends and intimates.
You care for your children and their children in exactly
the same way — with a level of trust that is without
dispute. The children come to stay and play, but under
the definitions imposed by this bill they will be defined
as being in employment relationships, notwithstanding
that all that the kids are doing is fulfilling the
expectation of every child in a farming district where it
is just part of the life that they lead that they become
involved intimately in the farming operation.
A farm is not just a business; it is a great place for
recreation. It is a great place for children to be engaged
in, whether — as we talked about — it is with
horseriding or with bikes. Most young blokes cannot
wait to get their hands on the ag bike or — —
Hon. Andrea Coote — So do the girls!
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS — It is my observation that
there is a sort of a drafting gate there somewhere. The
boys really love the smell of gasoline for some reason,
more so than the chaff! But certainly it is true that there
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is an equal desire to be involved in both horseriding and
motorbike riding but with a slightly different emphasis.
There are all sorts of activities one can be involved in.
By the time I was 12 years old I could work a sheepdog
unsupervised. By the time I was 15 I could stay on a
horse without falling off immediately. I would not
claim to be an expert horseman, but there are many
others who would. I could certainly ride a motorbike
without much difficulty.
Most of the young people I am familiar with who have
been my neighbours or children of friends and
neighbours of mine have had a similar experience
where they have grown up with a practical
orientation — where feeding the poddy lambs and the
poddy calves is all part of learning about nature. By the
time kids on a farm are 10 or 12 they have a fine
understanding of the whole gestation process — of
birth, of life and of death. They have seen it all. They
have seen every aspect of what there is to be seen as
part of the great battle of nature. They are involved to
an extent in understanding the elements such as the
weather — the importance of and reliance we have on
the sun and rain; and the seasonal cycle — the way you
plan and manage your life around the seasons as they
come and go, with the growth of pasture, the harvesting
of pasture for hay or silage, the storage of hay and
silage, the feeding out of hay and silage or indeed grain.
They understand those things as part of the natural
function of operating a farm enterprise because they are
involved in it.
They may be involved in it as part of a family, but they
may indeed also be involved in it because that is what
the district as a whole is involved in collectively. They
move like nomads, particularly during the school
holidays. They go from one farm to the next as they try
to work out their social interactions. They are inevitably
invited or invite themselves to participate in whatever
the activity for the moment is: mustering sheep or
cattle, mustering stock or handling stock in yards,
helping in the shearing shed or helping with crutching
or lamb marking.
What is the intent of the bill? It is clearly determined to
interfere in these arrangements, because it will require
families in farming districts to completely alter the very
nature of their relationships. It remains the case that
where we farmed for 30 years my next-door neighbours
were the same age as my wife and me and our children
were almost the same age — with about a year step
between each of the five children. They played
together, stayed together, and many of the so-called
play activities, according to the definitions in this bill,
are business related — related to the farming enterprise.
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It could be picking dead wool or many of the other
activities that are hard to explain but which go on as a
matter of course. It is clear that at shearing or crutching
time the kids are involved short term in helping out
with fairly low-skill level tasks around that enterprise.
What I am saying is that we want the children to be free
and uninhibited by regulation. Irrespective of the
minister’s claim, which he has recited several times,
that permits have been around all the time and perhaps
they have not been observed in a farming situation, the
very nature of this bill changes all of that forever. It
changes the freedoms that were there because no police
check was required; there was no inspectorate with the
compliance and enforcement powers which will be
provided to the new child employment officers. These
provisions as they relate to the farming community are
totally unacceptable. We need to pursue the
government and persuade it on these matters in all
earnestness.
It is my intention to advise the minister that I have
some questions for him. I ask the minister to clarify for
us the rationale for the refusal to exclude farming as an
activity as defined in this bill — in other words, to give
us an explanation as to why the government will not
concede this point, which clearly to date it has not been
prepared to do. I may then have a series of questions to
put to the minister subsequently.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I would like to
indicate that the Nationals will be supporting
wholeheartedly this amendment moved by the
Honourable Philip Davis. We believe there is an
overwhelming case to exempt farming from the
provisions in this bill that would come under the
definition of ‘employment’. I agree wholeheartedly
with some of the reasons put forward by the
Honourable Philip Davis in respect of supporting this
amendment — that is, a farming enterprise is far more
than a business. It is first and foremost a home to
people. Beyond that it is also very validly, as has been
put, a place of recreation for people.
Some might say, ‘What about a family-owned
accommodation business? What about a shop attached
to a dwelling? They are businesses that are also homes’.
Yes, they are. For one thing I would say there are many
more farms than accommodation places, but moreover I
would say that a farm offers a unique lifestyle. It is far
different to other more structured business
arrangements, like accommodation businesses or retail
outlets where there might be a dwelling attached. It is a
unique lifestyle. Farms are attractive places to be, and
that is why people visit them. People like to go to
farms.
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In respect of this issue of lifestyle and why farming is
different, you do not always have the term ‘farm’ stated
by itself. Frequently we talk about ‘the family farm’,
and in terms of our everyday dialogue and the
conversations we have had during the course of this
debate we talk about it as a family place. The
Honourable Philip Davis said his farm has been in his
family since the 1860s. There are many cases where
farms are handed down from generation to generation.
But beyond that a farm becomes a meeting place for the
family because of the unique environment it offers. A
farm is a place where families congregate because there
is plenty of open space, clean air and a different
lifestyle. That is why families like to gather there. The
minister will probably stand up and argue, ‘This bill
does not prevent all of these things in any way’. But I
say that with the requirement for people to have to go
through police checks in all instances except when the
relationship is between sons and daughters and parents,
there will still be a requirement for the obtaining of
permits that will deter and discourage people from
visiting farms.
I can remember when we were kids. One of the greatest
joys was to take your friends out to grandma’s farm.
Now they will not be allowed to in these cases. The
parents of friends will have to have a police check of
my grandparents, so I will not be able to take my
friends as readily under the provisions in this bill to go
and stay and assist on the family farm.
It is certainly true that under the provisions of this bill
the requirement to get police checks in some instances
and permits in most instances will be a very active
deterrent to encouraging families to come together in
farm situations and for young people to visit farms and
learn the life skills that the Honourable Philip Davis has
elaborated on. I suppose I could talk at length on the
issue too. I feel equally passionate about this issue.
There is an overwhelming and strong case to exempt
farms from the provisions of this act. The National
Party stands right behind the Liberal Party in supporting
this motion.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I appreciate the eloquence and the passion of
the contribution of the Leader of the Opposition and the
Leader of the National Party in relation to this matter.
In particular I appreciate the graciousness of the
opposition in noting that members of the government
recognise the value of farming life and family life. The
government believes the fabric of Victorian life is
enhanced and enriched through the fantastic
contribution of farming families and farming
communities in this state.
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It is disappointing if the actions of the government in
the name of providing a regulatory regime in relation to
child employment may appear to come at the cost of
some of those family relationships and create some
degree of anxiety. Hopefully that will not be the case in
the implementation of this act. I take it on notice that
the government should be charged with the
responsibility to ensure that anxiety is minimised. But
the fundamental test that is outlined in relation to this
matter by the Leader of the Opposition — that is, that
we will debate this clause until the government accedes
to accepting this amendment — will not be satisfied. I
am sorry to disappoint him on that because I know of
the heartfelt and passionate expression of the desire to
prevail, but I am not in a position on behalf of the
government to accede to that request, regardless of how
long we stay in the committee and regardless of how
long those arguments are put. I do not mean to cause
offence, but in respect of that argument it will not be
satisfied by the government. I would like to invoke
sessional order 34 and put to the Chair that the question
be put. Therefore, I move:
That the question be now put.

Committee divided on motion:

Ayes, 21
Argondizzo, Ms
Broad, Ms
Carbines, Mrs (Teller)
Eren, Mr
Hadden, Ms
Hilton, Mr
Hirsh, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Lenders, Mr
McQuilten, Mr
Madden, Mr

Mikakos, Ms
Mitchell, Mr
Nguyen, Mr
Pullen, Mr
Scheffer, Mr (Teller)
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Thomson, Ms
Viney, Mr

Noes, 17
Atkinson, Mr
Bishop, Mr
Bowden, Mr (Teller)
Brideson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R.
Drum, Mr

Forwood, Mr
Hall, Mr
Koch, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Olexander, Mr (Teller)
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr

Pairs
Buckingham, Ms
Darveniza, Ms

Motion agreed to.

Vogels, Mr
Baxter, Mr
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Committee divided on amendment:

Ayes, 17
Atkinson, Mr
Bishop, Mr
Bowden, Mr
Brideson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL.
Davis, Mr P. R.
Drum, Mr (Teller)

Forwood, Mr
Hall, Mr
Koch, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Olexander, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr (Teller)

Noes, 21
Argondizzo, Ms
Broad, Ms
Carbines, Mrs
Eren, Mr
Hadden, Ms
Hilton, Mr
Hirsh, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Lenders, Mr
McQuilten, Mr
Madden, Mr

Mikakos, Ms
Mitchell, Mr (Teller)
Nguyen, Mr (Teller)
Pullen, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Thomson, Ms
Viney, Mr

Pairs
Baxter, Mr
Vogels, Mr

Darveniza, Ms
Buckingham, Ms

Amendment negatived.
Sitting suspended 6.41 p.m. until 8.13 p.m.

Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — The
government may have presumed that the opposition
would have been defeated as a consequence of the
government’s unprecedented action in the Minister for
Aged Care moving to gag debate in this committee
stage. For the record, it is a most shameful day. It was
shameful that the sessional orders which give the
authority to gag debate were introduced at the
commencement of this session of Parliament — in the
2003 autumn sitting — and it is shameful that the
Minister for Aged Care without proper justification
moved to gag debate on this very serious matter.
While the minister was out at his dinner break the
opposition devised an alternative amendment so that the
government’s determination on this could be further
tested — that is, the further amendment that has been
circulated to the committee. I formally move:
Clause 4, page 7, after line 14 insert —
“() Despite sub-section (1), a child who takes part or
assists in a farming business without payment or
other reward for his or her participation or
assistance is not engaged in employment for the
purposes of this Act.”.
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It is a much narrower exemption from the operation of
the act than the initial effort by the opposition to seek a
catch-all exemption for farming from the operation of
this bill.
What we were seeking to do with the previous
amendment was to ensure that all farming activities
which could be caught by the provisions of the Child
Employment Bill were exempt. The government chose
not to debate that fully and exercised its prerogative
under the current sessional orders to gag discussion
before a full debate on the merits of the issue could be
had.
What the opposition is now seeking to do is introduce a
further amendment, more narrowly cast but dealing
explicitly with this vexatious problem which we have
been alluding to throughout the course of this debate —
that is, the deeming-employment provisions of this bill,
which deem that a child is employed when they are not
engaged in any contract of employment, specifically in
relation to farming rather than all other sorts of
activities and businesses.
As I and my colleague the Leader of the National Party,
the Honourable Peter Hall, put it before the dinner
adjournment, there clearly is a case for farming to be
dealt with separately from other industries because of
the various relationships that exist around the family
unit, the farm-homestead environment and the fact that
the place is multifaceted in its use.
A farm does not have a single purpose; it has multiple
purposes. It satisfies a great range of needs in families
and individuals, giving a reward that cannot be defined
or valued in monetary terms. That reward is simply
being involved in what has been for the history of
mankind since we have had organised social and civil
culture a traditional pursuit — that is, the rearing of
livestock and the production of crops and other food.
Families enter into these arrangements. Families often,
as I have recited previously, have extended
relationships where siblings, extended family relations,
friends and neighbours are interspersed through
common cohabitation and perambulation through a
farming community. To that extent it is reasonable for
children not to receive, expect to receive or intend to
receive financial reward — and it is not designed that
they receive financial reward because they are not
formally involved in the business pursuit but are simply
connected to it by virtue of their activity, and they
should be entirely exempt from the operation of this
bill.
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My view is that this is a test for the minister to make a
decision on behalf of the government, notwithstanding
that he does not have any colleagues from the cabinet in
the chamber. He could make a courageous decision this
evening and do what he knows to be right and sensible.
What is so blindingly obvious to members on this side
is that children who are connected to a farming activity
but purely for the purposes of their indulgence and
enjoyment should be exempt from its operation,
although clearly they are technically caught by this bill.
I urge the minister to consider making a decision that
will not embarrass the government but will bring great
joy to many thousands of families across country
Victoria so that children who will be in this
predicament will not, as a result of this bill, be further
put upon.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — The National
Party will support this amendment because the Leader
of the Opposition is putting forward a very reasonable
proposition. Given that the government said it was
unwilling to totally exclude farming for the purposes of
the definition of employment in this bill we have here a
position which is a quite reasonable compromise with
that which was rejected by the government prior to the
dinner break. As has been explained by the Leader of
the Opposition, this amendment specifically excludes
those children who go out and volunteer without any
reward; and certainly there would be many young
people who go out and enjoy the company of relatives
on a farm and who do it for the experience.
In his response to some of these issues the minister has
said throughout the course of argument in the
committee stage today that this is all about finding a
balance — a word that was used quite frequently by the
minister. This amendment is also about finding a
balance, and the opposition has been very responsible
in taking a step backwards and accepting that the
government was unwilling to go the full length, so to
speak, in respect of this amendment; it has stepped back
a bit and put a compromise position. Given his
argument of wanting to achieve a balance, the minister
cannot refuse to agree with this amendment because it
achieves a better balance of the views of the
government and the opposition parties. The National
Party is prepared to support this amendment, and we
urge the government to also do so.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I respect the points of view put by the Leader
of the Opposition and the Leader of the National Party
in relation to this matter. I know they are stoic in their
support for such a proposition, and I congratulate them
on their pursuit of that matter. When I saw the
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resolution after the dinner break I was reminded of The
Terminator. I thought to myself, ‘They will not be
stopped’.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — It’s obviously a
political force that needs to be reckoned with, as the
people of California will no doubt come to understand!
But in this case I say in a generous spirit, there was a
degree of stoicism and innovation involved in trying to
reach a new argument and a new way of prosecuting a
case. I appreciate that.
In moving the amendment the Leader of the Opposition
did indicate that perhaps there had been in his view
insufficient discussion and debate about the matters that
go to the heart of this. From my perspective that is a
contested position because the committee stage of this
bill up until now has gone beyond 5 hours — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — In terms of that 5 hours
I understand that there have been committee stages that
have gone longer — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — I fully appreciate that,
but in terms of an airing of issues, for most of that
5 hours there have only been Mr Davis, Mr McQuilten,
Mr Hall, Mr Koch and myself who have spoken during
the course of the committee stage, from my memory,
and — —
Hon. P. R. Hall interjected.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — Mr Bishop did indeed
make a contribution. But probably for about 4 of the 5
hours it has been Mr Davis and myself, and a
substantial contribution from Mr Hall. There has been a
lengthy airing of most of the issues.
The issue that we are actually discussing now, which is
in fact how the scope of the bill works, was the very
first issue that was raised in the committee stage by
Mr Davis when he contested the view put by the
Minister for Industrial Relations in the public domain,
that in fact the provisions of this bill mirror the existing
statute. We had a discussion at some length about
whether those provisions were a mirror of what the
existing statute was. I was able to indicate that the
provisions that relate to taking — —
Hon. R. Dalla-Riva — On a point of order, Chair, I
am being distracted by some communications that are
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occurring within the chamber, and it is making it
difficult to hear the minister responding.

these children to be able to come freely to the country
and enjoy it, and perhaps grow from the experience.

The CHAIR — Order! Can I ask members who
want to have a conversation to have it outside the
chamber so that the detailed discussions that are
happening here can go on uninterrupted?

I can recall committee debates when Mr Theophanous
was the only name on the list for hours with
Mr Hallam, a former minister, patiently rebutting every
point, and Mr Theophanous going on and on about trite
points that had no relevance to the debate — yet here
tonight the government, after only a few hours, has
started to throw in the towel, as Mrs Coote said, to jack
up, to give up and not understand that this is a very
important process we are going through.

Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — I thank Mr Dalla-Riva
for his level of support. What I was explaining to the
committee is that the very first matter that I dealt with
in the committee stage was whether the provisions for
employment applied under the existing act. Section 76
of the Community Services Act 1970 describes permits
being required for any circumstances of employment
‘whether for reward or not’. From the very genesis of
this piece of legislation the notion of reward or financial
payment is not necessarily a precondition of whether
work is deemed to exist under the intent and spirit of
the act.
Whilst I am sympathetic to the proposal that Mr Hall
put to me just before I rose to make my contribution,
that balance was attempted to be struck, the advice that
has been used in this issue to rule out work on the basis
of it not relating to payment or reward unfortunately
flies in the face of the inherent logic that underpins the
act. It is for that reason, even though I accept that the
opposition parties are looking for a way to ensure that
this is not administered in an onerous way that cuts
across family life in rural communities and affects
farming life, that this is not a mechanism that the
government can accept. I do not have the luxury of
accepting the logic or the petitioning of the Leader of
the Opposition to accept his amendment.
Hon. J. M. McQUILTEN (Ballarat) — In looking
at this amendment I believe I understand the intentions,
albeit a little political, of the opposition and the
National Party, but it would appear to me to be more
appropriate if the amendment had have been more
particular in saying ‘a member of the family’ as
opposed to all employment of children under 15 years.
The expression ‘direct members of the family’, had that
been in the amendment, would have resonated much
more with the intent of the bill — but the amendment
does not. The minister has the carriage of the bill.
Hon. E. G. STONEY (Central Highlands) — All
the opposition is trying to do here is exempt children
who are not paid. All we want them to do is enjoy farm
life and enjoy their relatives. We want city children to
enjoy something they perhaps do not experience very
often. However, it is something their parents or their
close relatives may have experienced. We just need

I am a grandfather; I have a daughter, and she has a
husband. In another generation their offspring will be
required to have permits. Eventually they probably will
be required to have police checks, which is anathema to
me, and I am dead against what the government is
trying to do. As Mr Hall said earlier, it is social
engineering at its worst, and I am violently against it.
Hon. ANDREA COOTE (Monash) — I too agree
with this. Listening to this debate has been extremely
interesting for me. I reflect on some of the comments
the minister was making about family relationships. It
showed that in a sense he misread what family
relationships today are and how flexible are some of
our blended families. I was disappointed to hear the
minister not recognising all the interrelationships that
go on in families today with blended families and how
they operate. It was disappointing to see the minister
keep at his point and not recognise how some families
operate.
In referring to the amendment, one of the aspects that
we have not looked at properly and acknowledged —
and I have spoken in this chamber before about being
involved with the parliamentary Economic
Development Committee in the last Parliament — —
Hon. J. M. McQuilten — A good committee!
Hon. ANDREA COOTE — It was a very good
committee, Mr McQuilten.
The committee travelled around the state looking at
youth unemployment. We found that one of the
problems young people had in getting a job was that
they did not have the soft skills. They did not know that
they had to get out of bed and front up even when they
did not want to or if they had had a heavy night. They
did not know how to be responsible around machinery.
There was a whole range of things that made it difficult
for them to get jobs. Looking at this amendment, we
can see if children were on a farm they would learn
invaluable skills for a lifetime of career moves, learning
to be safe around machinery, understanding what that
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involved and getting valuable lessons in working on a
whole range of issues within a farm.
I am pleased to see that the amendment narrows down
the focus so it will not allow people to interpret it in a
very broad sense. The amendment is important and I
certainly support it.
Hon. R. DALLA-RIVA (East Yarra) — I support
this amendment. When listening to the debate I
reflected on my childhood as I grew up in Beechworth.
I recall my grandfather, who was a farmer at Mayday
Hills. I am just trying to put it into some form of logic.
If I reflect on those days, and I remember being out on
the farm, one of the things that always sticks in my
mind is the fact that I was on the tractor with my
grandfather as he was going about collecting off the
land the produce which was to be supplied for the
patients and staff at the hospital.
I think this amendment is very logical. What are we
assuming now? That in that situation in future the
grandfather would have to go to get a permit to enable
his grandson to enjoy memories of that sort. It just does
not make sense. I cannot for the life of me think why
my grandfather and my grandmother would have had to
be off getting a permit when all I was there for was to
enjoy the experience of the farm and to form those
memories, which are still very real today.
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compassion in the Bracks Labor government and that it
would have a listening ear to those areas that would
continue to benefit regional and rural Victoria across
many issues. Child employment really strikes at the
heart of what we are about.
I go back to the extended family, which we spoke of
earlier, and pick up where Mr McQuilten was. I think it
is poor legislation that in fact disenfranchises close
family members. I get back to that area of
brother-in-law and sister-in-law not ranking equally
with uncle and aunt. I think there should be some
compassion with what we have before us this evening
in this committee procedure. I think it is incumbent on
us all to give further support to the farming industry and
where it lies. We can pick up easily that the farming
industry, unlike many other small businesses, has that
recreational factor — it is not just a home, and it is not
just a business. But there are many more spheres to life
on the land, such as introducing opportunities to
children — be it grandchildren, cousins, or whoever —
from non-farming districts who have that opportunity
with the extended family.
I believe strongly that at the end of the day grief will
come out of this Child Employment Bill because it fails
to recognise some of these smaller areas that I believe
the government could pick up on, not only to its gain
but to the gain of all of Victoria.

I struggle with why the government would not see the
rationale in this amendment, because it is a
commonsense amendment. It puts forward a logical,
commonsense view in relation to children who are part
of or assisting in farming activities. I place on the
record my real concern that what we are doing is
driving away memories that children could have for the
future; we are driving away opportunities for the
community to share in the love of a family. The
minister just does not seem to get it, and it really upsets
me that he is still pursuing this in that way.

Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I hope that is not the case. It is certainly not
the intention of the government that that be the case. I
just want to go to the logic of what this amendment
would mean if we were to accept it. In fact, the reason
why I do not accept it is that the proposition that we
divided on previously, which was a blanket exclusion
of the farming industry, in my view, is a better
construction than the construction we have now.

Hon. J. M. McQUILTEN (Ballarat) — I have to
take up Mr Dalla-Riva on his point. This amendment
does not have any mention of the family. He just spoke
about memories of the family et cetera. That was my
point earlier. There is no mention of the family in this
amendment.

Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — I know, and I am about
to explain. We rejected it because in fact the
government was not persuaded that it was appropriate.

Hon. D. KOCH (Western) — I would like to make
a further contribution. I am absolutely astounded at how
narrow the debate has become. I truly believe the
government is on a loss-maker in regional Victoria,
especially amongst the farming community. Over the
period of two election campaigns it had given some
security to make regional Victoria think there was some

Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — I think we listened for
some time. It is an issue which is contested between us,
but I think we actually listened for some time and I
think were well apprised and considered in our
response. That is a view that is contested between us.

Hon. Philip Davis — And you rejected it.

Hon. Philip Davis — You wouldn’t listen, you
gagged the debate.

But in terms of the logic of this amendment before the
committee, people have actually supported the
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application of this amendment on the basis of concerns
about family life and about the farming industry being
roped in by this legislation. But the trouble with this
amendment is that its trigger and its application are
around the notion of a child who ‘assists in a farming
business without payment or other reward’. So the hook
into the farming business is on the basis of
non-payment. Unfortunately, as a legislative framework
it is actually saying slave labour is okay on farming
businesses.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — Unfortunately that is
what happens. Unfortunately that is the logic that
underpins the argument. The original logic to exclude
farming business is actually understandable and is
consistent with the arguments that have been mounted,
but on the amendment the opposition has moved today,
the clear hook, the committee has to be clear, rather
than — —
Hon. Philip Davis interjected.
The CHAIR — Order! Mr Davis has had his
opportunity.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS — Rather than trying to
interject so that I cannot prosecute my argument in
relation to this, Mr Davis should realise that any
member of the Victorian community who actually
understands the application of this amendment knows
that the exclusion provision within this amendment
relies on the notion that no payment or reward exists.
That is its unfortunate consequence. I am sure it is an
unintended consequence. I am sure it is absolutely not
Mr Davis’s intention, but in fact, unfortunately, it is the
inevitable consequence of the way the amendment has
been constructed.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I have heard
some gibberish from this minister, but I have never
heard anything so pathetic as talking about slave labour
in the context of this amendment, which is a genuine
attempt to deal with the reality. This is not some
academic, bloody university debating society.
The CHAIR — Order! Mr Davis should watch his
language.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS — This is not some
academic university debating society; this is the
Parliament of Victoria where significant issues are in
contest. The issues that are in contest here are about the
reality of life on farms in country Victoria, as the
minister knows full well.
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The truth is that for a minister to come in here and
suggest and directly assert that this amendment is about
encouraging slave labour is just completely absurd. So
far as I am concerned this minister has revealed
absolutely to this committee, the Parliament and the
people of Victoria how out of touch with reality the
Bracks government is. For a minister of the Crown to
come in here and make such an assertion about slave
labour ranks of absolute stupidity, but more to the point
it indicates to me that there is virtually no purpose in
having a debate in this chamber because conceptually
the minister does not recognise how life works in
country Victoria. He does not understand how families,
whether they be related or otherwise, are interconnected
in such a way that children on farms actually play
together with their next-door neighbours, whether they
are related or not.
The issue here is not about defining a circumstance
which would be open to some theoretical abuse, as the
minister is alluding to. The fact is that it happens as a
matter of course. Because of the way this bill is
constructed, each time those children go down to the
paddock on their horses and as a matter of course bring
some stock up from the back paddock or undertake
some other activity on the farm, they will be caught by
this legislation. The minister will assert, as he has just
done, that that is slave labour.
I put it to the minister that one of the things the Labor
Party does not seem to get is that people in our
community contribute to the community, contribute to
families, contribute to the society in which we live
without seeking any personal reward for their efforts
whatever. Indeed they do it because it is a matter of
sheer pleasure. So what the government is trying to do
with the rejection of this amendment in my view is to
limit the opportunities for people to pursue those
pleasures. I reject absolutely any implication that is
borne by this amendment as having any connection
with any attributed matter of slave labour. What I
would say to the minister is that one of his colleagues,
Mr McQuilten, made it quite clear that he is in favour
of such an amendment, but with a slightly narrower
construction.
I ask the minister whether he will accede to a variation
to this amendment as proposed by Mr McQuilten.
Mr McQuilten said he would support this if it related
more narrowly to members of the family. It is not very
difficult to see that this amendment could be drafted in
a slightly narrower context. Such a change in the
amendment before the committee could be achieved by
inserting after the word ‘assistance’ in the last line ‘and
who is related by birth to the owner of that farming
business’.
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What I am asking the minister is whether the
government will consider a narrower definition — in
other words, an amendment worded in such a way as to
exempt children who are members of a family unit
from the provisions of this bill.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — In fact the government has excluded a number
of family members from a number of provisions in this
bill. They have already been excluded in relation to
police checks. There is an underlying acceptance of the
philosophy and the passion that underpins the question.
In fact there has been an acceptance by the government,
and the amendments I moved in the committee earlier
today changed the provisions of the bill as they affect
family members, so that point is accepted.
It was not on the basis of deriving any enjoyment or
gratuitous pleasure that I explained that unfortunately
the way the mechanism in the amendment would work
would create a loophole on the basis of there being no
payment. If the phrase I used to describe what that
means is offensive, I am very sorry that it added to the
degree of anxiety in this place. In fact that is the net
effect of it. If no payment is the hook on which this
provision works, then no payment is not the hook that is
consistent with the way the bill is constructed.
I know that we have to deal with the real world. I know
there is going to be a lot of interpretation and a lot of
education is going to be required in the real world to
make this work. I have treated this as an exercise.
Sometimes because of the semantic arguments between
us, it does become a bit like a debating society. That has
not been my intention, but in trying to resolve some of
the questions that have been asked during the
committee stage, that is where it has led to today.
I know the challenge for us all is how this works in the
real world. In my view it would be bad legislation if the
hook to an exemption was on the basis of no payment,
which is what I see as the flaw in the amendment.
Hon. P. R. HALL (Gippsland) — I was not going to
comment, but the minister perpetuated the concern we
have about the attitude being demonstrated with the
so-called hook on the no-payment issue. It seems to me
that the government has a philosophical objection to the
notion of no payment. I do not think therefore there has
been any understanding in the last two comments made
by the minister as to the reality of what happens in
those situations.
Many of us enjoy doing things for nothing and do not
expect any payment or reward. That is not slave labour,
and it is not any special hook or thing that we get hung
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up on, especially for young kids. I read a letter, as the
minister acknowledged today during the course of
debate, where young children were absolutely delighted
to help pa on the farm. They did not expect any
payment in those situations. The vast majority of young
children who go to a farm of older relatives do it for the
intrinsic pleasure of doing something.
I will be generous and say that the minister used
unfortunate terminology in terms of slave labour, but it
is simply not the reality. As I said before, this is all
about balance. The suggestion by the Leader of the
Opposition, which we conferred about before he put
that, was once again an issue about balance.
Mr McQuilten has indicated that perhaps if there were a
connection to the family then it might be more
acceptable to the government. The Leader of the
Opposition has put that to the minister, asking whether
if we connected the child as being a member of the
family the government would give further consideration
while the bill is between houses to that particular
change of words in the amendment. That is once again
a reasonable request being put by the opposition, and
one that would once again take us down the track in
trying to achieve that balance we are all striving to
achieve.
I do not think the minister has answered the question
put by the Leader of the Opposition as to whether the
government would seriously give consideration to an
amendment while the bill is between houses along the
lines of this further amendment in the name of the
Honourable Philip Davis but which incorporated words
to link the child to family membership. That was a
direct request put to the minister, and I do not believe
we have an answer to that request as yet.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — Unfortunately I am unable to give the
committee what it is currently after in terms of comfort
about that matter because of the way this is constructed.
It relies on no payment as being the opting out
mechanism in relation to the application, which is
inconsistent with the rest of the legislation. Because
there has been a recognition by the government in the
amendments I have moved about the way in which the
bill will be dealt with in relation to extended family
members, there has already been a recognition by the
government that these provisions will apply differently
to family businesses and extended family businesses
from the way they will apply to other members of the
community.
The government believes it has taken steps to address
the legitimate concerns and expectations in the
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community that family businesses should be treated
differently; and it believes that balance has been struck.

Committee divided on amendment:

Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I conclude
my remarks by saying that it is apparent that the
minister is intransigent on this clause. I want to restate
my absolute contempt of his remarks earlier about slave
labour. Perhaps his further subtle explanation may be
that he might have chosen different words if he had
understood how offensive we found his remarks.

Atkinson, Mr
Bishop, Mr (Teller)
Bowden, Mr
Brideson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL. (Teller)
Davis, Mr P. R.

I make the point that something I have been involved in
all my life as a young child, and now as an adult, is
community volunteer activities. I encourage my
children in that way in a range of activities, from basic
things like orchestrating fundraising for charities at
school through to school participation, and they are
involved in Meals on Wheels activities and so forth.
These things are part of being a member of a
community. There is no payment or reward. There is no
expectation of anything other than the satisfaction of
having made a contribution to our fellow man. Frankly,
what I find absolutely offensive and am incensed about
is that the government should bring legislation into this
place to have compliance arrangements that go to
police checks and enforcement officers with draconian
powers and will proscribe the opportunity for children
to be involved in the pursuit of sheer pleasure through
participation in activities on a farm without requiring a
bureaucratic nightmare to emerge for their families. I
reiterate, the government has lost the plot, it does not
understand. If the minister once understood country
Victoria when he lived there, when he claimed — —
Mr Gavin Jennings — ‘Claimed’ — you are
disputing that?
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS — No, I am not. I am just
saying the minister made the statement. I am not
disputing it at all. The minister made the claim earlier in
the debate. I am just reciting that the minister made that
claim and asserted in effect — —

Ayes, 16

Noes, 20
Argondizzo, Ms
Broad, Ms
Carbines, Mrs
Eren, Mr
Hadden, Ms
Hilton, Mr
Hirsh, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Lenders, Mr
McQuilten, Mr

Mikakos, Ms
Mitchell, Mr
Nguyen, Mr
Pullen, Mr (Teller)
Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr (Teller)
Theophanous, Mr
Thomson, Ms
Viney, Mr

Pairs
Baxter, Mr
Stoney, Mr
Vogels, Mr

Darveniza, Ms
Madden, Mr
Buckingham, Ms

Amendment negatived.
Clause agreed to; clauses 5 to 11 agreed to.
Clause 12

Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I move:
3.

Clause 12, lines 12 and 13, omit “within the meaning of
the Fisheries Act 1995”.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to.
Clause 13

Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I move:
4.

Mr Gavin Jennings — It is not a claim, it is a
reality.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS — I accept that it is a reality.
The minister asserted that therefore he understood the
implications of this. What I am asserting is that I think
the minister has forgotten his roots. He has missed the
point. Notwithstanding the minister’s intransigence, the
opposition will persist with this amendment. I urge the
chamber to support it.

Drum, Mr
Forwood, Mr
Hall, Mr
Koch, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Olexander, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Strong, Mr

Clause 13, line 20, after “paragraph (c)” insert “who is
not a parent, guardian or extended family member of the
child”.

Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 14 and 15 agreed to.
Clause 16

Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I move:
5.

Clause 16, page 16, line 14, after “section 13(2)(c)”
insert “who is not a parent, guardian or extended family
member of the child”.
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Amendment agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 17 and 18 agreed to.
Clause 19

Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I move:
6.

Clause 19, after line 17 insert —
“() the person is a parent, guardian or extended
family member of the child; or”.

7.

Clause 19, after line 20 insert —
“() a parent, guardian or extended family member
of the child; or”.

Amendments agreed to; amended clause agreed to;
clauses 20 to 30 agreed to.
Clause 31

The CHAIR — Order! Mr Philip Davis will move
his further amendment to clause 31, which will test his
further amendments 2 and 3.
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) — I move:
1.

Clause 31, after line 19 insert —
“() The Secretary must ensure that copies of the
mandatory code as varied from time to time
are available for public inspection, without
charge, at the principal office of the
Department during ordinary office hours.”.

In relation to the amendment which I have moved, it is
in effect a consequential amendment which precedes
substantive amendment 3, proposing to insert a
disallowance provision in relation to the mandatory
code. I will not recite the debate in respect of the
second-reading speech and earlier in the committee on
the purposes clause in relation to the mandatory code.
Let me summarise by saying that the opposition thinks
it is entirely inappropriate that the minister responsible
for this legislation should have a unilateral power to
declare matters which ought to be subject to
consideration by the Parliament — that is, on matters
about which proceedings could be taken against a
citizen for breach of a mandatory code with penalties
therefore applicable. In our view it is inappropriate that
the minister should be able, simply by gazettal, to
declare the mandatory code. He should be required to
table the code before each house of Parliament and
there should therefore be a provision, which this
amendment proposes, that there can be a motion by
either house of Parliament to disallow the mandatory
code.
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Therefore, the principal purpose of this set of
amendments is to insert the new clause for
disallowance, and the other two amendments standing
in my name are consequential upon the third. However,
because of the nature of the committee process we have
to test this matter by dealing with further amendment 1,
which deals with clause 31 of the bill.
Further, and in conclusion, I want to indicate that if it is
the case, all of the amendments put by the opposition in
the course of this committee stage so far having been
rejected, that this further proposed amendment is also to
be rejected, it should be no surprise to the government
to find that the opposition intends to oppose absolutely
the further passage of the bill.
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I am absolutely not surprised by the
proposition put by the Leader of the Opposition, and I
thank him for clarifying it for me, just in case I was left
with any doubt after his prosecuting his arguments for
some time.
There has already been some discussion of the purposes
clause in the committee to state some of the underlying
rationale for the existence of a mandatory code,
particularly as it relates to the entertainment industry
under the bill. This is a matter that has already been
tested once, in that clause. The government was of the
view then, and is of the view now, that there is an
appropriate role for such a code within the
entertainment industry.
It is a proposal that has received a reservoir of support,
and indeed got fulsome support from the entertainment
industry itself — major producers, unions and other
stakeholders in the sector — because it will provide a
degree of rigour to the way employment practices are
undertaken in this important industry. As Mr Hall
commented during the course of the committee stage,
the entertainment industry is in fact the prime source of
permit allocations and would be the major centre of
activity in terms of the current regime of child
employment. It would be anticipated in the future to be
a major focus of attention of the new act and the new
arrangements that come within it.
The method of the mandatory code dates back a while.
I think we have already referred to the Code of Forest
Practices as being a demonstration of a code that has a
legislative basis to it, and it stems back to 1989. There
is a mandatory code that is part of the outworkers
legislation that was passed earlier this year. It is a
method the government believes is appropriate to
regulate such an industry.
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It will only be established with the engagement of those
within the sector. It is incumbent on the minister to take
advice and ensure that there is maximum sign-on right
across the industry to ensure that it is an appropriate
scope of the mandatory code. It is one that we think will
create a greater regulatory rigour than what would
apply through the statute itself.
The substantive new clause that Mr Davis is
foreshadowing about disallowance of the code is a
reasonable proposition with the exception that with the
termination that the opposition parties have proposed
for this piece of legislation and the code, it may well be
that if such a mechanism is allowed a code may never
come into practice. I think the minister should be
mindful of his obligations in how this statute is enacted
and how the code is developed and should be
particularly mindful of his responsibility to the
Parliament to ensure that it is an appropriate code
which has the support of the sector and plays a positive
role in terms of supporting the industry. If that is not the
case, it is incumbent upon any minister who is
responsible for any statute, but clearly any codes that
are developed within it, to be accountable to the
Parliament.
That may not be the level of reporting back to the
Parliament that is being sought, but it is a clear
undertaking that I fulsomely give on behalf of the
minister who is presenting this bill. I have confidence in
the rigour that will be applied to the establishment of
the code, and I am not in a position on behalf of the
government to support the amendment.
Committee divided on amendment:

Ayes, 16
Atkinson, Mr
Bishop, Mr
Bowden, Mr
Brideson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr (Teller)
Davis, Mr P. R.
Drum, Mr

Forwood, Mr
Hall, Mr
Koch, Mr
Lovell, Ms
Olexander, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr (Teller)
Stoney, Mr
Strong, Mr

Noes, 20
Argondizzo, Ms
Broad, Ms
Carbines, Mrs
Eren, Mr (Teller)
Hadden, Ms
Hilton, Mr
Hirsh, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Lenders, Mr
McQuilten, Mr

Mikakos, Ms
Mitchell, Mr
Nguyen, Mr
Pullen, Mr
Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Thomson, Ms
Viney, Mr (Teller)
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Pairs
Baxter, Mr
Davis, Mr. D. McL.
Vogels, Mr

Buckingham, Ms
Madden, Mr
Darveniza, Ms

Amendment negatived.
Clause agreed to; clauses 32 to 58 agreed to.
Reported to house with amendments.
Report adopted.

Third reading
Mr GAVIN JENNINGS (Minister for Aged
Care) — I move:
That the bill be now read a third time and that the bill do pass.

In so doing I thank all members for their contributions
to the second-reading debate, the informative and
passionate committee stage of the bill, and the vigour
that was prosecuted by those who contributed to the
debate. Fully accepting the passage of this legislation
and the responsibility we are charged with to make it
work and to alleviate anxiety in the community is
something hopefully we will all share from this time
on.
House divided on motion:

Ayes, 21
Argondizzo, Ms
Broad, Ms
Carbines, Mrs
Eren, Mr
Hadden, Ms
Hilton, Mr (Teller)
Hirsh, Ms
Jennings, Mr
Lenders, Mr
McQuilten, Mr
Mikakos, Ms (Teller)

Mitchell, Mr
Nguyen, Mr
Pullen, Mr
Romanes, Ms
Scheffer, Mr
Smith, Mr
Somyurek, Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Thomson, Ms
Viney, Mr

Noes, 16
Atkinson, Mr
Bishop, Mr
Bowden, Mr
Brideson, Mr
Coote, Mrs
Dalla-Riva, Mr
Davis, Mr D. McL. (Teller)
Davis, Mr P. R.

Drum, Mr
Forwood, Mr
Hall, Mr
Koch, Mr (Teller)
Lovell, Ms
Olexander, Mr
Rich-Phillips, Mr
Stoney, Mr

Pairs
Buckingham, Ms
Darveniza, Ms
Madden, Mr

Motion agreed to.

Baxter, Mr
Strong, Mr
Vogels, Mr
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Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

EDUCATION LEGISLATION
(MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries).

EDUCATION (WORKPLACE LEARNING)
BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Minister for Energy
Industries).

ROYAL BOTANIC GARDENS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Ms BROAD (Minister for Local
Government) on motion of Mr Lenders.

WATER LEGISLATION (AMENDMENT)
BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time for Ms BROAD (Minister for Local
Government) on motion of Mr Lenders.

ADJOURNMENT
Mr LENDERS (Minister for Finance) — I move:
That the house do now adjourn.
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Baxter–Tooradin, Fulton and Hawkins roads,
Baxter: safety
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) — I seek
the assistance tonight of the Minister for Transport in
the other place. It is an item I want to emphasise that is
extremely important to the constituents of South
Eastern Province. I believe this is the sixth time I have
raised this matter in the last 12 months.
It is to do with the intersection of Baxter–Tooradin
Road with Fultons Road and Hawkins Road near the
Baxter railway station. It is, in my opinion, the most
dangerous intersection in the entire South Eastern
Province. Thousands of people are daily running the
risk of having a major traffic accident there. The traffic
delays and the complexity of traffic at this intersection
are horrendous. Sooner or later — and I regret that I
expect it to be sooner — we will have accident fatalities
and traffic problems at this intersection.
I suggest to honourable members that there is no more
pressing need in the South Eastern Province at the
moment than to fix this intersection. It has been the
subject of discussion on several occasions. The
government has not acted, and thousands of my
constituents are unnecessarily exposed to traffic hazards
that are completely unwarranted. This intersection must
be fixed, and it must be fixed soon. I will continue to
raise this matter for as long as the government refuses
to take any sensible action.

Pride of Place program: promotion
Mr SOMYUREK (Eumemmerring) — I refer a
matter to the Minister for Planning in another place
regarding the state government’s urban design program
Pride of Place. Through Pride of Place grants councils
are assisted to plan strategically in partnership with
their communities to create vital, sustainable, attractive
and safe local activity centres. The program encourages
excellence in urban design, builds on local character
and heritage, attracts new visitors and investment and
contributes to local pride.
Funding of $7.6 million was provided to the program in
the financial year 2002–03. The City of Greater
Dandenong is very pleased to have received around
$435 000 of these grants, including $220 000 to be
spent in Thomas Street, Dandenong for street lighting. I
am sure the other member for Eumemmerring
Province, the Honourable Gordon Rich-Phillips, would
agree with me that safety in Thomas Street, Dandenong
is a real issue. The provision of lighting with this
$220 000 will greatly contribute to safety in the street.
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Springvale’s Buckingham Avenue, located in the
Springvale shopping precinct, will also be rejuvenated
with $200 000 through Pride of Place funding, and the
City of Greater Dandenong will contribute $200 000 of
its own money. This project aims to celebrate some of
the market characteristics of Springvale. I am sure it
will be very functional for the Springvale shopping
centre.
Finally, a further $15 000 has been provided for the
Proud to Participate community building project in
Noble Park — a community arts and design project.
I make a very specific request of the Minister for
Planning. I ask the minister to provide more details on
this program so that local councils and communities in
my electorate can benefit from any assistance.

Crime: spam email
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON (Waverley) — I
wish to raise an issue this evening with the Minister for
Local Government for her referral to the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services in the other place. It
concerns a spam email which a constituent has received
and referred on to me to see what I can do about it. The
subject of the spam email is ‘Best child pornography
site’. A whole lot of other offensive things which relate
to criminal activity are in this email.
I will go through some of them. The email purports to
be selling heroin in liquid and crystal form. It states that
you can purchase rocket fuel and Tomahawk rockets,
other air-to-air rockets and a new shipment of
cocaine — and if you buy 9 grams you get a 10th for
free. It also offers gay slaves for sale and fake
currencies such as Euros and United States dollars. In
addition, it offers compact discs which show child
pornography.
My constituent is extremely offended by this, as I am
sure are all members in this chamber. I am not sure
whether the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services can do anything about these sorts of emails
because in many cases they emanate from international
sources. But I would like to know from the minister
what procedures are in place to investigate this type of
spam if a complaint is lodged with Victoria Police. I
certainly do not want to compromise police
investigations in seeking this information, but the
minister might be able to supply a broad procedure that
is followed.
I would also like to know what action Victoria Police
can take if the spam emanates from overseas. This is an
issue that is becoming more prevalent in our society. I
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would also like to know what the government can do to
control these repugnant emails.

Sport and recreation: facility grants
Hon. J. H. EREN (Geelong) — I raise a matter for
the Minister for Sport and Recreation. I note with
interest the recent release of the community facilities
funding program for 2004–05. I recognise that the
program requires local government to make the
application on behalf of local community sporting
organisations.
Within the Geelong Province that I represent, there are
a number of local authorities. They are the City of
Greater Geelong, the Surf Coast Shire, the Borough of
Queenscliffe and the Wyndham City Council. Because
of the popularity of these areas we have seen significant
population growth across these regions and the demand
for community funding is high. The sporting
infrastructure must grow to meet the demands of an
increasing population, especially in outlying areas such
as Torquay and the surf coast.
I note in particular a movement of residents in the Surf
Coast Shire who are seeking funding to build
infrastructure for the growing interest in soccer in the
Torquay area. While there is much in the way of soccer
pitches in the northern suburbs of Geelong there is little
in the surf coast area. This also goes for Geelong’s
biggest sport, netball, which presently has about
11 000 players in the region. This government must do
all it can to continue to ensure that if people in our
community want to stay healthy and play sport, they
have the facilities to support their endeavours.
In light of the recent population growth in these
regions, the action I am seeking is for the minister to
have his department take the necessary steps to ensure
that full consideration is given to the applications for
community facility funding in the Geelong Province.

Hospitals: financial management
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) — My
adjournment matter is for the attention of the Minister
for Finance. It follows on from the series of questions
that I have asked him recently in question time, and I
seek further elucidation. I note in the first instance that I
have not received a response to the questions I asked
last week in Parliament when the minister indicated that
he would provide a response. I understand that
ministers are not always aware of the details of a
particular issue, and I gratefully accepted that he would
come back with some specific information.
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However, I am concerned about a number of hospitals
around the state and their financial budget overruns. In
particular, I note the decision of the Department of
Human Services to establish a financial management
review unit. I know the minister wanted to dodge that
question at question time today, but the reality is that I
would have expected his department, the Department of
Treasury and Finance, to be involved in setting those
guidelines, and I would have expected him to have
some knowledge and oversight.
I indicate with some disappointment that the minister
appeared to be oblivious again. He appeared not to have
come to grips with three questions on hospital finances
or to have a deeper understanding of them. He has a
responsibility to oversee financial matters in the state,
including ensuring that hospitals are borrowing within
the terms of the government’s guidelines, as they are
required to do.
I note at paragraph 5.283 on page 116 of the
Auditor-General’s Report on Public Sector Agencies of
February 2003:
Women’s and Children’s Health. During 2001–02, the
department provided an interest-free loan of $5 million to
Women’s and Children’s Health to help alleviate its financial
difficulties. The hospital is cooperating with the department in
the implementation of a financial recovery strategy that
includes a range of cost-reduction and revenue-raising
initiatives.

All I can say is that this is the Auditor-General’s report
of February 2003 and it refers to the 2001–02 period.
The Department of Treasury and Finance and the
Department of Human Services are overseeing our
most important children’s hospital and women’s and
children’s network in the state, and yet we now hear in
the press of a budget of $25 million, requiring a
$8 million injection of funds by the health minister. I
seek from the minister some explanation for this
hopeless financial management which is compromising
the services that are delivered by our most important
children’s hospital. I cannot believe the Minister for
Finance has not overseen it, and I ask him for an
explanation.

Clunes: community bank
Ms HADDEN (Ballarat) — I wish to raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Financial Services
Industry in the other place. The issue is both important
and urgent for the small rural township of Clunes,
situated in Hepburn shire in the Central Highlands.
Clunes, as this house knows, is Victoria’s first gold
town, where the first payable gold was officially
discovered in 1851. Clunes has a population of about
900, and three years ago it was successful in attracting
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Wesley College to establish a campus for
year 9 students in the town.
There were three major bank services in Clunes until
they abandoned their customers over the past decade.
Goldcredit, which has its head office in Ballarat,
opened a part-time branch at the Clunes newsagency a
few years ago, but it has recently announced that it will
be closing its operations at the end of November. The
Hepburn shire council, to its credit, has negotiated with
Goldcredit to remain open over the Christmas period. It
has now agreed not to close its operations until the end
of January 2004.
After that Clunes will have absolutely no banking
services. This will be devastating both socially and
economically for this small rural community. I
therefore ask the minister if he can advise me how the
small community of Clunes can undertake a feasibility
study for a community bank, and what financial
assistance his department can give in this regard.

Schools: equipment insurance
Hon. W. A. LOVELL (North Eastern) — I wish to
raise a matter with the Minister for Education and
Training in the other place. A number of schools in my
electorate have approached me with concerns regarding
the government’s requirement that schools have to
cover the cost of insuring items of — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT — Order! I know we have had a
long week and it is getting on in the evening, but we are
up to the adjournment, and I am sure the minister at the
table wants to hear what the member on my left is
requesting of her. I ask honourable members to desist
from interjections and comments across the chamber.
Hon. W. A. LOVELL — As I was saying, a
number of schools in my electorate have approached
me with concerns that schools have to cover the cost of
insuring items of equipment that have either been
donated by parent and community groups, or are
currently under a lease agreement. The government’s
requirement that schools cover the cost of this insurance
is placing considerable strain on already-tight school
budgets.
Parents and community groups do an excellent job in
raising funds to provide additional resources and
facilities in our schools. These contributions provide an
enhanced curriculum and learning environment for
students, and without the contribution of these groups
the cost of providing additional facilities would need to
be borne by the state government. School principals are
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not only concerned about the cost that insurance
policies are placing on the school budget but they are
also concerned that parent and community groups may
be discouraged from providing equipment and facilities
because they will be concerned about whether the
school can afford the ongoing cost burden of insuring
the item.
The state government is very happy to receive
donations from parents and community groups, and
once donated all equipment is considered to be the
property of the education department. But when it
comes to insurance or replacement costs, the
government dodges any responsibility. I ask the
minister if she will act to cover insurance costs for
items donated to or leased by schools, thereby reducing
the already significant financial burden facing our
school communities

Parks: community access
Hon. S. M. NGUYEN (Melbourne West) — I raise
a matter for the attention of the Minister for
Environment in the other place. The issue I raise tonight
is about how we utilise the parks covered by Parks
Victoria to meet the needs of the community. There is a
lack of use of the public places in the parks. Many
communities would like to have their own garden or
their own arts and sculpture in the parks, so there is an
opportunity for Parks Victoria to get community groups
involved in the parks. People feel the parks belong to
them and that they can visit them and also encourage
other people to come to the parks.
I often go to the park, and I do not see many people
interested — not many people come to use the parks. A
number of ethnic groups in my area are keen to get
involved with Parks Victoria and to use the parks to
meet the cultural needs within their community. I ask
the minister to contact Parks Victoria and the other
local groups who are interested in getting involved.

Bendigo Special Development School:
relocation
Hon. D. K. DRUM (North Western) — My
adjournment question is to the Minister for Education
Services in the other place. The Bendigo Special
Development School has outgrown its site and is in
desperate need of relocation. I have had discussions
with the staff and parents of children who attend the
school, and they believe that a recommendation has
recently been put to the regional director from a
working party that was put together to review special
education within the greater Bendigo region.
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While parents of the students have been told of the
recommendations — and those recommendations from
the working party are that they relocate or co-locate
with the Kalianna school — they have not yet sighted
those recommendations, nor are they aware how the
recommendations will be handled once they come
under the regional director’s jurisdiction. The main
issue of concern with the recommendations from the
working party is that they will push the new special
development school to co-locate with Kalianna, which
is also a special school for children with vastly different
disabilities. The parents of the Bendigo Special
Development School are desperately against this move.
The issue as to the new site of the Bendigo Special
Development School was put to parents in a
consultative poll. The initial results showed that 80 per
cent of parents were in favour of a stand-alone option
and did not want to co-locate with Kalianna. The
working party, which believed this initial poll was done
without a proper pros and cons list being made
available to the parents, proposed a new pros and cons
list be prepared and sent out with a new poll. The
second poll came in with 92 per cent of the parents
rejecting the working party recommendation and opting
for a stand-alone option.
With practically 100 per cent of the staff at the special
development school preferring to stand alone at a
different location and 92 per cent of the parents totally
against any co-location, I am anxious to learn how the
minister will act should the recommendation that the
two schools co-locate come all the way through the
department to her desk.
I am asking the minister if she will support the parents
and staff of the school and grant their wish that the new
special development school will be sited on a
stand-alone basis and will not be co-located with the
Kalianna school.

Metropolitan Fire and Emergency Services
Board: funding
Hon. A. P. OLEXANDER (Silvan) — I have a
request for the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services in the other place concerning the Metropolitan
Fire and Emergency Services Board fire services levy.
A recent review into funding of the MFESB retained
current arrangements — that is, that councils collect
one-eighth of MFESB funding.
The Maroondah City Council, in my electorate of
Silvan, has argued that its contribution this year has
risen from $516 725 to an amount of $603 240 — an
increase of over $85 000 in one year, equating to a large
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rise of nearly 17 per cent. The council has argued quite
strongly that it would be fairer for the state government
to bear the cost of that increase because one of the
components of the increase is a service level initiatives
component, which includes what is known as the
terrorism consequence management strategy. The
council has argued that it should not be up to the local
government arm of our system of government to collect
money on behalf of the MFESB for issues such as
antiterrorism measures. I believe it has a legitimate case
to put in that regard.
I call on the government to review its decision to make
hefty increases to the Metropolitan Fire and Emergency
Services Board fire services levy and ask whether it
will consider covering the terrorism consequences
component of the increase in this year’s levy?

Responses
Ms BROAD (Minister for Local Government) —
The Honourable Ron Bowden raised a matter for the
Minister for Transport concerning Baxter–Tooradin
Road, a matter he has raised consistently in this place. I
will refer that matter to the minister for response.
Mr Somyurek raised a matter for the Minister for
Planning concerning details of support for local
councils, and I will refer that matter to the minister for
her response.
The Honourable Andrew Brideson raised a matter for
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
concerning spam emails and pornography. I will refer
that matter to the minister for his response.
The Honourable John Eren raised a matter for the
Minister for Sport and Recreation concerning
community facility funding in the Geelong Province. I
will refer that matter to the minister for his response.
The Honourable David Davis raised a matter for the
Minister for Finance concerning guidelines for hospital
financial management. I will refer that matter to the
minister for his response.
Ms Hadden raised a matter for the Minister for
Financial Services Industry concerning community
banking in Clunes. I will refer that matter to the
minister for his response.
The Honourable Wendy Lovell raised a matter for the
Minister for Education and Training concerning
insurance costs of equipment and facilities. I will refer
that matter to the minister for her response.
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The Honourable Sang Nguyen raised a matter for the
Minister for Environment concerning parks in his
electorate. I will refer that matter to the minister for his
response.
The Honourable Damian Drum raised a matter for the
Minister for Education Services concerning the
working party which is contemplating the future of the
Bendigo Special Development School. I will refer that
matter to the minister for her response.
The Honourable Andrew Olexander raised a matter for
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
concerning the Metropolitan Fire and Emergency
Services Board fire services levy. I will refer that matter
to the minister for his response.
Motion agreed to.
House adjourned 9.59 p.m. until Tuesday, 28 October.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Answers to the following questions on notice were circulated on the date shown.
Questions have been incorporated from the notice paper of the Legislative Council.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
The portfolio of the minister answering the question on notice starts each heading.

Tuesday, 14 October 2003
Community services: disability services — accommodation support
536.

THE HON. BILL FORWOOD — To ask the Minister for Aged Care (for the Minister for Community
Services): In relation to shared supported accommodation for people with disabilities, for the 12 months
ending 30 December 2002:
(a)

How many properties have been purchased which will accommodate people not already being
provided with a residential service.

(b)

What is the purchase price of each property.

(c)

What is the expected renovation/building cost (if any) for each property.

(d)

How many residents can each property accommodate.

(e)

What is the average time from purchase to a property being operational.

(f)

What is the total cost for the purchase of these properties, including contingencies, project
management and consultant’s fees.

ANSWER:
(a) For the 12 months ending 30 December 2002, four (4) properties were purchased which will accommodate
people not already being provided with a residential service.
(b) The purchase price for each property is detailed in column C of Attachment 1.
(c) The expected renovation/building cost for each property is detailed in column D of Attachment 1.
(d) The resident capacity of each property detailed in column B of Attachment 1.
(e) The average time from purchase to a property being operational is 14 months assuming funding is immediately
available for the design and construction phases.
(f) The total actual/anticipated cost for the purchase of these properties, including contingencies, project
management and consultant's fees is detailed in column E of Attachment 1.
Appendix (1)
A
Property
1
2
3
4

B
No Of
Residents
5
5
5
5

C
Purchase Price
$157,000
$310,000
$68,000
$129,500

D(1)
Actual/Estimated
Construction Cost
$636,364
$281,110
$402,856
$546,000

E
Total cost for
property
$848,432
$649,832
$531,443
$749,890
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Notes: Construction and total costs shown in ‘italics’ represent estimated construction and total costs
(1) Actual/Estimated costs reflect both construction and renovation

Aged care: health and community care funding
576.

THE HON. ANDREA COOTE — To ask the Minister for Aged Care:
(a)

What is the total amount of state only, new funding the Government allocated for HACC services in
2000-01, 2001-02 and 2002-03, respectively.

(b)

What is the total amount of state only, new funding that the Government has allocated to HACC
services since October 1999.

ANSWER:
The total amount of State only new funding that the State Government has allocated to HACC and HACC like
services in 2000-01, 2001-02 and 2002-03 respectively are:
a)
– $11.37 million in 2000/01. $6.87 million of this was allocated to HACC services and the balance to hospital
to home that is now post acute care.
– $11.51 million in 2001/02. $7.51 million of this was allocated to HACC services and the balance to hospital
to home that is now post acute care.
– $12.90 million in 2002/03. $8.9 million of this was allocated to HACC services and the balance to hospital
to home that is now post acute care.
(b) The total amount of State only new funding that the State Government has allocated to HACC and HACC like
services from October 1999 to June 2003 is $41.03 million. The allocation of State only new funding for
2003/04 $6.48 million.

Small business: programs — productivity savings
589.

THE HON. B. N. ATKINSON — To ask the Minister for Small Business: What productivity savings are
expected to be derived from small business programs, projects and business units.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Savings will be achieved in line with whole of Government requirements through general efficiencies in
administration and rationalisation and refocusing of programs to minimise duplication.

Transport: rail services
772.

THE HON. ANDREA COOTE — To ask the Minister for Local Government (for the Minister for
Transport): In relation to the late arrival of train services along the Frankston line which have affected the
travel arrangements of commuters from Mentone, Cheltenham and Highett railway stations:
(a)

What was the cause of significant delays of between 8 and 12 minutes on the Frankston line in July
2003.

(b)

What plans does the Government have to improve the reliability of peak hour services noting that in
the month of August 2003 many Frankston line services were between 4 to 8 minutes late.
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ANSWER:
(1) Train services on the Frankston line were disrupted due to a fire that was deliberately lit in the relay room at
Frankston Station on Sunday 20 July 2003 at approximately 3:40am.
(2) The reliability of services on the Frankston line has improved since repairs to essential equipment damaged in
the fire were completed.
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Thursday, 16 October 2003
Innovation: Innovation Economy Advisory Board
563.

THE HON. B. N. ATKINSON — To ask the Minister for Finance (for the Treasurer):
(a)

What is the charter and membership of the Innovation Economy Advisory Board.

(b)

What matters has the Minister referred to the Board.

(c)

What recommendations has the Board made to the Minister.

(d)

On what dates has the Board met since it was established.

(e)

What costs have been incurred in the administration of the Board and what costs have been incurred
in the conduct of meetings, including fees or other payments made to members of the Board.

(f)

What has been the attendance record of members of the Board.

(g)

What is the budget for the Board for 2003-04.

ANSWER:
I chair the Innovation Economy Advisory Board in my capacity as Minister for Innovation.
(a) The charter and membership of the Board are set out on the Board web-site at
http://www.vic.gov.au/innovation.
(b) The work plan of the Board was approved at the May meeting and includes: the development of a longer term
strategic plan; benchmarking Victoria as an innovation economy against other economies; developing a
strategy to promote Victoria as an innovation economy; targeted projects on skills needs, growth industries of
the future, environmental technologies and creative capital; as well as advising on priorities for funding under
the Science Technology and Innovation (STI) initiative, business clusters, the Government’s design strategy
and initiatives to assist technology commercialisation.
(c) Projects are at various stages of progress. As a key outcome already, the Board has advised me in relation to
the mechanism for establishing the Victorian Endowment on Knowledge Skills and Innovation (VESKI).
(d) The Board’s establishment was announced on 11 December 2002. It has held plenary meetings on
24 February and 13 May 2003.
(e) No fees are paid to members. Costs of meetings and administration are met from the budget of the Department
of Innovation, Industry and Regional Development.
(f) Meetings have been well attended.
(g) Board expenses will be met from the Budget of the Department of Innovation, Industry and Regional
Development, subject to annual Budget negotiations.
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Small business: client satisfaction surveys
602.

THE HON. B. N. ATKINSON — To ask the Minister for Small Business:
(a)

What services or parts of services were found to be deficient in client satisfaction surveys.

(b)

What actions is the Government taking to improve the quality and effectiveness of services,
particularly in areas found by surveys to be deficient.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
(a) An output measure ‘Client satisfaction on small business information, referral or mentoring service (survey)’ is
included in Budget Estimates Paper No.3, p.184. In 2002-03 the satisfaction level was 94%.
(b) The Government constantly strives to improve the quality and suitability of its services.

Manufacturing and export: high performance manufacturing consortia
791.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Small Business (for the Minister for
Manufacturing and Export): In relation to the High Performance Manufacturing Consortia and given that
the Department of Innovation, Industry and Regional Development is not involved in the process of
selecting members of the two consortia, what safeguards does the Government have in place to ensure that
taxpayers are receiving value for their $888,840.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The High Performance Manufacturing Consortia initiative is managed by two legal agreements with Optim Pty Ltd
and High Performance Consortium Ltd.
The legal agreements require that the consortia facilitators provide regular feedback on the program to the
Department of Innovation, Industry and Regional Development.
In addition to the legal requirements, the Department has full access to all consortia activities including all meetings
and seminars. The Department attends and monitors many of these events and as a minimum will attend at least
10% of all planned meetings, excluding training sessions.
On current member numbers the $888,840 represents $7,407 (including GST) for each consortia member per year.
Each Consortia member is required to pay an annual membership fee to the consortia, $10,000 for the VIC LEAN
ME consortium and $15,000 for the HPC consortium.
Membership fees are not inclusive of training and education costs which can double the consortium costs, based on
the experience of the Toronto HPMC.
The Toronto experience suggests that not only do consortium members benefit from inclusion in a HPMC but their
supply chain and the manufacturing sector also benefit from the existence of a HPMC when the HPMC member
“lifts the bar” for the sector.
Training and education seminars are available to non-consortium members should the events not be fully
subscribed by the membership of the HPMC.
Based on international experience, an annual cost of $7,407 for each consortia member per year is thought to be
exceptional value for money as the HPMC provides an opportunity for up to 40 non competing companies who are
aspiring to be world class to work together to accelerate their knowledge in a leveraged learning network.
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Manufacturing and export: Victorian automotive manufacturing industry strategic plan
792.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Small Business (for the Minister for
Manufacturing and Export): In relation to the Victorian Automotive Manufacturing Industry Strategic Plan
which requires a progress report each July, when is the 2003 Annual Progressive Review of the plan
expected.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The Victorian Automotive Manufacturing Industry Strategic Plan contains a mechanism for an annual review
process that is scheduled for commencement in July of each operational year.
The 2003 review has been completed. The precise timing of annual review meetings depends on the availability of
the industry representatives in the Strategic Plan Working Committee.

Manufacturing and export: agenda for new manufacturing
793.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Small Business (for the Minister for
Manufacturing and Export): In relation to the Agenda for New Manufacturing, does the Department of
Innovation, Industry and Regional Development have a — (i) record of grants given to businesses and
organisations; and (ii) record of conditions attached to grants given to businesses and organisations.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
In relation to the Agenda for New Manufacturing, the Department of Innovation, Industry and Regional
Development does maintain:
i. a record of grants given to businesses and organisations, some details of which are published in the
Department’s annual report;
ii. a record of conditions attached to grants given to businesses and organisations.

Aged care: Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd
796.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Aged Care: In relation to Haystac Public Affairs
Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department, office or any agency
or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory authority, under the
Minister’s administration since February 2001.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
No payments have been made by my Department and/or Office to the firm Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd.
To provide details of payments made by agencies, statutory authorities or predecessor departments, offices,
agencies of statutory authorities under my administration would be an unreasonable diversion of my department’s
resources.
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Arts: Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd
798.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Sport and Recreation (for the Minister for Arts):
In relation to Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department, office or any agency
or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory authority, under the
Minister’s administration since February 2001.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that no payments have been made by Arts Victoria, Department of Premier and Cabinet, or my
Office to the firm Haystac Public Affairs P/L.
To provide details of payments made by agencies, statutory authorities or predecessor departments, offices,
agencies of statutory authorities under my administration would be an unreasonable diversion of my department’s
resources.

Community services: Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd
800.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Aged Care (for the Minister for Community
Services): In relation to Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department, office or any agency
or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory authority, under the
Minister’s administration since February 2001.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
No payments have been made by my Department and/or Office to the firm Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd.

Consumer affairs: Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd
801.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Consumer Affairs: In relation to Haystac Public
Affairs Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department, office or any agency
or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory authority, under the
Minister’s administration since February 2001.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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No payments have been made by my Department or Office to the firm Haystac Public Affairs P/L.
To provide details of payments made by agencies, statutory authorities or predecessor departments, offices,
agencies of statutory authorities under my administration would be an unreasonable diversion of my department’s
resources.

Finance: Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd
809.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Finance: In relation to Haystac Public Affairs Pty
Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department, office or any agency
or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory authority, under the
Minister’s administration since February 2001.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
No payments have been made by my Department or Office to the firm Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd.
To provide details of payments made by agencies, statutory authorities or predecessor departments, offices,
agencies of statutory authorities under my administration would be an unreasonable diversion of my department’s
resources.

Financial services industry: Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd
810.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Small Business (for the Minister for Financial
Services Industry): In relation to Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department, office or any agency
or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory authority, under the
Minister’s administration since February 2001.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Since my being sworn in as a Minister in December 2002, no payments relevant to the Financial Services Industry
portfolio have been made by my Department or my Private Office to the firm Haystac Public Affairs P/L.
To provide details of payments made by agencies, statutory authorities or predecessor departments, offices,
agencies or statutory authorities under my administration would be an unreasonable diversion of my Department’s
resources.
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Health: Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd
813.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Aged Care (for the Minister for Health): In
relation to Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department, office or any agency
or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory authority, under the
Minister’s administration since February 2001.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
No payments have been made by my Department and/or Office to the firm Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd.
To provide details of payments made by agencies, statutory authorities or predecessor departments, offices,
agencies of statutory authorities under my administration would be an unreasonable diversion of my department’s
resources.

Housing: Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd
814.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Housing: In relation to Haystac Public Affairs Pty
Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department, office or any agency
or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory authority, under the
Minister’s administration since February 2001.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
No payments have been made by my Department and/or Office to the firm Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd.
To provide details of payments made by agencies, statutory authorities or predecessor departments, offices,
agencies of statutory authorities under my administration would be an unreasonable diversion of my department’s
resources.

Manufacturing and export: Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd
820.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Small Business (for the Minister for
Manufacturing and Export): In relation to Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department, office or any agency
or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory authority, under the
Minister’s administration since February 2001.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the project for which payment was made.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Since my being sworn in as a Minister in December 2002, no payments relevant to the Manufacturing and Export
portfolio have been made by my Department or my Private Office to the firm Haystac Public Affairs P/L.
To provide details of payments made by agencies, statutory authorities or predecessor departments, offices,
agencies or statutory authorities under my administration would be an unreasonable diversion of my Department’s
resources.

Premier: Haystac Public Affairs Pty Ltd
824.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Finance (for the Premier): In relation to Haystac
Public Affairs Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Premier’s Department, office or any agency
or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory authority, under the
Premier’s administration since February 2001.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that no payments have been made by my Department or Office to the firm Haystac Public Affairs
P/L.
To provide details of payments made by agencies, statutory authorities or predecessor departments, offices,
agencies of statutory authorities under my administration would be an unreasonable diversion of my department’s
resources.

Aged care: Social Shift Pty Ltd
837.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Aged Care: In relation to Social Shift Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department, office or any agency
or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory authority, under the
Minister’s administration since 1 July 2001.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
No payments have been made by my Department and/or Office to the firm Social Shift Pty Ltd.
To provide details of payments made by agencies, statutory authorities or predecessor departments, offices,
agencies of statutory authorities under my administration would be an unreasonable diversion of my department’s
resources.
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Arts: Social Shift Pty Ltd
839.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Sport and Recreation (for the Minister for Arts):
In relation to Social Shift Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department, office or any agency
or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory authority, under the
Minister’s administration since 1 July 2001.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that no payments have been made by Arts Victoria, Department of Premier and Cabinet, or my
Office to the firm Social Shift P/L.
To provide details of payments made by agencies, statutory authorities or predecessor departments, offices,
agencies of statutory authorities under my administration would be an unreasonable diversion of my department’s
resources.

Community services: Social Shift Pty Ltd
842.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Aged Care (for the Minister for Community
Services): In relation to Social Shift Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department, office or any agency
or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory authority, under the
Minister’s administration since 1 July 2001.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
No payments have been made by my Department and/or Office to the firm Social Shift Pty Ltd.

Consumer affairs: Social Shift Pty Ltd
843.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Consumer Affairs: In relation to Social Shift Pty
Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department, office or any agency
or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory authority, under the
Minister’s administration since 1 July 2001.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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No payments have been made by my Department or Office to the firm Social Shift P/L.
To provide details of payments made by agencies, statutory authorities or predecessor departments, offices,
agencies of statutory authorities under my administration would be an unreasonable diversion of my department’s
resources.

Finance: Social Shift Pty Ltd
850.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Finance: In relation to Social Shift Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department, office or any agency
or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory authority, under the
Minister’s administration since 1 July 2001.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
No payments have been made by my Department or Office to the firm Social Shift Pty Ltd.
To provide details of payments made by agencies, statutory authorities or predecessor departments, offices,
agencies of statutory authorities under my administration would be an unreasonable diversion of my department’s
resources.

Financial services industry: Social Shift Pty Ltd
851.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Small Business (for the Minister for Financial
Services Industry): In relation to Social Shift Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department, office or any agency
or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory authority, under the
Minister’s administration since 1 July 2001.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Since my being sworn in as a Minister in December 2002, no payments relevant to the Financial Services Industry
portfolio have been made by my Department or my Private Office to the firm Social Shift P/L.
To provide details of payments made by agencies, statutory authorities or predecessor departments, offices,
agencies or statutory authorities under my administration would be an unreasonable diversion of my Department’s
resources.

Health: Social Shift Pty Ltd
854.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Aged Care (for the Minister for Health): In
relation to Social Shift Pty Ltd:
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(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department, office or any agency
or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory authority, under the
Minister’s administration since 1 July 2001.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
No payments have been made by my Department and/or Office to the firm Social Shift Pty Ltd.
To provide details of payments made by agencies, statutory authorities or predecessor departments, offices,
agencies of statutory authorities under my administration would be an unreasonable diversion of my department’s
resources.

Housing: Social Shift Pty Ltd
855.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Housing: In relation to Social Shift Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department, office or any agency
or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory authority, under the
Minister’s administration since 1 July 2001.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
No payments have been made by my Department and/or Office to the firm Social Shift Pty Ltd.
To provide details of payments made by agencies, statutory authorities or predecessor departments, offices,
agencies of statutory authorities under my administration would be an unreasonable diversion of my department’s
resources.

Manufacturing and export: Social Shift Pty Ltd
861.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Small Business (for the Minister for
Manufacturing and Export): In relation to Social Shift Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Minister’s Department, office or any agency
or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory authority, under the
Minister’s administration since 1 July 2001.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
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Since my being sworn in as a Minister in December 2002, no payments relevant to the Manufacturing and Export
portfolio have been made by my Department or my Private Office to the firm Social Shift P/L.
To provide details of payments made by agencies, statutory authorities or predecessor departments, offices,
agencies or statutory authorities under my administration would be an unreasonable diversion of my Department’s
resources.

Premier: Social Shift Pty Ltd
865.

THE HON. E. G. STONEY — To ask the Minister for Finance (for the Premier): In relation to Social
Shift Pty Ltd:
(a)

What payments have been made to the company by the Premier’s Department, office or any agency
or statutory authority, or any predecessor Department, office, agency or statutory authority, under the
Premier’s administration since 1 July 2001.

(b)

On what dates were the payments made.

(c)

What are the details of the project for which payment was made.

ANSWER:
I am informed that no payments have been made by my Department or Office to the firm Social Shift P/L.
To provide details of payments made by agencies, statutory authorities or predecessor departments, offices,
agencies of statutory authorities under my administration would be an unreasonable diversion of my department’s
resources.

Community services: disability services — peak organisations
890.

THE HON. BILL FORWOOD — To ask the Minister for Aged Care (for the Minister for Community
Services): In relation to Peak Organisations for disability for the year ended 30 June 2003:
(a)

Which organisations were funded as Peak Organisations.

(b)

What was the funding for each organisation.

ANSWER:
I am informed that 4 organisations were funded as Peak organisations for the year ended 30 June 2003. These
organisations are:
– ACROD Victorian Division (the National Industry Association for Disability Services)
– Council of Intellectual Disability Agencies (CIDA)
– VICRAID (the Peak Agency representing Disability Accommodation and Community Support Organisations)
and
– Victorian Coalition of Acquired Brain Injury Service Providers (VCASP).
– ACROD’s funding for the year ending 30 June 2003 was:
Recurrent service agreement funding of
Non-recurrent minor capital works funding of
Non-recurrent Transport Systems Project funding of
Non-recurrent Your Home My Workplace conference support funding of
– CIDA’s funding for the year ending 30 June 2003 was:

$55,000
$1,410
$53,940
$20,000
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Non-recurrent payment for training sessions attendance by DHS staff
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$45,500
$9,470
$5,500
$39,500
$30,191

– VICRAID’s service agreement funding for the year ended 30 June 2003 was
Recurrent service agreement funding of
$20,000
Non-recurrent purchase of training seminar presenter
$1,209
– VCASP’s funding for the year ending 30 June 2003 was:
Non-recurrent support grant of

$28,225

Community services: Kew Residential Services
903.

THE HON. R. DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Aged Care (for the Minister for Community
Services): In relation to the Kew Residential Site (KRS):
(a)

What is the current status of, and will the Minister make available, the master plan, urban design
framework and land release strategy for the KRS site undertaken by the Urban and Regional Land
Corporation (URLC) for the Department of Human Services, and to which specific reference is made
in the URLC annual report for 2001-02.

(b)

How does the master plan provide for the — (i) retention of special medical and dental facilities and
the future of the sports and recreation centre for the use of intellectually disabled residents; and (ii)
location of accommodation for the intellectually disabled residents and their support facilities.

(c)

How do the design principles in the master plan ensure community inclusion.

(d)

What is the treatment of all heritage matters in the master plan, including buildings, vegetation,
aboriginal sites, cultural and historical sites.

(e)

What is the lot yield in the master plan and the range of lot sizes.

(f)

How does the master plan accommodate non-residential facilities.

(g)

What is the staging plan for the site.

(h)

What is the marketing plan for selling the site.

(i)

What is the capacity of existing external infrastructure to support any proposed site development
including schools, roads, water and gas.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(a) As part of the overall masterplanning process for the redevelopment of the KRS site being undertaken for DHS
by VicUrban, previously the Urban and Regional Land Corporation (URLC), a draft Urban Design Framework
was prepared This work was undertaken in a working group convened by the City of Boroondara and the
framework was on public exhibition during the process. The Urban Design Framework sets out the key
parameters for the redevelopment, including landscape elements to be preserved, circulation patterns,
relationship with the adjacent area and broad building envelopes. The Urban Design Framework was
considered by the Council on 4 August 2003 and endorsed with significant changes to the framework
recommended by the Working Group. The Urban Design Framework is publicly available from the City of
Boroondara. Issues related to the staging of development are covered under 7 below.
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(b,i & ii)
The Urban Design Framework sets out broad areas for residential buildings and accommodation and support
facilities for KRS residents that will be located within these areas. The Government has committed to ensuring
that there are sports and recreational facilities, and that KRS residents will have access to doctors and dentists
onsite. An Urban Design Framework does not specify the location of individual buildings. Accommodation
for people with disabilities will be located throughout the site; final details will be developed as part of the
planning process, and in consultation with relevant stakeholders.
(c) The design principles and objectives underpinning the Urban Design Framework in general support the
development of an inclusive community. For example there are, inter alia, specific principles and objectives
– to create an integrated urban character which promotes a strong future community identity,
– to encourage an integrated residential community and complementary uses, (including community uses),
– to invite people into the site,
– to facilitate access for people of all abilities,
– to ensure roads are designed to encourage pedestrian use,
– to facilitate and enhance pedestrian and cycle access to and through the site for people of all abilities, and
– to minimise pedestrian, cycle and vehicular conflict.
(d) Heritage matters have been an important consideration in the preparation of the Urban Design Framework and
studies have been undertaken to identify site issues relating to heritage, Aboriginal sites and significant
vegetation. The Urban Design Framework identifies significant features to be retained.
(e) The Urban Design Framework does not indicate individual building lots or yield and only sets out broad
building envelopes. Specific development proposals will ultimately be prepared by developers of the site,
within the parameters of the Planning Scheme Amendment.
(f) The Urban Design Framework provides for a residential redevelopment, and there is scope for provision of
local community and recreational facilities.
(g) In drawing up the Urban Design Framework, consideration has also been given to a strategy for staging the
development and the release of land. This work is at a preliminary stage and will take into account the
progressive movement of those residents to their new accommodation off the site.
(h) No marketing plans for selling the site have been prepared, as the planning process is at an early stage.
(i) Studies concerning existing infrastructure indicate that there is capacity for additional development on the site.
Ultimate developers of the site will be required to ensure that their proposals can be accommodated within
infrastructure capacities or will be required to meet cost of additional infrastructure requirements.

Major projects: Kew Residential Services
904.

THE HON. R. DALLA-RIVA — To ask the Minister for Local Government (for the Minister for Major
Projects): In relation to the Kew Residential Site (KRS):
(a)

What is the current status of, and will the Minister make available, the master plan, urban design
framework and land release strategy for the KRS site undertaken by the Urban and Regional Land
Corporation (URLC) for the Department of Human Services, and to which specific reference is made
in the URLC annual report for 2001-02.

(b)

How does the master plan provide for the — (i) retention of special medical and dental facilities and
the future of the sports and recreation centre for the use of intellectually disabled residents; and (ii)
location of accommodation for the intellectually disabled residents and their support facilities.

(c)

How do the design principles in the master plan ensure community inclusion.
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(d)

What is the treatment of all heritage matters in the master plan, including buildings, vegetation,
aboriginal sites, cultural and historical sites.

(e)

What is the lot yield in the master plan and the range of lot sizes.

(f)

How does the master plan accommodate non-residential facilities.

(g)

What is the staging plan for the site.

(h)

What is the marketing plan for selling the site.

(i)

What is the capacity of existing external infrastructure to support any proposed site development
including schools, roads, water and gas.

ANSWER:
Please refer to the response by the Minister for Community Services.

